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CHAP!'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I • STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Frequently during his teaching experience, the writer 
has listened to discussions by parents, teachers, and other 
interested persons on the effecti.veness of the high school 
in preparing boys and girls f ·or their chosen work outside 
e:ch.ool. Some of these persons fervently defend. our public 
secondary schools while others are bitter in their. de-
nunciation of the high school and its program. 
As this study is being reported, one of our Sunday 
newspaper writers contends, "A national estimate is that 
20 per cent of our high school pupils are prepared for 
college, 2.0 per cent trained. in special skills, and 60 per 
e.ent 'educationally neglected'. • 1 
In some diacussions, the opponents of the high school 
and its program make contradictory assertions. l!'or example , 
o.ne group complains that the high school does not offer 
adequate preparation for college while another group is 
1 W. E. Flayfair, "Brookline's 'Life Adjustment' 
Plan is Solving School Prob.lem", Boston Sunday Herald, 
October 30, 1949, p.l. 
I 
I 
I 
)I 
2 ~ 
just as sincere in its contention that the high school 
centers its interest on those few students who are bound 
for college, to the detriment of the majority who wi 11. 
seek immediate employment after graduation from high 
school . 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I The writer bas been disturbed by these discussions - l ~ 
not so much because of the harsh words spoken of the high 
1 
school but rather because of the dearth of evidence upon 
which both the attack and defense rest. 
The attackers almost always base their onslaught 
on some one or two graduates of their acquaintance who 
have failed to achieve their poet-high-school ambitions. 
The fact that these students may not have made the most 
of opportuni ties offered them in high school or the 
I possibility that these graduates made occupational choices 
1
, 
which could not be justified by their individual patterns 
of interests and abilities is not considered. In the 
opinion of the attackers, it is the high school which has 
failed -- not the individual. 
r 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
Neither do the defenders of the high school display I 
any more wisdom in the selection of their evidence. 
I 
All to 1 
often, they are inclined to use the number of graduates who 
make the deans' lists in the degree-granting institutions 
of higher learning as an index of the high school's 
effectiveness. 
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Flayfair2 in his- assertion that the high !1 
meeting the needs of the boys and girls who ~~~ 
content to base the truth of this statement 
Even Mr. 
schools are not 
attend them is 
o.n '·"a nati anal. estimate", the source of which is not 
disel.osed. 
As partisans i .n this controversy, whatever the side 
we~ take, should we not try to get the facts, to delve 
more in the good earth and less in the filmy mists of which 
c~ouds are made'? What about our high school. graduates 
themselves? What has become of them, and what is· their 
opinion of the high school? Would a record. of their post-
high-school. experiences hel.p us to make a fair evaluation 
of the high school and its program? 
This study- is an outgrow.th of the writer's belief in 
the technique o:f follow-up as an effective i .nstru.ment in 
· evaluating the high school and its program, dis.cl.osing 
aert.ain strengths and weaknesses and pointing the way· 
toward desirable changes which should be made. 
In their book on guid.anc.e services in the high 
school., Erickson and Smith have this to: say about foll.ow-
u;p studies: 
2 Jl?layfair, loc.. ei.t. 
I 
I 
I 
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Schools are becoming increasingiy co.gniza.nt of the 
vital impo.rtanc·e of adequate follow-up studies of high 
school leavers. Through no other means can the 
effea;;tiveness of the high school program be accurately 
appraised. The guidance program can render signal 
service to the entire school through a regular and 
accurate follow-up program . ~ 
The purpose of this thesis is to report the results 
of a follow-up study of gradua tea of the Dedham High School 
Class of 19~9. and from these resUlts to try to determine 
whe·ther or not Dedham High School is giving the kind o'f 
preparation boys and girls need for their chosen work 
outside school. 
There has been no organiz.ed e'ffort by Dedham High 
School to follow up its gradua.tes. Since this is the only 
study of its kind which has been conducted in Dedham , its 
purpose is three-'fold: 
1. To gain an insight into the problems of 
Toc&tiona.l., educational, and social ad-justmen.t encountered by a class o'f Dedham 
High School graduates. 
2. To gather data 'for use in evaluating the 
instructional and guidance programs of 
the school . 
~. To d.emonstrate to all interested Dedham 
residents the value o.f the follow-up 
study as a. means o_f achieving the fore-
going two purposes. 
3 Clifford E. Erickson and Glenn E. Smith, 
Organization and Adminis-tration o'f Guidance Services 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1947). p. 9. 
I 
II 
I 
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II. JUSTIFICATION 
Follow·-up is universally accepted as a function 
of guidance. Just as the automobile manufacturer has 
come to be jud·ged by the performance of his product 
after it leaves the :factory-, so there is a.n increasing 
tendency- to judge the high school by the behavi.or of 
its y·outh after they ~eave school. Knowledge of the 
post-high-school performance of youth is best gained 
through the follow-up study. 
The importance o.f follow-up is widely acclaimed 
by experts in the fi.eld of guidance. Kitson says: 
In general educational practice it (follow-up) 
is involved and expensive, but as a feature of 
vocational guida.nce it is posi ti.vely over-· 
whelmi.ng. 
Nonetheless, we must admit that unless we 
inc,lude follow-up as the climax to. our service, 
we cannot claim to be thoroufhlY performing the 
task of vocational guidance. 
During the year 1940-1941, the National Association 
of Secondary School Principals sponsored. the Occupational 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
Adjustment Study. forty I 
conducting 
1 
This was based on a survey of. 
selected schools in techniques and procedures in 
the fallow-up. .A report of this study entitled, 
I 
"The School ! 
4 Harry D. Kitso.n, "Meditations on Follow-up," 
Occupati.ons, 20:203-4, December, 1941. 
6 
Follows Through,'' was published in November 1941 . Summariz-
ing some of the outcomes of follow-up studies, the staf:f of 
the Occupatlonal Adjustment Study had this to say: 
The follow-up plan has demonstrated. its value as 
an i nstrumentality for self-improvement on the part 
of the individual school. Sometimes it has provided' 
the actual materials to be used in an improved program; 
other times it has merely served to indicate specific 
phases of the program needing improvement. It has 
resulted in the introduction of courses new to the 
particular school, such as "Problems· of occupational. 
Adjustment" and "Retail Selling." Many courses already 
established have been modified as a result of the survey. 
Sometimes this involved a change in emphasis or proce-
dure, such as the use of more business machines in 
commercial instruction; other times it led to new units 
or objec.tives, such as the introduction of a unit on 
blueprint reading or the attempt to develop poise and 
sel.f-con:fidence in dealing with strangers. In this 
connection the follow-up plan often became a regUlar 
part of the curriculum. 
The follow-up survey led to the improvement in 
guidance programs by providing specific. materi als 
for use in counseling and often by causing a complete 
revaluation of the established program. It also 
established its value as a. supplement to the placement 
program. The fol~ow-up survey resulted in the pro-
fessional development of the faculties of many of the 
schools as they reviewed the information gathered, 
eval.uated their present programs in the light of this 
information, and then set about finding better ways 
o.f meeting the needs of youth which had been high-
l i g-hted in the survey. The survey resulted in· 
improved school.-community relations as the former 
students and their parents were assured of the 
school's continued interest in them and desire to 
continue· to serve them. 
Finally, then, the survey resulted in benefits for 
all con.cerned; the former students from whom the 
information was gathered were benefitted through 
counseling du.ring interviews and through the educa-
tive experience of answering provocative questions; 
li 
I' 
II II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
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the t:a~hers who participate~ i~ the. survey benefitted. I 
by. ga1.n1.ng a. more rea.li.sti c _1.ns1ght I.nto y·outh problems I 
and by- being challenged to do something about them; , 
and the students still in school · were benefitted by 11 
the improvement in the s·chool.' s- p·rogram designed to ! 
prepare for occupational adjustment.5 
Discussing the merits of follo'lr-UJ;l in their book, 
Hamrin and Erickson state: 
There are five dlstinct values in making a. follow-up 
etudy of high school graduates. In the first place, 
continued interest in a person after he has l.eft a 
particular institution has a most salutary· effect on 
1
. 
him . The value of the feeli.ng of belonging on the 
part of the graduate, of being worth being checked I 
upon, can hardly be overestimated. Many high school. . 
seniors now possess the opposite feeling which is : 
characterized by "What difference does it make anyway-:' ~~~ 
Nobody cares • • • " A fOll.ow-up program may be a 
powerful motivation if used wisely. [ 
In the second place, the results of such a program ,. 
can be of tremendous significance to the individual . 
school in evaluating its own work. If schools never 
fol~ow up their graduates, both those who go on to 
other institutions an.d those who immediately leave 
school. to go to work, how can it know where it is 
weak and where it is strong? Suggest.ed changes in 
curriculum, methodology, and guidance can be made 
m.uch more intelligen.tly with such information at 
hand. The facts thus received may at times suggest 
changes, at other times corroborate the need for 
changes otherwise suggested, and at still. others 
indicate the wisdom of the present policies and 
practices. In the long run, a school is measured 
by the product which it turns out. Ought not the 
school. to be interested i .n keeping its finger on 
the pulse o:f its graduates? 
I 
I 
il 5 John R. Beery, and others, "The Occupational 
Adj:ustment Service Plan:, • National Association of. 
I Secondary School. Principals, Revised Edition, 1.94l, p.28. 
1 
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8 
The school must demonstrate interest in its product 
if it is to win the aonfid.ence of prospective employers . 
It is necessary that the school continue to contact 
both the students who are now employed and those who 
are going on to co.llege. The ease with which scholar-
ships and. aids are obtained by graduates of certain 
schools is almost in d.irect proportion to the school :!s 
reputa tio.n for being interested in its gradua. tee. 
A fourth reason why a follow-up program is worth-
while to a school is that such an endeavor promotes 
confidence on the part of the community toward the 
school, its administrators, faculty, student body, 
and graduates. All townspeo.ple are interested in the 
succ.ess o:r the home town boy and girl. When the school 
is able to report such successes from time to time, the 
people will be led to think, perhaps unconsciously, 
that s.o.mehow or. other the school has been a factor in 
the attainment &f these successes o.n the part of its 
graduates. A school is often criticized for the 
failure of some of 1 ts gradua.tes to: follow the 
accepted s.ocial pattern. Why not have evidence of 
the successes of some of its graduates in o,rder to 
portray· the whole picture? 
Finally, a follow-up plan can be of worth to the 
:pupi.ls still in school, especially if they have some 
part in the program. One can learn from the experiences 
of others. High school students are fully as l.ikely to 
heed the suggestio.ns o.f those who have just preceded 
them as to heed the sugge~ations of their teachers. 
Interestingly eno.ugh, the results from the follow-up 
programs frequ.en.tly show. that most of the advice 
given by graduates i .s most worthwhi.le. 6 
Ill. TO'ffllr AND SCHOOL SITUATION 
Dese:ri.pticm ~ ~ town. Dedham. is a. town essenti.a1-
ly residential in character with a popula.tio,n a:r 16,659: 
(194.5). The town 1 taelf has a.n area of about 6106 ac:res. 
6 Shirley A. Ha.mrin and. Clifford E·. Erickson, 
Guidanc-e in the Secondar;t School (New York: D. A,p:pleton-
een.tu · . · company, 1939 ) , • ! zo . 
I 
I 
II 
Established in 16~6, it is a. town which is justly proud of 
its past. Tourists fr·om all parte 0-f the United States 
come to Dedham to visit the Fairbanks House. Still in an 
excellent state of :preservation, this old' colonial home-
stead has wi.thstood the rigors o.f 324 New England. winters, 
and is the oldest frame hous·e in the United States. In 
9 
1645 a school was established in De·dha.m -- the first school 
in the United S.ta tee to be supported by public taxation. 
The means by which Dedham residents gain their 
livelihood are highly diversified. Yriti.ng in the· "ltaster. 
Plan and Report for the Town of Dedham", the Shure-~i ffs 
repor.t: 
Of the 5, 2-74 employed. workers in Dedham in 1940, 
81.61% worked beyo.nd the town boundaries. The 
occupations· :f.ol~ow:ed by Dedhamites are varied and [ 
sho.w: only & few marked d.ifferences from the Massa-
chusetts pattern or of that o.f the nation as a whole. Ill 
There is a. larger pro,portion of workers in the 
-clerical, sales, and similar. jobs than in the res-t 
of the co.untry or state and this i.e true also of 1 
craftsmen and. foremen, do.mestic service workers, 
and of professionals. These differences from the 
average have led same to think that Eedham is 
strictly a. white collar town with most persons 
going to central Baston to work. Such, however, 
is nat the case, for the ta.wn has no:t lost it·s 
early industrial character. In fae.t, over 26;( 
of· Dedham workers w.ere· engaged in manufacturing 
in 1940 and undoubtedly during the war this pro-
portion went up. They formed the largest employ-
ment group. 
While it is true that only 18.~9% of Dedham 
wa.rkere actually work in Dedham, nearby indus:tries 
account for a large proportion. For instance, the 
railroad and repair shops and machinery manufacturers 
alone acc-ounted ·for almost 10% of the total of 
employed Dedham residents in 1940 and the principal. 
plants are within walking distance for many. 
It has been impossi.ble to determine the places 
of employment of all Dedham residents but it seems 
likely the. t at least half of· them are employed in 
the local. manufacturing and trading area. 
Trade (wholesale and retail trade, finance, 
insurance and real estate) absorbed the second 
largest gro.up of workers -- 2~. 0~%. The finance. 
insurance and real estate group was the· largest 
in the trade category with 322 workers . Next in 
importance were the food and dairy products sto:res 
w:i th 190 and who.le·sale trade with 186 em.ployees. 
It i s worth noting that only ~0.!' of the trade 
workers were employed in Dedham township. · 
Service worke~s rank third in the number of 
employees. Dedham has a considerably larger 
pro::porti.on of dom·estic service workers than the 
Uni.ted Sta.tes, u. s. Urban, Massachusetts, or 
Bos:ton averages . '!'his reflects the presence of 
a larger than usual proportion af well-to-do 
peo.:ple . Service workers o.f other types (autO--
mobile storage, rental. and repair services, 
business and. repair services except automobile :, 
hotels and lodging places , launder~ng, cleaning, 
and dyeing services, miscellaneous personal 
services, amusement, recreatian, and. related 
services) formed only· '1.24% of the labor force 
compared to 8.81% for Massachusetts, 9.91% for 
the U. s. Urban and 1.4 .• 5% for Boston. However. 
Dedham is a .t ~east equal in this category to 
towns similarly located in relation to. central 
Baston.? 
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~ s.cho ol system !!. Dedham : 
II 
Dedham has. ten public /1 
school buildings which house eight el.emeilta.ry units, five 
I 
I 
7 Arthur A. Shurellff and Sidney N. Shurc~iff, ! 
Vaster Fla.n a.n<l Report for the Town of' Dedbam,Massa.chusetts 
(Boston: ~94'if)7 p. 14 .. - - - -
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junior high school uni.ts, and one high. school unit. 
Dedham also has· two private schools with a total. attend-
ance of about 1~0. Dedham residents and a paro.chial school 
with an enrollment af 454. 
The public school enrollment is about 2. , 664 pupils 
of whom about 702. are in the high school and the remaind.er 
of about 1962 in elementary s:cho ols (1950). The high 
school faculty is made up o.f a principal, vi.ce-principal, 
and 36 full.-time teachers. 
Although Dedham High School does not purport to 
have a guidance program., ce·rtain guidance services are 
provid.ed as follows: 
1. Incidental. counseling of students by teacher-
ad.vise:rs. 
2.. Mass educational guidance af students by· the 
vic.e-pri.ncipal ba.sed u.pon (1) teacher appraisal 
of pupils., (2) Iowa-Stanfnrd T.est results, · 
(3) mental test results, and (4) the averages 
of school ma..rks. 
3. From time to. time the vice-principal gives 
guidance to. indi vid.uall!i. when such eases a.re 
b.ro.ught to hie attentian b;y (1) parents·, 
(2) teachers, or (3) the pupil hims.e.l:f'. 
4. Placement, including school or c.ollege 
selection and j_ob-finding . 
Unti·l the· year 1940 when the Town o.f Wes. twood 
establi.shed i te own hi.gh school, JIJedham High School also. 
aer-v.ed as the hi:gh. school for Yes. two od. The Dedham High 
I 
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S'cbool Class of 1939 included a c:onsiderable number o,f 
Weatwaod reeiden ts. 
IV. ORGANIZATION FOR TEE REMAINDER OF TEE THESIS 
The writer will follow. the plan outlined below in 
reporting the remainder of this study: 
CHAP.rER II 
DESCRIFTION OF TEE FOLLOW-Ul? INQ,UIRY 
FORM AND GROUP STUDIED 
CHAP.rER III 
INFORMATION OF GENERAL INTEREST-
CHAJI?TER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA ON EDUCATIONAL EXP.ERIENCE 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA ON WORK EXPERIENCE 
AND OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE 
CHAPl'ER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMEROVEMENT 
OF HlGH SCHOOL PROGRAM 
CH.APTER VII 
SUMMARY- AND CONCLUSIONS 
12 
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CILU?TER II l 
DESCRIFTI ON OF TEE FOLLOW- UF INQ,UIRY. FORil AND GROUP STUDIED 
I • .i?.REFA.RA TI ON FOR TEE FOLLOW- UP 
The following steps were taken in prepara..tion for 
the study: 
l. A survey o.f literature in the field of 
questionnaire co:nstru.c:tion was made by 
the writer.. 
2.. Opinions and euggestio.ns were solicited 
from: the Dedham High. School facult.T with 
reference to. i tema to be inc~uded in the 
questionnaire. 
3. ce·rtain members of the group to be studied 
were interviewed by the writer tG deteDnine 
their reactio,ns and suggestions. 
Fol~owi. ng this an inquiry form wa:.s composed, in-
corporating th.os·e items which resulted from the procedure 
outlined above. This tentative inquiry fo:m. was then 
submi.tt.ed to the faculty m.embere and students mentioned 
ficiently refined for testing o,n a trial group -- a small 
number of those incLud.ed in the total population to be 
studied. Experts in the fie~d of questionnaire canetrudaon 
II 1 
L 
agree that this s-tep will increase the reli.a.bili.ty o~ the 
instrument as well as the probabi.lity of satisfactory 
14 
returns. Leonard Koos·, in his discussion Gf the question-
naire in education, says:, "Many questionnaires would be 
much improved before finally being put to use if they were 
first subjected to trial use en a small number of respond-
ents." 1 
Accordingly, a.. trial group o;f 2~ graduates residing 
in Dedham was selected at random. The forms were delivered I 
and called for personally by the writer. Al tho.ugh the 
personal delivery system was a. time-consuming process, 
requiring 10 days, the writer found 1 t to be a valuable 
e:x:J;lerience fo~r him. Without. exception the members o.f this 
trial group showed evidence of a genuine interest in the 
study and. were m.ost co-opera.ti ve. in completing the question-
naire. Despite the fact that these people had been out af 
high school for 10 years, all of them displayed a real 
interest in Dedham High School and were eager to. c.c-opera:te 
in a s.tudy which might result in better schools for Dedham 
yo.uth. 
The data which follow in Table I gi.Te more informa-
tion on the compositi<>.n of this trial group. The trial 
L (New 1 Leonard V. Koos, The questionnaire .!,!! Education York: The MacMillan Company, 192:8}, pp. 11"1-118. 
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included eight boys and 15 girls. T'abl.e I shows that seven 
members af the trial grou.P: took the College course in high 
school, six pursued the Clerical course, five the Secreta.-
rial, three the General, and t:wo the Ins:ti tute course. 
Boys 
Gir.ls 
Tota~l 
T.ABI.;B I 
COMPOS! TION OF TRIAL GROUP 
Course Taken in High School 
Coll.ege Clerical Secretarial General Inati tute Total 
1 
5 
6 
() 
5 
5. 
1 
2 
3 
2 
0 
8 
15 
~ 
Since the res,Panses of this trial group were clear 
and it had. evidently experienced no: trouble in interpreting 
1 
the questio.ns, the trial inquiry form was adopted as the 
final form. In view of Leonard Koos '2 at&.tement on the 
advisability of subjecting the tentative inquiry· form to-
tria.l use on a.. small n.umber of res,Pondents , 1 t i .a unusual., 
perhaps, that no suggestions for improvements were forth-
coming from the trial group. Evidently the re<V!irements 
for a sa-tisfactory form were anticipated as a. result of 
the writer's survey- on informa:tion on questionnaire 
2. Koo.s, loc. ill.· 
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construction and the imprcvements in the tentative :form 
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which resulted from consultatio-n with faculty members and !I 
individuals within the group to be studied. 
A copy o·f the fin:al form o:f the inqu.iry- form used 
in this study will be feund in the Appendix. 
II. DESCRI:FTION OF THE GROUI? SELECTED FOR STUDY 
Since this was the first study of i .ts kind to be 
I 
I 
II 
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!I 
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made in Dedham., the writer was c:on£ro·nted with the. problem II 
I! 
of se~ecting a. group fo.r study from among the many classes \II 
which had a.ttended Dedham High Sebool. For pra.ctieal 
reasons of time available and expense involved, it was 
decided that. a group of about 200 perso.ns would be most 
suitable for making this first follow-up study o-f former. 
Dedham High School students. The Class o.f ~939 was finally 
s.elected not only because. it met the specification of 
siz.e but also because of the following rea.sons: 
1. The information secured from this group should 
be interesting from an experiment&.~ point o.:r 
view because of the. sma.l~ number of fol~ow-up 
studi.es which have been nn a .ctivitie.s o~ pers·ons .I 
ten years after their graduation :from. high schoo~ 'I 
2. This class had had ample time in which to adjus·t 1
1 
itself to life outside s:chool. 
3. The group had had an unusual. opportunity to. teat. 
the v.alue. nf its high school educ.ation in the 
light. of experiences enco.un tered during the war 
years. 
II 
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The decision to exclude non-grad.uates from this 
studY. was mad.e with reluctance. The writer ia convinced 
that the post-high-school experiences of non-graduates 
would make a moat va~uable contribution to the resul t .s 
of this stu~. However, the results of other follow~up 
studies indicate tha..t the pe.reentages of response to. 
q_uestionnaires by non-gr&.duates i-s· disappointi.ngly low. 
Possibly a personal interview with each non-graduate would 
be the most effective means of gatheri.ng information on. 
this gro:up. How,ever, the geo:graJ)hica..l. distribution of 
non-graduates in this group makes such a method fmpra.cti-
ea.ble. in this case. Hence. 1 t was tieemed inadvisable to 
co:nsider non-graduates in this study. The group to be 
atudie.d, therefore. reeolved itself into 107 b.o:ys and 
121. girls -- the graduates of the Dedham. High School 
Clas a o.f ~93S. 
III. OBTAINING PRESENT ADDRESSES OF GRADUATES 
I 
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Sinc.e these people had been a.w.ay from the high 
school for 10 years. it was somewhat of a problem to 
determine the present address of each graduate. The 
pro.blem w.as further complie&ted. by the :fact that Dedham 
High School in 19~9- also- served as the high school for 
I II 
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Vfes tw.ood· boys and girls. The following procedure was used 
by the w~riter in determining the present addresses of 
graduates: 
1. A lis:t of "last known• addresses fo·r graduates· 
was compiled from the pexmanent rec·ord cards-
retained by the school, to.gether with the name 
of the s:tudent 's: parent or guardian. 
2. This "last known" addrese of the a:tudent' s 
parent or guardian was checked agains.t the 
loc&l. telephone. d.ir.ectory-. 
3. If the local tele}lhone directory failed t .o 
verify· the pres.ent address, a check was made 
of the l.ist of meil and: women residents pub-
. l.i.shed by· the Town of Dedham. Since· these 
lls-ts of residents are c.o·rrected annually, 
and include ages as well &e a.ddres ses, it 
was possible tc determine accurately the 
PJ:esent addres·ses of many of the· graduates . 
4. If neither· of the sources on i.nformatio.n 
desc.rib.ed in steps "2"' or •3" &bove gave the 
d.esired information, families residing in the: 
immediate vicinity- of the •last known • addre·sa 
o:f a: gradua.te were que.stioned as to. the preaent 
whereabouts o-f the gradua,te. Present atuden.ts 
of Dedham. High School. residing in the vici.ni.ty 
of a ttlast known" address of a Dedham. resident 
also :proved helpful in this case. In ihe: c&se 
of Westwood residents., the: writer himsel:r went 
into the neighborhood. to talk with people 
residing in the. vicinity of the •last .kn.own•• 
address. 
5. In cases where neither of' the steps above 
yielded the d.esired informa..tion, hi.gh school 
cl&s emat:es. of the. gra.dua,te were asked for 
in:f'ormati on concerning his pr·esent. where-
abouts. 
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6. As a last resort, when all of the methods above 
ha.d failed, the inquiry form was mailed to the 
gra_duate at his- "'last known"' address, in care 
o~ his parent or guardian, in the hope that the 
pos·t office would have & forwarding address. 
Government. regulations do not permit postal. 
employe·es to disclose such forwarding a.ddress:es: 
to the addresser, however. 
From the procedure outlined above, it is apparent 
tha..t the determination of a . graduate's pres·ent address may 
sometimes be a time-consumi.ng process. An effort was ma.de 
to check the address of every- graduate either by & . tele-
phone e&11 to his relatives, or by a personal investig&ti.on 
of his whereabouts conducted in the neighborhood of his 
last kno1m residence. 
It is the writer's opinion that time spent in com-
pi.ling a lis.t of present. addresses o.! graduates is time 
well-spent in preparation for the foll.ow-up study. The 
problem of determi.ning the correct addresses fo.r a group 
of high sChool graduates increases in complexity as the 
time which has elapsed since graduation from high school 
increases. rn any- event,_ 1 t is important to, d.etermine the 
co.rrect present addresses of gradua.tes if there is to b~ a 
satisfactory percentage. of response to the questionnaire. 
After the present addresses o-~ graduates had been 
compi.led, a three:-by--five-inch card containing the name 
and address of each graduate was prepared and placed in 
a ".live file". The "live fi~e" contained the names of" al~ 
those graduates from whom no response had been received. 
As questionnaires were dis.:pa.tched to each g;raduate, the 
date of dispatch was noted on each ea.rd respectively. As 
responses were received, the date of receipt was noted on 
20 
eaeh card and the card was then transferred to a *completed 
fi~ett -- the fi~e which contained the cards of all thos.e 
graduates who had responded to the questionnaire. This 
system proved helpful to the writer in indicating the 
status of responses and facilitated the dispatch of a. 
second letter to those graduates from whom no response 
had been received. Eventually, when the time limit for 
gathering information had expired, the cards remaining 
in the "live file" were re.-designa.ted as the "dead file". 
IV. METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION 
After a survey of methods employed in other follow-
up studies, it w.a.s decided to mai~ questionnaires of all 
graduates residing outside Dedham and to use volunteer 
student messengers to deliver the questionnaires of all 
graduates residing in Dedham. Two different types of 
accompanying l .etters were prepared, one for use with each. 
of the two method.s of distribution. Copies or these 
~etters are i.ncluded in the Appendix. 
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The writer announced the need of volunteer mea sengers 1 
to his algebra. classes, and explained the purposes of the 
I 
study. The response to this appeal for ,volunteers was most I 
gratifying, and the volunteer student messenger system 
proved to be satisfactory-. 
To faeili tate the use of this sys.tem, the town was 
divid.ed into a. number o.f diS!tricts, and each messenger was 
assigned the task of delivering and returning the question-
naires addressed to graduates in his d-istrict. Graduates 
were requea.ted to have the completed questi.o.nna.ire ready 
to be picked up by the messenger in three days, although 
the time was extended. for those graduates who found it 
inconvenient to make a reply within this time. 
If no reply was received within three weeks after 
the questionnaire form was dispatched, either by mail_ to 
graduates residing outside Dedham or by the student 
messenger system for gra.dua.tes living in Dedham, a. second 
copy of the questionnaire form was mailed together wi.th an I 
accompanying letter requesting a reeponse. 
j. 
A copy of' this ·i 
letter is also included in the Appendix. 
I:f no reply to the questionnaire was received. within I 
six weeks of the dispatch date of the original copy of the 
questionnaire form to a graduate, the writer assumed that 
i 
il 
I 
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the graduate did not intend: to participate in the atudyc, 
22 
1! 
and cards in the •live file" were re-designated "dead" on 'I 
i' the basis of this assumption. 
Table II be~ow is designed to show the number and 
percentage· of questionnaire forms which were dispatched 
and· returned in this study. 
T.ABLE II 
BETURNS ON Q,UESTIONNAIRES FROM GRADUATES 
OF THE DERAM In GH SCHOOL CLA:SS OF 1 9 3 9 
Total number 
of graduates 
Number of graduates· 
deceased 
Men tally i 11 
no response 
Addresses of 
graduates unknoWD. 
Number of graduates who 
received questionnaire 
Number of completed 
forms returned 
Percentage of 
graduates responding 
Boy-s 
0 
95 
74. 
1.1.3 
Girls 
121. 
0 
l 
9 
lll 
86 
'l'l .. 5 
Total 
228 
rz 
1 
13 
2.07 
16.0 
77 . 3 
I 
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It will be noted that the "Percentage of graduates 
re·spondingtt in Table II above was computed. by dividing the 
"Number of completed forms returned" by- the "Number of 
graduates:- who received questionnaire." It is true that 
such a computation gives a con-siderably higher percentage 
of returns than that obtained by· dividing the "Number of 
completed forms returned." by the -"Total number of 
graduates." In view of the fact that 21 of the 228 
gradua.tes did not participate in the study- either because 
they have· pass·ed away·, are mentally ill, or could not be 
reached by· mail. it seemed unfair to rep·ort that these 
graduates did not participate in the study when, in fact, 
they could not be reached. For this reason it was decid·ecr 
to base the "Percentage of graduates r ·esponding" on the 
"Number of graduates who received the questionnaire" 
rather than on the "Total number of graduates." 
Table II shows· that a total of 207 graduates 
received the que s ti onnai re and that, of this number, 160. 
or 77 .. 3 per cent respond.ed. It will be noted that seven 
of' the graduates are deceased, and that the whereabouts 
of 13, or 5. 7 per cent of the gradua tea, is. unknown. 
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CHAPTER III 
INFORMATION OF GENERAL INTEREST 
I. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF GRADUATES 
Places El._ residence. An inspection of" Table III 
on page 25 indicates that 49.5 per cent of the resJ!ondents 
included in this study were living in Dedham when the 
questionnaire was received. Of this group 36 are boys 
and 4-3 are girls. The table al.so shows that 7.0.7 per cent 
of the respondents were living within a 20-mile radius of" 
.the City of Boston when they reJ?orted. This grou11 i .ncludes 
52 boys and 61 girlar. 
Table III a1so indicates that 73.8 per cent of these 
Dedham High School graduates were living within the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. Of this group 54. are boys and 
64 are girls. Respondents who were residents o:f states 
of the United Sta.tes other than Massachusetts comprised 
J 
I 
I, 
I 
I 
23 . 1 per cent of the group and incl.udes 16 boys and 21. girls. 
It is interesting to note that four of the boys and 
one girl were living outside of· the United States when 
they responded to the questionnaire. These graduates 
residing in foreign countries comprise 3.1 per cent of 
the respondents. 
TABLE III 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF 160 GRADUATES' 
OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1 9 3 9 
Total 
:Place of resi dence Boys Girls Number Per Cent 
Dedham 36 43 '29 49.4 
Within 20-mile radius of 
Boston, excluding Dedham. 16 18 34 21..3 
Mass. , excluding 20-mile 
radius of Boston area 2 3 5 3.1 
States of the u. s . 
o.ther than llass . lo 21 3'2 23.1. 
Foreign countries 4 l. 5 3.1 
Total 74 86 1.6.0 1.00.9. 
Significance of local residence data. While Dedham 
is primarily a residential town with only 18.39 per cent of 
its workers employed by local industry, it is loea.ted in 
one of the most highly diversified industrial regi one of 
New England . The fact that '10.'1 per cent of the 1.60 
grad.uates reporting live within a 20-mile radius of the 
City of Boston means that these people have found em;pToyment 
i .n the manifold i ndustri al activities which abound in this 
area. 
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It is of primary importa.nc.e that the boys and. girls 
of Dedham High School be informed o:r the vocational oppor:-
tuniti.ea which exist in this regi.on, and of the training 
required of those who would take advantage of these oppor-
tunities. To be of value, such information must be based 
upon a careful and continuous study of occupational trends, 
and a . sound knowledge of the qualifications required of. 
workers by employers. If :Bedham educators can an ticipa.te 
the needs:, meet the trends, and provide the training 
required of industry in this region, they can establish a 
preferential posi ti.on among employers for the pla.cement of 
Dedham High School graduates. ~o accomplish this, there 
must be a c.o-ordinated effort to discover and utilize all 
available resource-s wi-thin the community which can assist 
in preparing Dedham. High School boys and girls to take 
advantage o·f existing occupational opportunities in the 
vicinity of Dedham .. 
Tab~e IV which foll.ows on page 2'1, gives more 
detailed info-rmation on the distribution of respondents 
within the Comm·onweal.th of Massachusetts . It is interesting 
to note that of the t~enty-seven communities listed in the 
table which follolUJ, only five 
Grafton, Medfield, and Milford 
I 
I Cummaquid, Franklin, 
1 lie beyond a twenty-mile-
radius of the City o-f Boston. 
L 
2'1 
TABLE IV 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF 1.1 8 GRADUATES OF 
TEE DEDH.Al[ In GH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1.939 BE SIDING WITHIN. 
THE CO:MMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Place of Reei.dence Boye Girls. Total 
.Arlington 0 l 1 
Belmont ~ 0 1.. 
Beverly· 0 ~ 1 
Boston. 2 1.. 3 
Brookville 0 1 1.. 
Cummaqui d 0 1 1 
Dedham 36' 43 ?9 
Dover 1 1 2 
Fra.nkli.n 0 1 1 
G.rafton 0 1 1. 
Hyde. Park 1 1 2 
I .slington l.. 2 3 
Jamaica.. Plain 0 1 1 
Medfie1d 1. 0 l. 
Mil:ford 1 0 1 
Milton 0 1 1.. 
Newton Center 1.. 0 l 
Norwood 3 1.. 4 
Roslindal.e l. l. a 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
GEOGRAFHIC DISTRIBUTION OF 115 GRADUATES OF 
TEE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1 9 3 9 RESIDING WITHIN 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
l?lace of Residence :Boys Girls TotaJ. 
Roxbury 1 1 2 
West Roxbury 1 1 2 
Salem 0 ~ 1 
Somerville I. 0 I. 
Wal.tham 0 I. ~ 
Westwood 0 2 2 
Weymouth 1 0 I. 
Woburn 1 0 1 
Total 54. 64 ll8 
The rather wide 
among states of the United States and forei.gn countri-es is 
interesting. This group includes 20 boys and 22 girls. 
Table V which follow:e on page 29 contains more detailed 
information with reference to this group. 
Table V shows that the two states outside of 
Ya.ssachusette most frequently reported as places of 
residence are California and Maine with four respondents 
·I I, 
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each. Of the N"ew England states other than lo!asse.chusetta II 
and Maine, Connecticut is reported as the place of residence ! 
by three graduates, New Hampshire two, and Rhode Island one. /l 
N·one of the respo:nd.ents were living in Vermont at the time 
of response to this study. 
Of the respondents who were living outside the 
United States, one each reported Ireland and Norway ae 
their plaee of residence while three other respondents 
are stationed at U. S. mi.litary poets overseas. 
TABLE V 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF 160 GRADUATES 
OF TEE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF l 9 3 9 IN 
STATES OF THE UNITED STATES AND FORE! GN COUNTRIES 
States of the United States Total 
or Foreign Country B.oyB Girls Number Per cent 
Alabama 0 ~ 1 .6 
C:a.lif ornia.. 1 3 4 2.5 
Colorado 1 0 1 .6 
Connecticut 2 1. 3 2.0 
F~or.ida l 0 l .6 
Illinois 0 1 l. .6 
Indiana. 1. 1 2 1.3 
Iowa 1 0 1 .6 
Maine 1 3 4. 2.5 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
GEOGRAJ?HIC DISTRIBUTION OF 160 GBADUATES 
OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9 m 
STATES OF TEE UNITED STATES .AND FOBEI GN COUNTRIES 
States of the United States Total 
or Foreign Co·tmtey· Boys. Girls Humber Fer cent 
Maryland l. 1 2 1.~ 
lTaseachusetts 54 64 ll8 7~.7 
Michigan 0 l 1 .6 
nnnesota 0 1. 1 .6. 
New Hampshire 2 0 2 1.~ 
New Yo.rk 1 5 6 3.'7 
Ohio 1. 0 1. .6 
Oregon 0 1 1 .6 
Pennsylvania. 2' 0 2 1.3 
Rhode Island. 0 1 1 .6 
Utah 0 1 1 .6 
Ireland 0 1 l .6 
Norway 1 0 1 .6 
Forces OVerseas ~ 0 3 2.0 
Total 74 86 160 100.0 
Table vr on page 3Z gives more detailed in:format~ 
on the 16 boy· respondents who are residents of states of I 
the United States other than Jra.ssachusetts. A study of 
this table indicates that four of· these 16 male respondents 
have taken up residence outside of llfassa.chusetts· in order 
to secure college educations under the provisions o:f the 
G. I. Bill of Rights. Of these· four stud.ents one i .s 
married. and three are single. All of these 16 ma;l.e 
gra.dua tes except two a.re veterans of w-orld. War II. 
Of the two non-veterans, one is a. chemi.caJ. engineer in 
Connecticut while the other is a mechanical engineer 
in ()hio. 
Although the evidence is not conclusive in ever,· 
case represented in Table Vl, it is reasonable to conclude 
that the o.pportuniti.es for travel, making new friends, 
and securing a.. college education which were afforded 
thes.e boys as a result of their World War II service 
have· been important in dete~ning the geographic 
distribution of a large number of these 16 male graduates. 
TABLE VI 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION, -OOCUP.A:TIONS, lnARITAL 
AND VETERAN STATUS OF 16 MALE GRADUATES 0 F 
TEE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9 
States of the :Marita.~ Veteran 
3.2 
United. States Occupa.tion Status World War rr 
California Automotive Mechanic. Married Yes 
Co~orado Student, G.I • .Bill Single Yes 
Connecticut Chemica~ Engi.neer Married. No 
Connecticut Radio Repairman Married Yes 
Florida tr.S. Naval. Officer Married Yes 
Indiana Newspaper Reporter Married Yes 
Iowa. Student, G. I. Bill Single Yes 
l!a.ine Steam Laundry· Foreman 11S.rried. Yes· 
Mary,land Route SS.lesman Married Yes 
New Hampshire Surgeon Married Yes 
New Hampshire High School Teacher J!arried Yes 
New York Chiropractor llarried 
Ohi.o MechanieaJ. Engineer liB;rried No 
Oklahoma Student, G.I • .Bill Single Yes 
Penn·sy~vania Cost Accountant Married Yes 
:Pennsylvania. Student, G.I.Bill Married. Yes 
;---
,, 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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Table VTI which follows contains a summary- of: perti-
nent information with r ·eference to the 21 girl graduates who 
have taken up residence in states o-f the United Sta.tes other I 
than Massachusetts. J.. study of this table indicates· that 
~6 of these 21 girl respondents are married and employed 
full-time as housewives. Of the married girls., only one 
i .e a veteran of vtorld. War II. 
There are five single girls among those living in 
states of the United States other than Massachusetts. Of 
these five single girls, t .w o are veterans of Wor ld War 
There is quite conclusive evidence in the case of 
t . w o of the thr.ee girl veterans of' World War II that the 
periences they encountered. during the servi.ce have played an 
important role in determining their geographis dis.tributi.on . 
Of these three girls, two are single and one i .e married. 
The geographic location of the three remaining single 
women is explained by the fact that they have gone where 
there is an opportunity for them to gain experience and. 
advance in their chosen occupations. 
Of the remaining 15 married women whose geographi.eal 
distribution has not been explained, it can only be said 
/I I that they have followed their husbands, and it is obviously 
1 
i beyond the s c op.e of this study to attempt to explain the j1 
!1 reasons underlying the geographic l ,ocations of their l1 
1
11 II: . husbands. u_ 
========~====================================================,============== ======~ T 
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TABLE VII 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION·, OOCl:JPATIONS, MARITAL 
AND VETERAN STATUS OF 21. FEMALE GRADUATES OF 
THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9 
States of the 
Uhited States 
California. 
California 
California. 
Alabama 
Connec-ticut 
Illinois 
Indlana 
Maine 
Maine 
lfa.ine 
Maryland 
Mi.chigan 
Minnesota 
New York 
New York 
New York 
New, York 
New York 
Oregon 
Rhode Island 
Utah 
Marital 
Occupation Status 
Housewife lfarried 
Housewife Ma:rri.ed 
Offic.e ; Worker Single 
Hou~ewife Married 
Housewife Married 
lrousewife· Married 
Housewife Married 
Housewife Jrarried 
Housewife. Jrarried 
Housewife Married 
Houeewife Jra.rried 
College fac.ul. ty Singl.e 
Housewife Married 
Housewife llarried 
Housewife Married 
Actress Singl.e 
Student Si.ngle 
Office Worker Si:ngle 
Housewife 1Ia.rried. 
Housewife Married 
Housewife Married 
Veteran 
World. War II 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
lfo 
N"o 
llTo 
Yes 
No 
lfo 
Nc 
No 
No 
No 
llo. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
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.A:cc·ording to the data contained in Table III on 
page 25, Z .1 per c·en t of" the respondents have taken up 
residence outside of the United. States. Table VIII which 
follows contains a summary of pertinent information with 
reference to thi.s grou:p.. This table shows that the one girl 
respondent living in Ireland is a housewife whose husband 
· is empl.oyed as· a. representative of an .American eor:porati on. I 
The four boy graduates who are overseas residents are all 
engaged in occuJ)ations el.osely a:esocia.ted. with the military 
duties they :performed during World War II. 
TABLE VIII 
LOCATION, SEX, OCCUPATIONS, M.A.RlTAL AND VETERAN STATUS 
OF. FIVE GRADUATES OF THE m:DH.AM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
Marital Veteran 
Location Occupa ti.on Sex Status World War II 
Ireland Housewife· Female Married No 
Norway Courier Male Married Yes 
U.S.Air Force .Airc.raft Male Singl.e Yes base overseas :Mechanic 
U. S.Air Force Radar Male Married Yes base overseas Officer 
U.S. Governm.ent Signal Jla.l.e Married Yes 
overseas Officer 
I 
I 
I 
II. SERVICE IN TEE ARMED FORCES 
Lees than three months after this class graduated 
from Dedham High School, . Hitler's legions marched into 
Poland and started the hol.ocaus t of World War II. Al. though 
more than tw·o years elapsed before the United States 
j! 
II 
L 
entered the conflic·t, Hitl.er's entri into Poland caused 1 
almost imm.ed.iate repercussions in this c.ountry. Renee, I 
make an adjustment . ~~ 
swept into the rapidly• ! 
this cl ass had litt~e opportuni.ty to 
to life outside school before it wa.s 
moving s.tream of events whieh culminated in the great 
crusade by this country to free the enslaved peoples of 
.Ruro.pe and Asia. The road to. victory was long and tortu-
ous -- littered. with the wreckage of ma.chines and the 
bodies and. dreams. of men.. The Dedham Hi.gh School Class of 
1.939 was only one of many similar groups which felt the 
f ull impact o.f World War II. 
Of the seven deceased mal.e gradua.tes of the class, 
four of them died in the service of their country. To a 
lesser degree, surviving members of this class also bea-r 
the scare o:f. battle. The Tables which follow contain a 
etmJma.ry· of informa.tion with reference to service in the 
armed f orces . 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
_j_ 
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Table rx· below indicates that 48.7 per cent of the 
160 respondents are veterans of World War II. Of this 
group 41. 8 per c-ent are boys and 6. 9 per cent are girls. 
It is interesting to note that 67 of the 74 boys reporting, 
or 90.5 per cent, and 11 of the girls, or 12.8 per cent, 
are veterans of this w.a.r. 
T.ABL1T IX 
VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II 
============================================: Boys Girls Total. 
No. % No. % No. % 
! 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
II ,, 
! 
Veterans. 
Non-veterans 
6'1 
7 
'74 
90.4. 
9.6 
46.2 
11 
'75 
86 
1.2 .•. 8 
87.2. 
53.8 
78 
82 
160 
" 48-.7 'I 
51.3 I 
100.0 I 
------------------------------------------------------ ' 
Total 
I 
I 
il 
II 
Table X which foll.ows shows the branches of the 
service among which the 78 veterans of World War II were 
distributed. Data. contained in this table show that the I 
I 
I 
Army and the Navy led with 32. 0 per cent each of the I 
l!Text i e the .ti r Foree I veteran8 a.ssigne~ t o these services. 
to which 19.2 per cent of the veterans were assigned, and-
following in descending are the Marines with 7.7 per cent, 
and the Coast Guard with 6.5 per cent. There were tw.o 
I 
I 
i 
I 
II 
II 
II 
_jL= 
I 
jl j 
ij 
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respondents, or 2.6 per cent of the total number of veterans, 
who did not sta.te which branch o:f the service they were 
assigned to during World Var II. 
TABLE X 
BRANCH OF SERVICE TO WHICK '18 GRADUATES OF TEE 
DEDH.Alr HIGH SCHOOL CLA:SS OF 1939 WEB:E' ASSIGNED 
DURING WORLD WAR II 
Branch of Boys Girls Total 
Service No. % No. % No. % 
Air Foree 14 2.0.9 1 9.1 15 19.2 
Army: 24 35.8 1 9.1 25 32.0 
Coast Guard 4. 6.0 1 9.1 5 6.5 
Marines 4 6.0 2 18.2 6 7.? 
Navy ~9 28.4 6 54·.5 25 32 .• 0 
Not stated 2 2 . 9 0 o.o. 2 2.6 
Total 6'1 85.9 11 14 .• 1 7'8 100.0 
Tabl.e XI which follows on page 39 gives a summary of 
ranks held by the '18 veterans of World. War II upon dis-
charge from the armed forces. An examination of this table 
shows that 18 of the ?8 veterans were discharged as com-
missioned officers. of the armed forces. Of this number, 
16: are boys and two are girls. There were six boys and two 
girl s who did not state their rank upon dis-charge . 
I -
I, 
i 
Of the ranks most frequently- held by boys upon 
discharge, "sergeant" ~ea.ds with nine, while "specialists 
second class:" f'ol~ows· with seven and "specialists first 
c-lass" is next with five. 
Of the ranks mos·t freq:uently- held by girls upon 
discharge, ttcorporal" leads with three while "lieutenant 
junior grad·e" and ""specialists first class" follow with 
two each. 
TABIJ!l n 
BANK HELD UPON DISCHARCIE FROM ARMED FORCES 
BY-78 GJW)UATES OF. THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9-
Bank upon Discharge Boys Girls Total 
Major 1 0 ~ 
Ca;pta.in 3 0 3 
First Lieutenant 4 0 4 
Lieutenant junior grade 3 2 5 
Second. lieutenant 3 0 3 
Ensign l 0 l 
Warrant officer 1 o · 1. 
TQtal c. ommi s si oned ranks: 16 2 lS. 
'. ' - . . - -
Master sergeant 1 0 1. 
Chief' petty officer 2 0 2 
Technical sergeant 5 0 5 
4 0 I 
TABLE. XI {Continued) 
RANK HELD UPOW DI SCH.ARGE FROM ARMED FORCES 
BY 78 GRADUATES OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
_ I 
Rank u~on Dis charge Boys Girls Total \ 
Specialis t s first class 5 1 6 
Staff sergeant 4 l 5 
Specialists second elass 7 1 8 
Sergeant 9 0 9 
Specialists .third class 3 1 4 
Technician fourth grade 1. 0 1 
Corporal 4 3 7 
Seaman f'lrst class 1 0 l 
Technician fifth grade 2 0 2 
Private first class 1 0 l 
Total enlisted ranks 51 ,. 58 
Rank not s tat ed 6 2. 8 
GRA.ND TOTAL 67 1.1. 78 
III. MARITAL STATUS 
I t is not only interes t ing but also im~ortant for a 
s chool system to know how so on its young people marry after 
l eaving high school. Since the group studied had been out 
of high school nearly ten years, the results of data for 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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marital sta.tus will obvi.ously be quite different than for 
a group of gradua tea which had been out of high a·chool for 
a shorter period of time. Table XII which followg gives 
information on the marital s-tatus of the respondents. 
An examina.t~on of data in Table XII shows that 
7'l.l per cent of the boys and 72.1 per cent of the girls 
who responded are ma.rri.ed. The table also reveals that 
4.6 per cent of the girls are widowed whereas 1.3 per cent 
of the boys a.nd 1.2 per cent of the girls are divorced. 
It is interesting to note that 21.6 per cent of the boys 
and 22.1 per cent of the girls are still single . 
Marital 
Status 
Singl.e 
Married 
Widowed. 
Divorced 
Total 
TABLE XII 
URI TAL STATUS OF 160 GRADUATES OF THE 
DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9 
Boys Girls 
No. % No. % No. 
1.6 21 .. 5 19 22.1 36 
5'1 7'1.1. 62 '12.~ 119 
0 0.0 4 4.6 4 
1 1.3 1 1.2 2 
74 46.2 85 53.8 160 
Total 
% 
21.9 
'14-.4-
2.5 
1.2 
100.0 
I 
Table lliT whic·h follows is designed' to show how 
soon the respondents married after graduation from high 
school. A study of data in this tabl.e shows that half 
42' 
of the 126 married· gra.dwa. tes. e.onsj,:dered in Table XIII ha.d 
entered matrimony within five years af·ter graduation from 
high schoo·l. Thi.s group includes 26 of the boys and 3? of 
the girls. Figures in this table show that more of the 
graduates married between the fourth and fifth year after / 
graduation from high s:chool than in any other year. During I 
that year, 10 boys and nine girls were married. Mue than II 
51 per cent of all respondents considered in this study 
marri ed within six years after their graduation from 
high school. 
While it is reasonable to believe that the War 
caused many of these y·oung people to marry earlier than 
would normally have been the case, data eon. t~a.ined in 
both Table XIT on page 41 and Table DII below: indicate 
that comparatively little time elapses between graduation 
from high sc.hool. and marriage. Because of this fact, 
adequate training i .n family living should be included in 
the offering of the Dedham High School. and assistance in 
the choice of a life partner should. be incl.uded in the 
guidance program. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE XIII 
ELAFSED TIME BETWEEN GRADUATION FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
AND MARRIAGE OF 125 DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
OF THE CLASS OF 1939 
B·oys Gi.r1s 1'ota1 
Length of Time No. % No. % No. /D 
W'i thin 1 year 2 3.5 1 1.5 3 2.4. 
Within 2 years 3 5.2 6 9.0 9 7.1 
Within 3 years 5 8.6" 13 19.4. 18 14.0 
Within 4 years 6 10.3 8 1~.9 14 11.1 
Within 5 years 10 rt.2 9 13.5 19 1.5.2 
Within 6 years 8 13.8 8 11.9 16 12 .. 8 
Within 7 years 8 1~.8 8 11.9 1.6 ~2.8 
Within 8 years 6 10.4 8 11.9 14 11. 1 
Within 9 years 8 13.8 2 3.0 1.0 '2 . 9 
Within 10 years l 1.7 1 1.5 2 l..o 
Not stated 14' l.'l 3 4.5 5 4.0 
Total 58 46.4 67 53.6 125 100.0 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS oF· DATA ON EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
I. STlJDENT OPINION OF IDGH SCHOOL COURSES 
A coi?y· of the Dedham High School program of· studies 
is to be found in the .Appendix of this study.. Although 
the curriculum of the school is divided into courses, an 
offering of electives is provided for each grade, and it is 
possible for a student to elect subjects not included in his 
respective course, provided these electives do not conflic-t 
with the schedule of required subjects in his program. The 
purpose of this flexibility is to make the program of stud-
ies adaptable to differenees in individual need:s and inter-
1 eats. It is the intent of the school that the experience 
I· which the stud.ent gains- through these electi vee may lead him. 
to a . more complete understanding of his abilities and inter-
ests. Ultimately this should enable the student to make a 
better decision in his choice of occupation than could be 
made on the basis of programs mor·e rigidly organiz.ed and 
ad·minist.ered.. 
All Dedham High School students are encouraged to 
1 make a proj'ected educational plan two years in advance of 
I 
I their work a..t the school. Consultations with advisers are 
I _II 
provided to insure that these plans are consistent with 
the individual's interests and abilities . 
See.tion II o-r the questionnaire form is designed 
4~ 
I 
I 
to gain some measure o£ the effectiveness of these plans 
in the opini on of those former students who have had an 
opportunity to test them in the light o£ pos-t-high-schoo~ 
experience. Table XIV be~ow gives a distribution of the 
respondents with reference to the course whi.ch they 
pursued in high school . 
A study of this table shows that more of the 
respondents, 4.0.0 :per cent, took the Clerical Course 
thalili a:ny other. This group includes 47.3 per cent of 
the boys who resp-onded and 33. '1 per cent of the girls . 
N~xt in order of frequency i .s the College Course, 
pursued by 23.8 per cen,t of the graduates reporting-. 'this 
ilncludes 21.0: per cent of the boys and 25.6 per cent of 
the girls. 
The Insti tute Course, which was designed t o prepare 
boy s f or entering schools of engineering, differed from- the 
Col~ege Course I_>rimarily in the fact that more mathematics 
and less Latin was required of those taking this course 
than for thas'e pursuing the College Course . 1'he I nsti.tute 
Course bas since beea merged with the Col lege Co-urse . 
1. 
Table XIV which fol~ows shows that ll. ~ per cent 
o:f the respondents pursued the General Cours·e in high 
school. This included 6.7 per cent of the boys and 16.~ 
per cent of the girls. 
High Sehool 
Course 
TABLE XIV 
COURSES PURSUED IN DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL 
BY 160 GRADUATES OF TEE CLASS OF 19~9 
Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Institute 1'1 2'3. 0 0 o.o 1'1 10-.6 , 
College 1.0. 21.6 22: 25.6 38 23.8 
Clerical ~5 4.7.3 29 ~Z.7 64 40.0 
Secretarial 1. 1.4 21 24.4. 2a 13 • r/ 1 
General 5 6.'1 14. 16.3 19 11.9 
Total '14. 46 .• 2 86 53.8 16:0 100.0 
Table XV which follows is designed to show whether· 
or not the respondents bell eve the course they pursued in 
hi.gh school was the bes-t one for them. Data contained in 
this table indica..te that '16.2 per cent of the graduates 
reporting are of' the opinion that the course they took 
in high school was the best one for them. This includes 
88'.4 per cent of the girls and 62.2 ;Per cent of the boys. 
It. is interesting to note that only 10.5 per cent of the L _ 
47 I 
girls felt that the course they took in high school was 
not the best one for them while 3'1'.8 per cent of the boys 
felt that another course would have been better for them. 
TABLE XV 
.ANSWERS OF 160 GRADUATES OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL 
CLASS OF 1939 TO THE "UERY, "DO YOU T:EUNK THE COURSE 
YOU TOOK IN HIGH SCHOOL WAS THE BEST FOR YOU'?" 
Boys Girls 'l'otal 
Answer No. % No. % No. % 
Yes 4.6· 62.2 '16 88 .• 4 ~22 76.2 
No 28 3'1 •. S 9 10~5 ~7 2~.2 
No answer 0 o.o l 1.1 ~ 0 .6 
Total '14 46.2. 86 53.8 160 1.00.0 
Al.1 of the reasons advanced by the 3'1 gradua tea dia·-
satisf:ied with their high school courses may be grouped. 
unQer one of the two categories listed below: 
Category A - Course did not provide adequate 
preparation for chosen occupation. 
Category B - Course unsatiafactory because certain 
supjects. of importance to the graduate 
were not included in it. 
Table XVI which follows on page 49 contains addi ti.on-
al data on those r .espondents who feel that the course they-
pursued in high school was not the best for them. These 
l 
I 
data indicate that 70.2. per cent of the 3'1 graduates who 
are dissatisfied- with the course they took in high school 
were enrolled in the Cler:Leal Course . This does- not 
n.ee-essarily mean that there was something wrong wit.h the 
Clerical Course as it existed in 1939. Those respondents 
dissa.tisf'ied with the Clerical c ·ourse eomprise 76.6 per-
48 1 
,/ cent of the graduates who were dissatisfi.ed. with their high 
/ school course because it did not provide adequate prepara-
J tion and 54..4 per cent of the graduates who were dissa..tis-
jl fied. with their high school course because certai-n subj eets 
il of importance to them were not incl.uded in i t. Of the 26 
dissatisfied. Clerical Course graduates, 20 are boys. 
Several of them have admitted that they never intended 
entering the cleri c:a.l field as a career. 
I 
I 
I 
't I, 
I 
They elected this c.ourse either because their 
:friends selected this course or because they had. made no 
oceupa.tional ch.oice and felt tha.t this c curse was the most 
suitable one for them under the circums-tan.ces . 
In contemplating the significance of· this da.~ta , the 
reader should bear in Jllind that although 70.2: per cent of' 
the respondents dissatisfied. with their high school course 
are gradua.tes of the Cleri.eal Co.urse, it is also true tha.t 
Clerieal Course gra.dua.tes comprise 40 per cent of the 
entire group which responded to the questionnaire . (See 
Tab~e XIV on page 46). 
II 
II 
I 
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TABLE XV1 
REASONS FOR DISSA:TISFACTION WITH COURSE TAKEN IN 
HIGH SCHOOL AS EXPRESSED BY 3 7 GRADUATES OF THE 
DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLABS OF 1939 
49-
High School Category A Category B Total 
Course No. % No. % No. % 
Institute 1 3.9 l 9.1. 2 5.4 
Coll.ege 3 11.5 2 18.Z 5 13.5 
Clerical 20 'l6.8 6 54.4 26 "10.2 
Secretarial l 3.9 1 9.1. 2 5 • .( 
General l . 3.9 1 9.1. 2 5. 4. 
Total 26 10.2 11. 29.8 Z"l 1.00.0 
Note·: "Category .A• includes all respond.ents who 
were dissatisfied with their high school. course 
because it did not provide adequate preparation 
for their chosen occupation. "Category Btt includ.es 
all respondents who were d::issatisfied with their 
high school course because certain subjects of 
imJ>ortance to the graduate were not included in it. 
The writer believes that the adjustment problems 
represented by the data in Table XVI might be solved in 
part i:f the followi.ng steps are taken: 
1.. The school should check to insure that all 
of the needs of adolescent boys and girls 
are being met adequately through the existing 
school pro gram. Ha.mrin and Erickson 1 group 
1 Shirley A. Hamrin and Clifford: E. Erickson, Guidance 
in ~Secondary School, (New York: D.Ap:pleton-Century om-
:pany, 19~9) pp. 42-?~. 
I 
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these needs under the fol~owing 
headings: 
a. Physical-health needs. 
b. Speech needs. 
c. Emotional needs. 
d. Need !or aatisfactory sex-atti tud·es. 
e. Need for vocational grow~. 
f. Recreational needs. 
g. · Need for a. philosop:ti.y of living. 
2. The sehool should urge the individual 
student to use greater care in the 
selection of courses and to give more 
at ten ti.on to planning in advance. 
3. Have staff members make a serious 
evaluation of existing course of'ferings 
with a view toward correcting possible 
inadequacies. 
It is the wri ter ' s opind: on that thea e f a.c tors 
contribute to the pupil dissatisfaction evident here. 
II. FELT NEEDS FOR SUBJECTS NOT TAKEN IN HIGH SCHOOL 
I 
II 
I 
In Item 11 of the inquiry form, the respondent was 
asked to list those subjects which he did not take in hi.gh ' 
s.chool but for which he has since felt a need. Responses 
to this item fall into one of two ca.tegori es as follows: 
1. Felt needs for subjects included within the 
curricu.l.um. 
2. Felt needs for subjects not included wi. thin 
the curriculum. 
Table XVII. which follows gives a. summary of data. on 
felt needs for subjects not taken in high school. !he two. 
subjects occurring with the greatest frequency in 
Table XVII are typewriting and shorthand. It is· question-
able whether the need for these subjects is as urgent as 
these figures· would lead the reader to believe. 
Of the 22 boys who regret not having taken a course 
in typewriting in high school, ~4 took the College Course, 
seven the Institute, and one the Clerical Course. Of the 
22 girls who regret not havi.ng taken typewriting in high 
school, 14 took the College Course and eight the General 
Course. Although 22. boys regret not having taken type-
writing in high school, this subject do.es not appear on 
the list of subjects of greatest val.ue to boy:s as shown 
in Table XXIIl on, :pa.ge 65. Acc..ording to da.ta c. cntained. 
in Table XXIV on :page 68, 69 .• 5: per cent of the girls who 
took typing rate it a subject of greatest value. 
Of the six boys who regret not having taken a high 
school course in shorthand, three took the College Course, 
tw:o the Institute, and two the Cl.eri.cal Course in hi.gh 
school. This course does not appear in the list of s).lb.-
jecta m.ost valuable to boys as shown in '!'able XXIII on 
page 65. Of t'l!te 20 girls who regret not havin-g t .a.ken 
shortha.nci in high school, lQ. took the College Course, 
seven the Clerical Course, and three the General Course. 
Data contained in Table XXIV on page 68 of this study 
.I 
indicate that only half of the girls who took this subject 
in high school consid.er it to be a subject of greatest 
value to them. A survey made by Mr. Harold Cowan, head: of 
the Commercial Department at Dedham High Sc·hool, indicates 
that only seven per cent Of the wan $n employed in offices 
in eas.tern Massachusetts and southern New Hampshire use 
shorthand in their wo.rk: and o:f them more than half are 
college-trained. 
It is interesting to note that 18 boys express a 
felt need for algebra. To a . certain extent this felt need 
may ha..ve been engendered. by eXJ>erience encountered in the 
armed forces during World War II, yet it is significant 
that this need persists even though four years had elapsed 
since the end of World War I.I. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4.. 
5. 
TAJ3LE XVII 
SUBJECTS NOT TAREN IN HIGH SCHOOL BUT 
FOR WHICH A NEED HAS SINCE BEEN FELT 
Fel.t Needs. Boys Girls 
Typew.ri.ting· 22. 22. 
Shorthand 6 20 
Al.gebra 16 0 
Ma. thema ti c.s 13 1 
Chemistry 2. 9 
Total 
44 
26 
18 
14 
1.1 
I' ~===--=--=--=--====#= 
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TABLE XVII (Continued) 
SUBJECTS NOT TAREN IN HIGH SCHOOL BUT 
FOR WHICH A NEED HAS SINCE BEEN. FELT 
· · Fel. t .· Needs Boy-s Girls 
6. French 4 6 
rz. Business Law· 7 2 
s. Business Organization 6 2 
9. Flane Geometry 7 I. 
1.0. Tri'gonometry 8 0 
l.l. . Physics 4 3 
12 .. B.ookkeeping 2 5 
1.3. Office :Mae hi. nee ? 0 
14. Salesmanship 0 1 
1.5. Sewing 0 'l 
16. Spani sh ~ 4 
1.7 . Mechanical Drawing 7 0 
1.8. Civics ~ 2 
1.9. Accounting 4 1 
20. Biol.ogy 1 4. 
21.. Music Appreciati on 3 I. 
22. Latin 2 l 
23. Review lira th.ema ties 2 l 
24. Solid Geometey ~ 0 
1'otal. 
1.0 
9 
6 I 
8 I 
,I 
8 I 
7 
'1 
7 
'l 
7 
7 
7 
5 
il 6. I 
s I 
4 I 
3 
I 3 
3 
TABLE XVII (Continued) 
SUBJECTS NOT TAREN IN HIGH SCHOOL BUT 
FOR WHICH A NEED HAS SINCE BEEN FELT 
54 
Felt Needs Boys- Girls Total 
25. .rournali sm 
Z0. Freehand Drawing 
Total 
l. 
l. 
14% 
1 
0 
94 
i'able XVIII on page· 55 contains a . departmental 
grouping o:C the felt needs of respondents ror subjects 
in the Dedham High School curriculum. Thie. table 
indicates that most of the felt needs are for subjects 
which come under the Commercial Department. Following 
in descending order · of frequen.cy are e curses in kthe-
ma.tics, Science, F·oreign Ia.nguage, .Art, Home Economics, 
Social Studies. Dnsie Appreciation, and English. It is 
inte.resting and perhaps significant that 60.2: per cent 
of the felt needs for aubjeets in the curriculum were 
expressed by the boys wltile 39.8 per cent of the felt 
n.eeds were express.ed by the girls. 
2 
1 
23& 
TABLE XVIII. 
DEPARTMENTAL GROUPING OF 16.0 GRADUATES 
FOR FELT NEEDS FOR SUBJECTS IN TEE CURRICULW 
OF D.EDlfA1tlf HIGH SCHOOL 
De:partmen t :Boys Girls 
Commercial. 60 5'3 
1ITa thematic-a 51 3 
Science 
' 
16 
Foreign Language 9 ll. 
Art 8 0 
Home Ec:onomies 0 7 
Social Studies 3 2: 
Music A:ppreciati.on 3 l. 
English 1 1 
Total 142 94 
55 
113 
54 
23 
20 
8 
? 
5· 
4. 
2. 
236 
Table XIX whi.ch follows, contains a frequency li.s·ting 
of felt needs for subjects not in the Dedham Hi.gh School I 
curriculum. This table indicates that 41.9 per cent of the 
felt needs for subjects not included in the curriculum were· 
expressed by. boys whereas 58.1. per cent of the :fel.t needs 
were expressed by· girls. Table DX also: suggests the .kindg 
of educational needs which have been felt by the resp ............ .:o.u 
56: 
but whi.ch, in their opinion were not met adequately by the 
high school curriculum. Such a list may suggest elues for 
currie·ulum revision. 
TABIJ!r XIX 
SUBJECTS NOT OFFERED IN TEE CURRICULUll 
BUT FOR WHICH A NEED HAS BEEN F.ELT 
Subject Boys Girls 
1. PubliG Spe&ki.ng 3 2 
2.·. Psycholo.gy 0 5 
~- Germa.n 2 3 
4. Ita.I.ian ~ 2: 
5. Advanced Ma.thematies 2 1 
6. Economics 2. 0 
.. 
7. Greek 0 1 
8. Arithmetic Shortcuts 1 0 
9. L.ogie: 0 1 
10. ModeTn History 0 1 
11. Fhila:sop~ 0 1 
12 .. Current Events 0. 1 
13. CraftS' 1 0 
Total 13 1.8 
5 
s 
5 
4 
3 
2 . 
l 
1 
l 
1 
l. 
1 
1. 
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III. FELT NEEDS OF :RESPONDENTS FOR 
S~IFIC VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
5'l 
Item 12 of the inquiry form requested the respondent 
to indicate whether or not he believes more specific· voca-
tional training would have benefitted him. If he expressed 
the belief that such vocational training would have bene-
fitted him, he was asked to state in particular the na.ture 
of such training he would have preferred. 
Table XX indicates the number of respondents who 
believe more specific vocational training would have 
benefitted them. This table shows that 56.7 per cent of 
the boys are of the opinion that more spec·ific vocational 
training would have benefitted them whiTe 51.2 per cent 
of the girls believe that more specific vocational trainir1g 
woul.d. not have benefitted them. Considered without refer-
ence to sex, those respondents who believe in more. specific 
vocational training are slightly in excess of those re-
spondents who do not. favor more specific voca~tional 
training. litore precisely stated, 4'1.5 per cent of the 
respondents believe that more specific vocational training 
woUld ha:ve benefitted them while 44..4 per eent of the 
grou:p hold the opposite opinion. Eight and one-tenth 
per cent of the res:pondents did not answer this question. 
Boys 
Girls 
Tota~ 
TABLE XX 
NUJlBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO BELIEVE 
MORE SP.ECIFIC VOCATIONAL TRAINING WOULD HAVE 
BENEFITTED TEEM: 
58 
Yea No No Answer Tot a~ 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
4:2. 56.7 2.'1 36.~ 5 6·.8 74 4s·.z 
~4 ~9.5 44 5~.2 8 9.:5 86 53.7 
76' 4'1.5 7:l 44.4 ~3 8.1. 1.60 100.0. 
Tab~e XXI whiCh follows indieates the nature of the 
felt neecis for boys for specific vocational training. This 
table shows that more than half of the boys. who favor more 
specific vocational training be~ieve it should take the 
form of courses in the mechanical. trades. Another lS boys 
are of the. opinion that a w.ell-d.eveloped general shop progm.m 1 
would. meet th.e needs for more specific vocational training. 
TABIJC XXI 
FELT NEEDS OF BOY RESl?ONDENTS 
FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
Natu~e of Training Desired 
1. Courses in mechanical trades, to incllld.e 
ca.~pentry, cabinet making, sheet metal 
work, pl.umbing, machine shop, electricity, 
printing, and automotive repair 
2. General Shop 
Fr·equency 
I 
I 
I 
l 
====~1=-==================== 
I 
TABLE XXI (Continued) 
FELT NEEDS OF BOY" RESPONDJmTS 
FOR VClCATIONAL TRAINlli'G 
Nature of Training Desired 
3. Work-e~erience p.rogram in business and 
industry-, sponsored by the school. 
4. Training and experience i .n sa~eemanship 
5. Training and e.xperi ence in advertising 
6 .• No suggestion stated 
59 ' 
Frequency 
:5 
2 
1. 
1. 
At the. time these boys were in high school, there 
was. no shop program. In recent years instructi..on in shop 
work bas been instituted a.t Dedham High School. Whil.e the 
number of cases represented in Table XXI is insufficient 
to merit any conclusion, a. s·tudy should be made to deter-
mine the advisability- of establishing a department of 
industrial arts a. t Dedham High School. 
ln the light of data. contained. in Table XXI, it 
would also seem advisable to evaluate the present shop. 
pro.gra.m to determine whether or not it is providing the 
kind of preparation needed for entry into the meehanica1 
occupations which. aboUnd in this region. It is interesting 
to note that three o·f the boys suggested that the school 
60 
sponso;r a work experience program in business and industry. 
In the wri ter·•s opinion this is the moat important of· the 
suggestions included in Table XXI. Whi~e many problems 
will have t o be solved before such a. program ean: become a 
reali t~h it is the writer's opinion that the high school 
should give serious consideration at this time to the 
esta.blishment of such a program. At present, many students 
enter high school. with plans which do not involve graduation. 
They do not. feel a high school education i .s essential tc 
rea.1.izing their. ambi.ti.ons. It is the writer's opinion that 
a well.-organiz:ed work-experience program would materia~ly­
reduee the number o.f such students by demonstrating how· the 
high school can help one to enter and advance in his chosen 
occupation. The wor·k-eX})erien.ce program would also provide 
the school with an important means for deci.ding whether or 
not it is providing the type of preparation boys and girls 
need for their experience beyond high school. It would. al.so 
J20int th.e way to;ward d:esirable changes to be made in the 
program. of the high school. 
Desc.ribing such a work-experience program. Erickson 
and Smi.th say in part :. 
Educative work experience is created e·i ther in 
the school or in the community to enrich a student's 
edue:a.ti.ona.l program. Increasingly, school& are· 
uti~i z:ing community. resources for the full deve~op- J 
I 
ment of youth and making such experiences an 
i .ntegral part of the tots.~ educational. program 
for a given student. 
Listed here are some of the outstanding 
guiding pri.nciples that should be taken into 
consid·era;tion. when work-experience programs 
are planned. 
1. Work espe·rience· should be related as closely 
a.s possible to the t o ta.l educa.ti onal program 
of' the student.. 
2". Supervi sion by· both school. and employer 
should be well planned to assure pr ogressive 
leaming and sound guidance. 
3. Ad.equa.te records of work experience shoul d be 
kept by students , employers, and the s.chool. 
4... S.chool and community services without pay 
shou·ld be encouraged as a part o:f work 
e:xpe.rience to develop student responsib.i .li t y· 
f or c ommunity welfare. 
5. School.s sh.ould take the lead in co-operating 
with and utilizing community resourc es i n 
s e tting up a work-experience program.2 
'fable XXII which is to foll.ow on page. 53 indica tea 
the fel t need.s of girl. respondents for vocational. training. 
A study o.f this tabl.e s hows that of the 18 :felt needs for 
vocational. training expressed by girl.s, eight of them: are 
2 Clifford E. Eri eke on and Gl.enn E. Sl:ni th, 
Organization !lli!._ Administration of Guidance Services _, 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book c·ompany , Ine., 1 94'7) 
p. 8'7. 
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for busi.ness subjects a .nd can be met through the Commercial ! 
Course. The suggestions- that courses in office machines, 
shorthand, typing, and bookkeep-ing be open to all students 
are of questionable value. Already these c curses are open 
to those students who need then. The enrollment in courses 
in typewriting and. office machines is further limited by 
time and equipmen,t available. A.s has already been pointed 
o.ut in this study, it is questionable whether the felt 
need for shorthand is as urgent as one might be led to 
believe. 
The expressed needs for c curses in hom.e ec anomies 
and child psychology can be met through existing c.ourees 
in domestic science. 
Three of the expressed needs, a . course in occupa..-
tiona., wo-rk-experience program, and instruction in seeking 
and landing a job are functions of guidance eeniee and 
can best be met by establishment of a comprehensive 
guidance program in the high school. 
While the data conta.:i.ned in Table XXII. are in-
sufficient to merit specific conclusions, they do suggest 
the need for an evalua.tion of the high s:chool program to 
determine wh.e·ther or not. the expressed needs of boys and 
gi.rls for more speci.fic. voca.tional trai.ning are being met 
adequately under existing c:oursee in the c.urriculum. 
l 
_ _j 
TABLE XXII 
FELT. NEEDS OF GIRL RESFONDEN~S 
FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
Nature of Training Desire·d. 
1. Course in study of home economies 
2. Study of occupations 
3. Office machines -- open to all students. 
4-. Shorthand -- open to all students 
5. T,yping -- 4 years -- open to all students 
6. B·ookkeep:ing -- open t .o al.l students 
7. Office procedure 
8. Business lette'r writing 
9. Personnel work 
~0. Commercial art 
1~. Commercial advertising 
12. Training in l .aw and mathema..tics for 
land e.ourt workers 
13. La.tin for m.edical secretaries, technicians, 
Frequency 
5 
4 
4 
4. 
3 
~ 
1 
1 
~ 
1 
~ 
and nurses ~ 
~4. Ha.ird.reasing 1 
~5. Child. psychology ~ 
16. Comprehensive diction course 
rl. Work eJq>erience program in business and 
industry, sponsored by the s·chool. 
18. Course in seeking and landing a joh 
19. No suggestion stated. 
Total 
1 
~ 
1 
1. 
I 
r 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I. ~ IV. OPINIONS OF SUBJECTS STUDIED 
I 
I In item 13 of the questionnaire, responden ts were 
asked to check those subjects which they had taken in high I 
school., and to indicate which ones had been most or least 1 
valuable to them sinc e leaving school. In reporting 
I! 
results based upon this item, the writer is assuming that I 
it is significant if 50 per cent or more of the s tudents 
I 
who took a subject indica.ted that the subject was most or \ 
I 
least va~uable to. them in their post-high-school experience.!,~ 
Although this is an arbitrary standard, it was adopted I 
because i .t seemed reasonable in the absence of any other ' 
norJ!l which could be justified statistically. Based on this I 
p.resumption, the foll.owing results were reported: 
TABLE XXIII 
SUBJECTS OF GREATEST VALUE TO BOY GRADUATES 
OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
No.ot Boys 
who took 
subJ_ec.t 
Number and percentage who 
consider it moat valuable 
No. % 
l. English 7 .0 
31. 
59, 84.3 
2 .• Mathematics 25 80.6 
s. Phys.ics 3.4 25 7~.5 
4.. Physiology 10 1 70.0 
5. Review Ma. thema.t ic s 13 9 69.2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I o. Algebra 38 24 63.1 II 
II 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
TABLE XXIII (Continued) 
SUBJECTS OF GREATEST VALUE TO BOY GRADUATES 
OF. THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS or· 1939 
65. 
No.of Boys Number and :percentage who 
who took conaider it most valuable 
subject No. % 
7. Freehand Drawing 7 4 5'1.1 
a. Fla.ne Geometry 32. 18: 56.2 
9. Solid Geometry 22 12. 54.6 
10. Trigonometry 22 12 54..6 
ll. Off:ice machines 30 16 53.3 
12. General science 40 21 52.4 
lZ. Chemistry 35 18 51.4 
1.4.. Mechanical Drawing 24. 12 50.0 
The reader will note that whi.le English is a subject 
required of all students in the high school, the data 
contained in Table XXIII above and Table xnv which fallows 
leads one to believe that only 152 of the 160 res:pondents 
took English in the high school. This apparent inconsist-
ency is due to the fact that eight of the respondents did 
not answer this item of the questionnaire. Because other 
respondents have forgotten some of the subjects which they 
took in high school, the same inconsistencies obtain for 
certain other data. in the tables for this item. However, 
I 
I 
I 
-----~1·== 
these inconsi steneies should not influence the inter:preta-
tion of the data. materially-. If the impression which a 
given subcfect left with a pupil is so slight that he has 
forgotten he took the subject, it is unlikely- that he wou~d 
ho~d a marked opinion as to its overall value to him in 
post-high-school experience. 
In view of the fact that 48.? per cent of the boy 
respondents took the Commercial Course, it may seem sur-
prising that business subjects do not occupy a higher 
position on the list of subjects most valuable t .o boys. 
Rowever, this becomes clear when we remind ourse.lves that 
20 of the 36 boys who graduated from the Commercial Course 
are of' the opinion that this course was not the best one 
for them. (See Table XJT on page 4? )• Only- one business 
subject, office machi.nes, appears on the list of subjects 
of grea.test va.l.ue to boys. Thi& subject i .e considered 
most valuable by 53 .. 3 per cent of th.e boys who took this 
particular course. In view of the 22 boys who regret not 
having had a course in typewriting, it is interesting to 
note that this subject does not appear on the list of sub-
jects of greatest value to boys. Data of Table XXIII on 
page 54 shows that a majority of boys in this study consider 
courses in science and mathematics of most valqe to them. 
While this is undoubtedly due in part to the value which waa 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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placed on these subjects during the war, the fact remains 
that the ever-increasing use of science in everyday living 
has given rise to manifold opportunities for boys who have 
interest and ability in science and mathematics. 
Dedham High School should make an effort to p-rovide 
ac~urate information on current opportunities in this field 
and assist promising young men desirous of making a career 
for themselves in science. For example, we live close to 
the c.enter of the electronics industry in this eountry 
with its ever-widening aJiplications f 'or increasing the 
comfort, assuring the safety, and promoting the well-being 
o.f all America. Dedham High School should survey the 
requirements for the various classes of employees in . this 
industry so that it ma,y better prepare boys who contemplate 
a career in this field . 
The data contained in Table XXIV indicates that the 
subjects of greatest value to the girl respondents are 
business subjects for the most part. As f ·or the boys, 
English leads the list with 84 .. 3 per c.ent of the girls 
voting it as a most valuable subject. 
In view of the fact that 73.3 per cent of the girls 
are married, it is interesting to note that cooking appears 
in ninth place with a 50 per cent rating, while neither 
sewing nor homemaking appear on the list at all. In the 
6.8 
writer's opinion, an eva.lua.tion of the domestic science 
subjects should be ma·de to determine whether or not they 
a.re meeting the needs of girls who are to become housewives 
and mothers. In view of the 20 girls who regret not having 
had a course in high school shorthand (see Table XVII on 
page 52) it is interesting to note that only half of the 
girls who did take this subj eet in high sch.ool consider 
it a subject of most value. 
1. 
2 .• 
3. 
4. 
5. 
o-. 
'Z. 
8. 
9. 
TABLE XXIV 
SUBJECTS OF GREATEST VALUE TO GIRL RESPONDENTS 
OF THE DEDHAM. HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
No.of Girls Number and percentage who 
who took consider it most valuable 
subject No. % 
EngJLish 82 6'l 81..6 
Accounting l~ 10 7?.0 
Typewriting 4.6 32 69 .• 5 
Office machines 26 15 57.'7 
Ma. thema tics 18 1.0 55.6 
Biology 22 12 54.5 
Junior business 
training 3E> 15 50.0 
Shorthand 26 13 50.0 
Cooking 18: 9 50.0 
I 
Table XXV which follows on page 70 indicates that 
Latin is considered to be the subject of least value by 
72.2 per cent of· the boy·s who took this subject in high 
school. 
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In the writer's opinion it is lamentable that 
economic geogra:phy should appear on this list of least 
valuable subjects. A knowledge of the people, natural 
resources, and industry of this region should. be valuabl.e 
to all future citizens of Massachusetts. An effort should 
be made to determine whether or not this course is meeting 
the needs for which it was designed. 
In view of the enormous responsibility for leader-
ship in world affairs which has been thrust upon our 
country as a result of World War II, it is disappointing, 
and possibly significant, to find that more than half of 
the boys who studied early and modern history in high 
school consider these subjects as .of little value to them 
in post-high- school ex.:peri.enc.ea. 
TABLE XZ:V 
SUBJECTS OF LEAST VALUE TO THE BOY RESPONDENTS 
OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
"lO 
No. of Boys Number and percentage who 
who· took consider it least valuable 
subject No. % 
1. Latin 18 13 72.2 
2. Journalism 7 4 57.!. 
3. Early European 
history 59 33 55.6 
4. Economic geography· 18 16 55.5 
5. French 29" 15 50.2 
6. Modern European 
history 4.0 20 50.0 
According to the results of Table XXVI ·.on page :. :?l., 
.only : one subject, physics, apJ)ears on the list of least 
valuable subjects for girls. Whil.e the subjects includ.ed 
in this table below the dotted line do not meet the 
arbitrary standard of significance, taey are included 
principally because of the relatively small sample of 
opinion which d.etermined physics as the subject of least 
value to the girl respondents. It is significant that 
nearly half of the girls who took algebra in high s chool 
have found it to be of little value to them in their 
post-hi.gh-school experience. 
TABLE XXVI 
SJJBJECTS OF LEAST VALUE TO THE GIRL RESPONDENTS 
OF THE D:EDlfAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 193 9 
71 
N"o. of Girls 
who took 
subject 
Number and percentage who 
consider it least valuable 
No. % 
1. Physics- 4 2 50.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5 .• 
Algebra 3'1 18 48 ... 7 
Freehand drawing 26 6 Z8.4 
Latin 26 8 34.6 
Economic geography 22 8 36.2 
Note: The subjects bel-ow the dotted line in this 
table do not meet the ar'oitra.ry· standard of signifi-
cance. 
According t o data contained in Table XXVII, 
82.2 per cent of al~ boy and girl respondents rate 
English as their most valuable subject. It is inter-
esting to note that of the eight subjects in this table, 
four of them are courses in mathematics, two are in the 
r ·ield or· science, and two are business subjects. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
5. 
7.. 
a· •. 
9. 
TABLE XXVII 
SUBJECTS OF MOST VALUE TO BOTH BOY .AND GIRL GRADUATES 
OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
72 
Number Number and percentage who 
who took consider it most valuable 
Sl.lbj ect · No. % 
Engl.ish 152 126 82.8 
Mathematics 49 35 71.4' 
Physics 38 25 68.4 
Typewriting "18 45 5'7.7 
Office machines 56. 31 55.4. 
Trigonometry 22 12' 54.5 
Review mathematics 19 10 52.'1 
Solid geometry 23 12 52 ... 2 
Physiology 35 18 51.4 
According to the data contained in Table XXVIII, only 
one subject, Lati.n, appears on the list of least valuable 
subjects for both boy and girl respondents. This may mean 
that more emphasis should be placed on the practical values 
of Latin, such as vocabularY buiTding, etc. 
While the remaining three subjects in the table do no 
meet the arbitrary standard o.f significance, th.ey are includ 
ed to. give the reader supplementary information on subjects 
considered least valuable by both boy and girl respondents. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
SUBJECTS OF LEAST VALUE TO BOTH BOY AND GIRL GRADUATES 
OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
1. Latin 
Number 
whOJ toOk 
Subject 
44 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. Economic geography 
~. Journalism 
4. Business law. 
' -
40 
16 
59 
Number and percentage who 
consider it least valuable 
No. % 
22 50.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
18 
5 
22 
45.0 
37.5 
3"5.6 
Note: Data for subjects recorded in this table 
below. the dotted line do not meet the arbitrary 
standard of significance. 
Opinions of' pupils concerning subjects of most and 
least value should be considered in the light of certain 
limitations. In some cases, the opinions may have been 
influenced by the personality of the teacher. It is a~so 
true that the exigencies of war gave an increased value 
to certain subjects which are not normally- as important 
for success in post-high-school experience. 
On the other hand, these lilllitations seem less 
important when weighed against the overwhelming fact that 
these graduates have had 10 years in which to test the value 
of subjects included in their high school course. 
A study of Table XXIII on :page 64, Table XXIV on 
page 68, Tabl.e XXV on page '10, Table XXVI on page 71 , 
Table XXVII on page '12, and Table XXVIII on page '7~ 
indicates that the lists of most valuable and least 
va.l.uable subjects for boys is longer than those :for 
girls. This seems to ~ow that the boys exhibit a 
greater tendency to label subjects as most or least 
valuable than do the girls. 
Further study of these tables also shows that 
the lists of' most valuable subjects for both boys and 
girls are longer than are the lists of least valuable 
subjec ts for both boys and girls. The respondents seem 
more willing to jud.ge a subject as most valuable than 
they are to judge it as least valuable. 
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If the arbitrary standard of significance is admit-
ted as a criterion for judgment, it is interesting to note 
that the following subjects of the curricululil appear in 
neither the "most valuable" nor "least valuable" tables: 
Civics 
United States history 
Bookkeeping 
Business law 
Business organization 
Filing 
Salesmanship 
Sewing 
liOmema.king 
Music appreciation 
This .may, or may not, be of significance. 
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V. FURTHER EDUCATION OF GRADUATES 
In making his educational plan in high s.chool, the 
student is stimulated to think seriously about his future 
educational program. J..s time progresses, his de~ailed 
decisions and choices for future education are made with 
reference to this plan, and the plan itself is revised to 
fit the student's capacities and interests. Helping boys 
and girls to p~an wisely a long-range educational program 
shou~d be a ma.tter of concern to every schoo~. It is 
particularly important that the information about schools 
and colleges for further training beyond high school should 
be realistic and in keeping with student interests and need 
A total of 1.02 educational institutions is :repre-
sented by the 5~ boys and 53 gir~ respondents reporting 
further education . The information presented in Table XXIX 
whii.ch follows on page 76 does not include the many differen 
schools of the armed services indicated by vet.erans of 
World War II. 
The data of Table XX:IX indicate that about 74 .• 5 per 
cent of the educational institutions attended are in New. 
England, and that 5'7.8 per cent of the total number are 
~ocated. in Greater :Boston. Educational institutions 
loca.ted outside of New England comprise 25.5 per cent of 
the total number attended by- these resp·ondents. 
Hence, it is evident that those reporting further 
education did not go far from home, in that 82.3 per cent 
of the group re:porting further education attended school.s 
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in the New England area, 70.2 per cent of the grou:p attended 
schools in Greater Boston, and only rt.7 per cent reported 
further education taken at educational institutions located 
outside New England. 
TABLE XXIX 
LOOATI ON OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
ATTENDED BY 104 GRADUATES OF THE 
DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
Location of 
Institution No.of 
attended Insti tuti one 
Greater Bos:ton 59 
New England other 
than Greater Boston 1'7 
OUtside New England. 26 
Total 102 
No.of 
Respondents 
attending 
111 
~9 
28 
158 
In the light of data contained in Table XXIX above, 
the offerings of schools and c.olleges in New England with 
particular emphasis on Greater Boston should be made avail-
able to Dedham High School pu:pils likely to attend. In 
addition, these data might suggest that educational..oppor-
tuni ties outside New England should be e.xp:lored further. 
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A know· ledge of the kinds of educa.ti anal i neti tu ti ons 
represented in the further educ:a ti on of Dedham High Sphool 
graduates might provide a. clearer understanding of the types 
of training sought after high school. Table XXX which is to 
follow on page '78 shows the 15 different kinds of educa-
tional institutions attended by the respondents after 
high school. 
It is evident from a study of Table XXX on page '78 
and Table XXXI on page 79 that there are a number of differ-
en.t types of schools, and that providing informatio·n on 
entrance requirements of colleges and universities is but 
one phase of the educational guidance w.hich should be 
offered. Dedham boys and girls need to be informed. about 
the opportunities for further education in and around 
Boston in order to avail themselves of th.e many local 
educational facilities. 
Table XXX shows that the four different types of 
educational institutions most frequently a .ttended by the 
respondents are colleges and universities reported by 67 
graduates, business and secretarial schools 35, vocational 
a;nd trade schools 20, and art, dramatics, and modeling 
schools attended by seven graduates. 
TABLE :XXX 
TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
ATTENDED BY ~ 0 4. GRADUATES OF TRE 
DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19 3 9 
Institutions Attended 
No. TyJ>e Boys Girls 
3'7 Colleges an,d universities 39 28 
19 Business and secretarial 8 rl 
15 Vocational and trade 15 5 
5. A.rt, drama ties, and, modeling 1 6 
5 .Junior colleges 2: 3 
4 . Nursing seh~ols 0 5 
3 Teacher training schools () 4 
:5 Medical schools 3 0 
3 Correspondence schools 3 0 
2. Religious training schools 0 a 
2 Apprenticeships. 2 0 
1 Dental schools 1 0 
1 MUsic. schools 1 1 
:.1 Language schools 0 1 
1 Freparatory schools 1. 0 
102 Total 76 82 
78 
Total 
6'1 
35 
2,0 
7 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2. 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1.58 
'19 
Tab~e XXX.I on page 79 contains a ~i sting of the 
different kinds o-f educational insti tu.tions, and indicates-
the locations of such institutions as being either in 
"Greater Boston, tt "New England, excluding Greater Boston," 
or "Outside New England .. " It is interesting to note that 
in only fl ve of the 15 ea tegori es d.o the number of educa-
tional institutions attended outsid.e the Greater Boston 
area exceed the number attended within the Greater Boston 
area. The five categories of which this is true are 
"coll.eges and. universities," "junior col~eges," "medical 
schoo~s , " "preparatory schools, " and "religious training 
schoo~s . " 
TABLE XXXI 
LOOATION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS ATTENDED BY 
RESJ?ONDENTS AND ARRANGED ACCORDING TO TYPE 
· New. 
England outside 
Type of: Greater excluding New 
Institution Attended Boston Boston England Tota.~ 
Apprenti ceships 2 0 () 2 
Art, dramatics, and 
modeling 4 0 1. 5 
Busi.ness and 
secretarial 1? 0 2 19 
Colleges and 
_tmiversities 12 10 15 :3'l 
Correspo.ndence school.s :5 0 0 3 
1 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued ) 
LOCATION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS ATTENDED BY 
RESPONDENTS AND ARRANGED ACCORDING TO TYPE 
N"ew 
England outside 
Type o:r Greater excluding New 
Institution Attended Boston Boston England Total 
Dental schools 1 0 () 1 
Junior colleges l ~ 1 5 
Language schools 1 0 0 1 
Medical school.s 1 1 1 3 
Music sch.ools· l 0 0 1 
Nursing schools ~ 1 0 4 
Preparatory schools 0 1 0 1 
Rel.igious training 
schools 0 1 2 
Teacher training 
. schools 3 0 0 3 
Vocational and trade 10 0 5 15 
Total 59 l.'t 26 102 
Table :x:xx:r.I shows that of the 158 eases of further 
education, 51, or 32.3 per cent of the training was on a. 
part-time basis, and that this part-time training was under-
taken in business and. secretarial schools with 20 enrollees, 
colleges and universities with 17 enrollees, correspondence 
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schools with three en:rollees, junior colleges 'With one 
enrollee, language schools with one enrol lee , and vocation-
al and t rade schools with six enrollees·. Arts 1 dramatics 1 
and modeling had three enrollees. 
TABLE XXXII 
PART-TIME EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
UNDERTAKEN BY. GRADUATES 
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO TYPE OF INSTITUTION 
A:pi;Jrenticeships 
Art, dramatics 1 an.d 
modeling schools 
Business and secretarial 
s·chools 
Coll.eges a.nd uni versi.ties 
Correspondence schools 
Dental schools 
Junior colleges 
Language sch ools 
Medical schools 
Musie schools-
Nursing schools 
Preparatory schools 
Teacher training schools 
Religi ous training schools 
Vocati onal and trade schools 
Total 
Boys 
0 
1 
? 
6 
~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
22-
Girls: 
0 
2 
13 
11 
0 
0 
1 
1. 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
0 
1 
29. 
Total. 
0 
20 
1 'l' 
3 
0 
l. 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
51 
Table XXXIII s.hows that four boys and six girls 
• 
received either a degree, diploma, or certifie.ate as a 
result of part-time educational programs undertaken. 
While an indeterminate number €>f those boys and girls 
who undertook part-time educational programs did get 
credit for individual courses which they took and un-
doubtedly derived benefit from thelJl; the results of 
thi.s table show that. only 19.6 per cent of the graduates 
who undertook educational progr(U!ls on a part-time basis 
received a degree , diplCDma, or certificate as a result 
thereof. Of the remaining 80.4 per cent of the graduates. 
who undertook training on a part- time basis and. received 
no degree, diploma or certificate, an indeterminate 
num.ber probably undertook the training with no intention 
of seeking a degree or diploma. A number of boys and 
girls did get c.redi t for individual courses and probably 
derived benefit from them, either in the form of personal 
satisfaction or as an. aid to advancement in their chosen 
occu:pation. 
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Table XXXIII shows that very few of the respondents 
who took part-time educational training carried it through 
to completion as part of an inter-related program of study. 
TABLE XXXII I 
PART-TIME EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
COMPLETED BY GRADUATES 
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Evidence of Completion Boys Girls Total 
Bachelor of science 0 l l 
Dip:loma.: 2, 1 3 
Certificate 2 4 6 
Total 4 6 10 
Table XXXIV shows that of the 158 c.ases of- further 
educational programs reported, 10'1 or 67.7 per cent of 
the training was undertaken an a full-time basis. Arranged 
in order of frequency the training was undertaken in the 
following types of institutions:. 
Colleges and universities 
Business and secretarial. 
Voc.a. ti onal a.nd trad.e 
Nursing schools 
Teacher training 
Junior CQlleges 
Art, dra.ma tic, mod.eling 
Medical schools 
Music 
Religious training 
Apprenticeships 
Prepare. tory-
Dental. 
TABLE XXXIV 
FULL-TIME EDUCATIONAL :PROGRAMS 
tllilJERTAKEN BY GBADUATES 
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO TYPE OF INSTITUTION 
Apprenticeships 
Art, dra.ma.tic and . 
modeli ng sch~o1s 
Business and. secretarial. 
schoo~s 
eoll.eges and. universities 
Correspondence sc·hools 
Dental. a.choo~a 
Junior eoll.eges 
Language schools 
Medical. schools-
Music schools 
Nursing s chools 
Preparatory schools 
Teacher training schools 
Religious training schools 
Vocati onal and trade schools 
Total 
Boys 
0 
1. 
3~ 
0 
1 
2 
0 
3 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
10 
54 
Girls 
0 
4 
~4. 
1'1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
5 
0 
4 
2 
4 
53 
84 
~ota~ 
4 
~5 
50 
0 
1 
4 
0 
3 
2 
5 
1. 
4 
2 
14. 
107 
85 
A study of Tab~e XXXV shows that 59 out of· the 107, 
or 55.2. per cent ·o:r the full-time educational 1>rograms 
undertaken by the res:pondents have resulted in completion 
a..s evidenced by a degree, di.:ploma., or certificate . Als.o 
in progr.ese toward probab~e completion wi.th award of degree, 
diploma, or certificate are 1~ other full-time educational. 
progre.I!!s. which would bring the total of full-time :programs 
completed to 72., or 67.2 per cent. 
This s till leaves 35 full-time educational programs, 
or 32.8 per ctm.t of the 10'1 undertaken, not comp~ete.d. For 
exampl.e, in the col~ege and university category this means 
that ~7 out of the 50 or a. total of 7·4 1>er c. en t completed. 
It is interesting to note that 11. boys and two girls 
are sti 11 in school. Eight of them are working toward 
degrees. This includes one candidate each for the M.D. and 
D.M.D-. degrees, one candidate for the A.M. in psychology, 
three candida.tes for the B.S., one for the A.B. and one 
for the LL.B. All of the boys still in school are veterans 
studying under the provisions of the G. I. Bill of Rights. 
Data contained in Tables XXXII on p.a.ge 81, XXXIII on 
page 83, XXXIV on page 84, a.n4 _XJ:XV on page 86 give indica-
tion of the need for better educational planning. The· data 
contained in these are representative of the thousands of 
man hours of work expend.ed by boys and. girls trying to dis-
tinguish themselves in their chosen field and an e:xpense 
totaling many many thousands of dollars. The ratio o~ 
educational programs com};1leted to. educational programs 
undertaken auggest.s that some of the disappointments and 
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heartaches which are evidenced here might have been avoided 
by a 11:1ore universal practice o~ the philosophy o~ guidance 
throughout the Dedham scho o~ eye. tem , with pa.rti cule.r 
emphasis on vocati.o.nal and educational guidance. One O·~ 
the functiens of the school should. be t o help the indi-
vidual to make a rea.I.istic appraisal of his own interests 
and abili ties. From the data contained in Tables XXXII 
to XXXV inclusive, it is appa.ren t that some of these men 
and women have not found themselves. 
TABIJ!: XXXV 
FULL-TIME EDUCATIONAL EROGRAMS 
COMPLETED BY- GRADUATES 
Degree, Diploma, or 
Certificate Earned Boys 
Registered Nurse 0 
Doctor of Medicine 1 
Doctor of Chiropractic 1 
Master of Arts 1 
Master of Education 1 
Bachel..or ef Arts 4 
Bachelor of Science 8 
Girls Total 
4 4 
0 1. 
0 1 
2 ~ 
0 1 
3 7 
4 12 
l==#========ll==~ 
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TABLE :XXXV (Continued.) 
FULL- TID EDUUA:TI ONAL PROGRAMS 
COW?LETED. BY GRADUATES 
Degr·ee, Di.plomaJ or 
Certificate Earned .Boys 
Bachelor of Laws ~ 
Bache!. or of Journalism :t 
Diploma 6 
Certificate ~ 
Total. 26 
In Erogrese: Boy.:s 
Jlaster of Arts 1. 
Doctor of Medicine 1. 
Doctor of Dental Medicine 1 
Diploma 3 
Bachelor of Science 3 
Bachelor of Arts l. 
Bachelor of Laws 1 
Total 11 
Girls 1•otal 
0 1 
Q ~ 
20 25 
0 3 
33 59. 
Girl.e Total 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
2 5 
0 3 
0 l. 
0 1 
2 13 
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A list of schools included in th.e further education 
of the gra.d.ua tes fol~ows : 
Apprenticeships 
International Typographical Union -- Printing 
Boston Navy Yard -- Sheet Metal Work 
Art Schools, Dramatics, Modeling 
Academi Moderne 
Massachusetts School of Art 
New England School of· Art. 
Frat t Ins ti tute 
School of Practical Art 
Business .!11!. Secretarial Schools 
Bentley Sehoo:l of Accoun.ting 
Boston Teachers College 
Bryant and Stra tto.n 
Burdett Busine.es College 
Burreughs Bookkeeping School 
Chandler School 
Chari es Sch.ool 
Dedham Evening School 
Denver Opportunity School 
Felt and Tarrant Comptometer Scheol 
Gilli.e Business School 
Higgins Commercia.l Machine School 
Hutchinson Evening School. 
In terna ti onal Buai nee s Machine School 
Kathari ne Gibbs Secretarial School 
Oxford Sch.ool of Busines·s 
Roalinda~e Evening School 
Steno~pe School of Boston 
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UndervJood Elliot and Fisher Business. Machine School 
Wyndham 
Colleges and Universities 
Bates 
Boston College 
Boston University 
Bowdoin 
Colby College 
Colorado School of Mines 
Dartmouth College 
Drake University 
Emmanuel College 
Fitchburg State Teachers College 
Framingham State Teachers College 
Harvard University 
HYannis State Teachers College 
John Carroll University 
Lowell Institute 
Ma.rygrove College 
M.assachusetts Institute of Technology 
Michigan Sta. te College 
Nasson College 
New York University 
Northeastern University 
Oberlin Col~ege 
Oklahoma East Central State College 
Pembroke College 
Radcliffe College 
Regis College 
Salem. State Teachers College 
St. Bonaventure College 
-
Suffolk University 
Texas Chirapra.c.tic c·oll.ege 
Tufts College 
University of California 
University of Detroit 
UiifVersi ty o.f Michigan 
University of Miesouri 
University of Pennsylvania 
Correspondence Schools 
Armed Forces Institute 
Chicage Radio and Electrical Institute 
LaSalle School of Business 
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Dental Schools 
Tufts Denta~ School 
Juni.or Col~eges 
Connecticut Junior College 
Mary Brooks· J"uni or College 
Westbrook Junior College 
Worcester Junior College 
Santa Anna. Junior College 
Language Schools 
Berl.itz School of Languages 
Medical Schools 
Columbia University College of Ehysicians and 
Surgeons 
Dartmo.uth College Medical School 
Tufts College Medical School 
Musi c Schools 
New England. Conservatory of :Music. 
Nursi!!£; School& 
Carney Hospit.al 
Faulkner Hospital 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital 
Truesdale Ho s:P i tal 
Preparato;y Schools 
Brew.s ter Academy 
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Sehoo.1s .Q!: Religious- Education 
Nati anal Bibl.e Institute 
Frovid.ence Bible Institute 
Teacher Training Sch.ools 
Perry Kincierga.rten Normal School 
Poss:e-Nisson School 
Wbeel.ock School. 
..;.V..-o..-c.:::;;a..-t;i.;:;.on;;;;.a=·l:;..• ~ 'fra.de Schools 
Aeronautical Industrial Technical Institute 
Benson Radio School 
Boeing School of A.eronautics 
Boston Trade School 
Boston Voc-ational School 
Coyne Eleetrieal. and Techni.ca.l School 
Denver School. of Photography 
Franklin Technical Union 
Nati onal Cash Register Repair School 
New Haven Railroad Carman School 
Feab ody School for Girls 
Pittsburg Institute of Aeronautics 
Spar ton School o.f Aeronautics 
Wentworth Institute 
Wil:t:red Academy 
92 
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The list of seh,ools given above shows that the choice 
of a school for further educa-tion i e- qui.te widespread, in 
that 102 different educati anal institutions were indiea.ted. 
The following six schools showed the largest number 
of enrollees: 
Boston University. 14 
Northeastern. 1~ 
Chandler School 4 
Dedham Even.ing School 5· 
Bentley School of .Accounting 4. 
Burdett Business College .t 
This iadi.ca.tes 28 of the 66. college enrollees 
a .ttended Boston University and. Northeastem University or, 
in other wor.ds, 42.4 per c,en t of those graduates enrolled. 
in 5.5 per cent of the colleges and universities attended 
by th.e group . 
It is. obvious that further· education is not limi.ted. 
to those who take the college preparatoxy course in high 
school, but it is also being sought by those in other 
courses. Couns.eling regarding f-urther education should 
not be limited to an.y one .sroup. All pupils should plan 
to continue their education through formal or informal 
study. Guidance servie.e should be effective i .n helping 
each individual te plan. his post-high-school educ.ati on. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA ON WORK EXPERIENCE AND 
OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE 
I • IMPORTANCE OF OCCUl?ATI ON.AL INFORMATION 
Helping students to enter and advance in their 
chosen occu;pati on should be of primary concern to every 
ach.ool. The program for informing students about occu-
pations is dependent upon availability of accurate 
information. Too often thi 6 i nf orma ti on i 6 based up on 
conditions which are derived from a textbook, not 
applicable to th.e local- si tua ti on. 
The follow-up study provides a valuable source of 
in.formation with reference to where the former student 
finds work, ho·w he finds it., why he selected a particular 
occupation, and where he received hel.p in planning for 
his chosen career. Such: information provides a sound. 
basis for the evaluation and revision of the curriculum. 
A. continuous program. of curriculum evaluation and 
revision is necessary if the sc.hool is t .o provide the 
prepara.ti.on which beys and girls need to meet the ever-
changing conditions in the world occupations. 
II. LAPSE OF TI:ME BETWEEN GRADUATION AND 
FIRST FULL-TIME JOB 
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Studen te now in school may prof1 t from a knowledge 
of how long they may have to wait after leaving school 
before they secure their first full-time job. Table XXXVI 
which follows on page 96 eontaine information with refer-
ence to this question. 
The data contained in this table indicate that 28.2 
per cent of the respondents took up employmen.t immediately 
after grad.uation from high school or college without any 
lapse of time. This includes ~9.2 per cent of the boys 
and. 18.6 per cent of the girls. W1 thin two months after 
graduation from high school or college. 5~. 3 per e.ent of 
the respondents had found employm.ent. This included 44.1 
per cent of the girls and 63.6 per cent of the boys. ~~e 
data of this table seem. to indica.te that the boys took up 
employment after graduation from high school or college 
more quickly than did the girls. Thi.a is due in part to 
the fact that induction of men into the armed services 
du.ring this period and exp:ansion in the manufacture of 
goods ~or war purposes made more jobs available f or boys 
than might normally be the case. 
However. in th.e light of the continuing period of 
high industri.a:l praducti vi ty, it seems reasonable to suppose 
that there will be a large number of entry jobs available 
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to youth u:pon leaving school. In view of this :probability, 
~1e high school should exert a maximum effort to direct 
youth into jobs for which they are sui ted for by both 
interest and ability. 
TABLE XXXVI 
LAPSE OF TI :ME BETWEEN LEAVING 
HIGH SCHOOL OR COLLEGE AND FIRST FULL-TIME JOB 
Boys Girls Total 
Length of Time No. % No. % No. % 
No time 29 39.2 16 18.6 45 28.2 
One week 0 0.0 6 7.0 6 3.8 
Two weeks 4 5. 4. 2 2 . 3 6 3.8 
Three weeks 0 o.o 1 1..2 1 0.6 
One month 5 6.8 ·'l 8;2 12 ?.5 
Two months 9 12.2 6 6.9 1.5 9.4 
Three months 5 6.8 9 10.5 14 8.'2 
Four months 9 12.2. 3 3.5 12 7.5 
Five months 2 2.8 0 o.o 2. 1.2 
Six months 1 1.3 8 9.3 9 5.6 
Seven months 0 0.0 1 1. 2. 1 0.6 
Eigh.t months 1 1.3 2 2.3 3 1.9 
ltine months 0 o .. o 2 2.3 2 1.2 
Ten months 0 o.o 1 1.2 1 0.6 
One year 6 8.1 '1 8.2 13 8.1 
18 months 1 1.3 6 6.9 7 4.4 
Two years 1 1.3 3 3.5 4 2.5 
No answe~ 1 1.3· & 6.9 '2 4.4 
Total '24 46.2" ao 53 .. 8 160 100.0 
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III. EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF RESPONDENTS 
A knowledge of' the present employment statu.s of 
res:gondents provides a realistic approach to the appraisal 
of other data on work experience an.d occupational. choice. 
An examination of data in Table ~I indicates 
that 52..6 per cent of the respondents are employed in 
business or industry. This includes 75.6 per cent of the 
boys and 32.6 per cent of the girls. All of th.e respondents 
in this group except two of the girls are employed full-
time. Of the two girls employed part-time, one is an 
actress in New York City while the other is employed part-
time as a nurse. It is interesting to note that 65.1 per 
cent of the girl res:pondents are devoting all of their 
time to duties as housewives. 
Table XIII on page 43 indicates that more than half 
of these girls were married within five years after gradua-
tion from high school. Table XXII on page 63 indicates 
that the felt need for vocational training most frequently 
expressed. by girl respondents is for a course in the study 
of home economics. The importance of home economics in 
hi.gh school should not be underestimated. 
The course offerings in domestic science at Dedham 
High School should be evaluated to determine whether or 
not the need for preparation in this field is being met 
ad equately- under the provisions of the existing program. 
Respondents attending school full- time comprise 
7 . 5 per cent of the group studied. All of the boys are 
attending school under the provisions of the G. 1 .. Bil~ 
of Rights. The one boy who listed himself e.s "retired" 
stated that this. retirement i a voluntary- and that he 
intends to return to work in the near future. 
In school. 
TABLE XXXVII 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF 160 GRADUATES 
OF THE DEDH.AM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
Boys Girl.a 
No. % No. % 
1.0 13.5. 2 2.3 
In armed forces 7 9.5 0 o.o 
Total 
No. 
1.2: 
7 
98 
% 
?.5 
4.3 
Houaewife 0 o.o 56 6S.l. 56 35.0 
Etn:pl.oyed in busi-
ness or industry 56 75.6 28 32.6 84 52 .. 6 
Retired 1 1..4_ 0 0.0 1 0.6 
Total 74 46.2 86 5~.8 1.60 1.00.0 
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IV. METHODS OF SECURING FIRST FULL-TI:ME .TOB 
The importance of knowing how to seek and gain one' s 
first ful~-time job cannot be overestimated. A knowledge 
o! t .be experience encountered by res!)ondents in this respect , 
should aid tbe school in preparing youth. to solve the 
problem of gaining entrance to hie chosen occupation. 
Inf·orma ti on 1f.i th reference to the methods used in 
securing ~e first full-time job by respondents to this 
study is summarized in Table XXXVIII on page 100. The data 
contained in this table indicate that 47.9 per cent of the 
reap onden . ts secured. their first full- time j o.b through 
"personal application." Actual.ly, howevex, rec·ord·s: of 
the sch.ool placement office indicate that a consid erable 
number of th.ese respondents. received information as to job 
vacancies and a recommendation through the school. Hence, 
it is probable that a higher percentage than so indicated, 
secured hel.p "through t .he school" in getting their first 
full- time job. Generally, ttpersonal applies. tion" in 
securing a job ia preceded by some other step in advance 
such as a recommendation by the school placemen.t office or 
other agency. 
The next. most frequently em!)loyed method of securing 
the first full- time job was "thro.ugh a- friend or relative, " 
indicated in 31 .• 5 per cent of the cases. Following in 
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d:eseendi ng order of frequency are "through an agency" uti-
lized in 8.6 per cent of the cases, "through the school" ?.9 
per cent, •answered newspaper advertisements" 3-.6 per cent , 
and "'other mean e" employed in • 6 per cent of the cases. 
Th.e data of Table m:viii indicate that a.deq:ua te 
training in making personal applications for employment will 
need t o be a vi tal part of the training offered t o the boys 
and girl s of Dedham High School. 
This should b.e a part of the overa.l.l training offered 
by the school to boys and girls in preparation for securing 
employment. It is. the writer's opinion that all boys and 
girls should be required to complete a. course of instruction 
conc.erned with this vi tal problem before leaving the high 
school. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
METHODS USED BY 160 GRADUATES OF DEDHAJJI EIGE: SCHOOL 
CLASS OF 1939 TO SECURE FIRST FULL-TI:ME JOB 
Boys Girls. Total 
No. ~ lfo. ~· No. ! 
Through the school. 2 2.6 11. la. a 13 ?.9 
By personal. appli-
cati on 45 6'2. 7 34 39.1 ?9 4-IJ'. 9 
Through. an agency 3 3.8. 11 12 .. 6. 14. 8.5 
Ans:wered new.spap.er 
a.d.verti semen. t 3 3.8 3 3.5 6 3.6 
Through friend or 
rela.ti ve 24 30.8 28. 32.2 Q2 31 . 6 
Volunteered 1 1 . 3 0 0.0 1 .6 
Total. "'S 4,7 .3 87 52-. 'l 165 100.0 
In her book, Methods .21:, Vocational GUidance, 
Miss Forrester says: 
Many books written by business executives and 
employers 1 describe current emp~oymen t s·ta.nda.rd:a 
and give suggesti one f -or ways of meeting them. 
The trend in this l.i terature has been to urge 
the job-seeker to consider himself a.s a salesman 
of his services and to approach the prospective 
employer with a. clear cut description of the 
abilities he has to sell, together with a 
concl.usi ve pres entation of reasons why the 
purchase of those abilities would prove a. good 
investm.ent for the employer .1 · 
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The 1938 revised edition, of Glenn Gardiner's book, 
112:!. ~ .£!!! .Q!1 !:. ill• contains an appendix of work sheets 
and some aids for an instructor to use in group work. The 
course comprises ten units covering the ten problems which 
the job-seeker must face: 
(1) How shall I plan my job-getting campaign? 
(2} What work am I best qualified to do? 
{3} How can I discover job opportunities.'? 
{4) Who can help me to get a job'? 
(5) What preparation -shall I make for the 
employm.en t interview? 
(6) How shall I carry out my side of the 
em;pl.oyn1ent interview? 
(7) How can ! . overcome common difficulties 
in the interview'? 
1 Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance, 
(Boston: D.C.Heath and Company, 1944. )~. 345. 
(8} How shall I fol~ow up my job prospects? 
(9 j When and how can ·I make effective use of 
letters1 
(10) How shall I use my spare time during the 
j o.b.-getting period! 2 
V. NATUBE AND LOOATI ON OF J"OBS 
HELD BY- RESPONDENTS 
Table XXXIX on page 1.03 gives data on entry jobs 
secured by 1.60 graduates of the Dedham High School Class 
of 1939. The term "entry job" as used here refers to 
the first full-time job secured after graduation from 
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school. An examination of the data contained in Ta.b~e XXXIX 
indicates that 43.1 per cen.t of the en.try jobs were in the 
clerical, sales, and kindred worker field with 29.7 per 
cent of the boys and 54.8 per cent of the girls making 
their start in these occupations. The fact that 8.8 :per 
cen.t of t .he graduates reported p.rotecti ve-service area is 
due to service in armed forces. It is interesting to note 
that none of the respondents engaged in farming a.s an 
entry jab. 
2 Glenn Gardiner, Haw You Can Get a Job (New York: 
Har:per and Brothers, (ReviSed), 1938) Append.i'X, :p. vi. 
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TABLE XXXIX 
TOTAL 1TUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ENTRY JOBS 
OF BOY AliD GIRL GRADUATES GROUPED ACC'ORDING TO CENSUS 
CLASSIFICATION Of. 1940 
Census Grouping 
l>rofessiona.~ and semi-
professi onal 
Farmers and farm 
managers 
Proprietors, managers 
and officials except 
farmers 
Clerical, sales, and 
kindred workers 
Craftsmen, foremen and 
kindred workers 
Operatives and kindred 
workers 
Domestic-servic.e workers 
Boys Girls 
No. % No. % 
5. 6.8 I4 16.3 
0 o.o 0 0.0 
~ ~.3 I 1.~ 
22 29.7 4'1 54.8 
13 :17.6 0 0.0 
12 
0 
16. 2 · 1.2 
0.0 8 
13.9 
9.3 
.Protective ser.vice workers 13 17.6 1 ~.1 
·service workers except 
domestic and protective 4 5.4 
Laborers except farm 4 5.4 
Farm laborers and 
foremen 0 0.0 
3 3.5 
0 o.o 
0 0.0 
Total ?4 4,6. 2 86 53. 8 
Tota~ 
No. % 
19 11.9 
0 0.0 
2 1 .• 2 
69 43.1 
13 8.1 
24 
8 
14 
4 
0 
~5.0 
5.0 
8.6 
4.4 
2.5 
o.c 
1oo ~oo.c 
A more detailed description of entr.y jobs is 
included in the breakdown Which follows: 
ENTRY JOBS OF BOY RESPONDENTS GROUl?El) 
ACCORDING TO CENSUS CLASSIFICATION OF 1940 
Frofessi9.!!!1 and semi-;professi ona.l . 
Chemical engineer 
Mechanical engineer 
Instrumental. musician 
F.hysician 
Elementar.y· school teacher 
Proprietors, managers, ~ officials 
As sis tan t manager of chain store 
Clerical, sales, ~kindred workers 
Grocery clerk (5) 
:Mail clerk 
Cost clerk (2) 
Sales clerk 
Salesman 
Legal clerk 
Stock clerk (5) 
Office b.oy 
Office machine operator 
Accountant 
Production c·lerk 
Shipping clerk 
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Craftsmen, foremen, ~ kindred workers 
AUto mechanic 's helper 
Machinist's helper 
Foundryman's helper 
Apprentice pressman 
Multigra.ph re.Pairman 
Pattern maker 
Nawspaper compositor 
Sheet metal worker 
Valve repairman 
Machinist 
Layout man 
Operatives ~kindred workers 
Thermometer ass.embler 
Servi~e atat~on at~e~dant (2) 
Wool grader. 
Truck driver 
crab dri.ver 
Punch press operator 
Buffing machine operator 
La the operator 
Val. ve ring maker 
Hydraulic press operator 
Stock chaser. (2) 
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Protective-service workers 
Sailors ( 6) 
Soldiers (3) 
CCC boys (2) 
Airmen (2) 
Servic.e workers exce;pt protective and domestic 
Restaurant counterman 
Soda man 
Barber 
Hotel janitor 
Laborers except farm 
General laborers (4) 
ENTRY JOBS OF GIRL RESPONDENTS GROUEED 
ACCORDING TO CENSUS CLASSIFICATION. OF 194.0 
Professional ~ semi-professional 
Dental assistant 
Registe.red.. nurse (3) 
Medical secretary 
Primary school teacher (2} 
Elementazy school teacher 
High school teacher (2) 
Actress. 
Title examiner 
Staff artist 
Hlysi.cal education instructor 
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l?roprieto.rs, managers, and officials except farm 
Assistant circulation manager 
Clerical , sales, and kindred workers 
Te~e:phone opera t .o rs ( 4_] 
Teletype operator 
Secretary (9) 
Clerk typist {15) 
File clerk 
Bookkeeping machine operator 
Comptometer operator 
Bookkeeper (6) 
Adding machine o,Pera. tor (2) 
Billing clerk 
Sales clerk {5) 
Laundry checker -
Operatives and kindred workers 
Funch press operator 
Wire winding machine operator 
Lamp. shade painter 
Jewelry ename~er 
Luminous dial painter 
Automatic machine oJ;>erator (watch factory) 
Eleva.t or operator 
Envelope machine operator 
~0'1 
OPeratives and kindred workers (Continued) 
Engraving machine operator 
vraste inspe~tor (2.) 
Electric.a.l products inspector 
Domestic.-service vzorkere 
Governess (2.) 
Housekeeper (6) 
Pro t ective-service workers 
Waves (1} 
Service workers except domestic ~protective 
Manicurist 
BB.irdreeser 
Waitress 
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The specl:fic knowledges and skills required of 
workers in the jobs above might :provide one means of 
evaluating the curri.eulum offering of the high schoo~. 
For example, it will be noted that those workers in the 
clerical, sales, and kindred occupa.tions are required to 
possess other skills beside typing and stenography. An 
analysis of these skills could aid in determining whether 
or not the Commercial Course is offering the kind o:r 
training_ boys and girls need. in these occupations. rf 
the school is to turn out well-adjusted workers, it must 
provide training i .n the skills necessary for these varied 
jobs. 
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Table XL bel. ow· indicates the ~ocati ons of places, 
omitting armed forces, where respondents were em:ployed from 
1939 t o 1949. The data contained. in this table i ndicate 
that 50.3 per cent of all jobs hel.d by respondents betw.een 
1939 a nd 194 9 were l oca.ted either in Dedham or the City of 
Boston. Only 3.1 per c.ent of the res:pondents held jobs in 
Massachus etts beyond. the 2.0-mile radius of Boston. It is 
interesti n g to not.e that 12.6 per cent of the graduates 
held jobs outside of Massachusetts. Of thi.s number, 8.6 
per cent o.f these jobs were outsid.e New England. 
TABLE XL 
LOCATION OF PLACES, OMITTING ARMED FORCES , 
WHERE BESPONDENTS WEBE EMPLOYED FROM 1939 TO 1949 
Boys Girls Total 
Location of Places No. No. No. % % % --------------------~----~----~----------~--Dedham 
City of Boston 
Within 20-mile radius 
of Boa ton, exc.ludi ng 
Dedham and Boston 
Massachusett.s, outside 
20-mile radius of Boston 
New England, excluding 
Massaehusett.s 
Outside New England 
Total 
35 14 .. 8 41. 19.0 71 
71 30.0 81 3'l. 5 152 
95 40.1 59 27.3 154 
10 4. 2 4 1.9 14 
~1 4.6 "1 3.2 
15 6.3 24 11.1 
16.8 
33.5 
34.0 
3.1 
4.0 
8.6 
23'Z 52.3 216 47."' 453 1.00.0 
1~0 
Table XLI which foll ows contains information on the 
number and percentage of all jobs held by the r espondents 
fr om 1939 to 194.9 inclusive. A. study of this table shows 
that 38.1 per cent of all respondents employed during this 
period were in the clerical . sales, and kindred wo r ker 
field. Thi s included 23.2' :per cent of all jobs held by 
boys a:rad 58.6 per cent of all jobs held by girls. 
Next in descending order of frequency is "protective-
service workers," comprising 15.8 per cent of all jobs held 
by respondents. This includes 23.8 per cen t of all jobs 
held. by the boys and 4.. 8 per cent of all jobs held by the 
girls. The great majority of all jobs in this ca.t egor.y can 
be accounted for by service in the armed forces during 
World Vfar II. 
"Operatives and kindred workers" follows next in 
descending order of frequency with 15.2· :per cent o f all jobs 
held by the respondents since 1939 in this category-. This 
inc·ludes 18. rz· per cent of all jobs held by the boys and 
10. 6 per c ent of all jobs held by the girls. 
Following this is the "professi onal and semi-
profess ional" category which included 10.2 per cent of all 
jobs held by resp ondents during the ten-year period. 'l'his 
comprised 5.1 per cent of all jobs held by the boys and 
1 ? .1 per cent of all jobs held by the girls. 
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It is interesting to note that none of the jobs 
held by the respondents during the period were in the 
field of farming . 
Of the total of 538 jobs represented in Table XLI, 
311. were held by the boys and 227 held by the girls. •.rhis 
indicates an average of 4.2 jobs per boy and 2.7 jobs per 
girl during the ten-year period. This does nat necessarily 
mean that the boys changed jobs more frequently than the 
girls. Of the jabs represented here for the boys, 67 are 
for service in the armed forces during World War II while 
only 11 of the jobs represented for the girls are in this 
field. Furth.ermore, the table does not indi.ca te the fact 
that 56 of the girls have assumed the all-important job 
of housewife full-time. 
TABLE XLI 
TOTAL NUMBER AliD PERCENTAGE OF JOBS HEW BY BOY AND 
GIRL RESPONDENTS FROM 1939 TO 1949 GROUPED ACCORDING 
TO CENSUS CLASSIFICATION OF 1940 
Boys Girls Total 
Census Grouping No. % No. % No. % 
Professional and 
semi-professional 16 5.1 39 17.1 55 1.0.2 
Farmers and farm 
managers 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
l?ro:prietors, managers, 
and officials, except 
farmers 2.2 4 1.8 1.1 2.2 
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TABLE XLI (Continued) 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF JOBS HELD BY- BOY AND 
GIRL RESPONDENTS FROM 1939 TO 1949 GROUPED ACCORDING 
TO CENSUS CLASSIFICATION OF 1940 
Census Grou:p.ing 
Clerical, sales, and 
kindred workers 
Craftsmen, foremen, 
and kindred workers 
O}:lerati ves and 
kindred workers 
Domestic-service 
workers 
Protective service 
workers 
Service workers, 
except domestic 
and protec.ti ve 
Laborers, except farm 
Farm laborers and 
foremen 
Total 
Boys 
No. : 1 
Girls 
No. % 
72 23.2 133 58.6 
64 20.6 4 1.8 
58 18.7 24 10.6 
0 o.o 5 2.2 
74 23.8 11 ~.8 
6 1.9 7 3.1 
14 4.5 0 0.0 
0 o.o 0 o.o 
311 57.8 227 42.2 
Total 
No. % 
205 38.1 
68 12.6 
82 15 . 2 
85 15.8 
13 2.4 
1.4 2.6 
0 0.0 
538 100.0 
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VI • REASONS FOR LEAVING JOBS 
In order to learn something about the factors which 
affect job-shifting, item 19 of the questionnaire requested 
the respondent to list reasons for leaving any full-time 
jobs he had held. Tabl.e XLII which fol l ows gives a frequen-
cy listing of these reasons. From these results it is ob-
vious that a number of respondents gave more than one reason. 
Table XLIX indicates that the 281 reasons advanced 
for leaving full-time j obe fall into 16 dif:ferent categories. 
If the second and third highest reasons for leaving are 
eliminated in that entering or being discharged from the 
armed forces was beyond tb.e control of moat of these work-
ers, then "offered better job" is in first place and 
"marriage" moves up into second place. 
"Disliked type of work" falls into third place. It 
is quite :poss.ib.le that this reflects a lack of information 
on the part of the worker, either cone erni ng the d uti e s 
and skills or the working conditione which the particular 
job entailed. 
The fact that one out of every 10 left a job because 
he d.isliked the type of work ma.y be interpreted as evidence 
of a need for informing prospective workers that aimless 
shifting from one job to another is costly both to the 
worker and to industry and that it is indicative of 
vocational indecision on the part of the worker. 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE XLII 
REASONS GIVEN" BY 160 ·GRADUATES OF THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL 
CLASS OF 19~9 FOR LEAVING FULL- TIME JOBS 
I 
Boys Girls 'l'otal 
Reason for Leaving No. % No. % No. % 
Offered better job 38 26.1 32 2~.7 70 24.9 
Entered armed forces 42 28.8 10 7.4 ·52 18.2 
Discharged from 
armed forces 32 21.9 9 6.7 41 14.3 
Marriage 0 o.o 36 26'.7 36 l2.8 
Disliked type of work 20 13."1 8 5.9 28 9.9 
Maternity 0 o.o 18 1~.3 18 6.4 
Moved with family 2 1.2 6 4 .• 4 8 2.8 
Entered school 2 1.2 4. 3.0 6 2.1 
General economic 
condi tions 2 1.2 4 3.0 6 2.1 
Needed a.t home 1 .'1 4 3.0 5 l.'Z 
Ehysica.l disability 1 .7 2 1.5 3 1.6 
Desire for advancement 3 2.6 0 o.o 3 1.6 
Disliked fell.ow workers 2 1.2 0 0.0 2 .7 
Fired -- ~olitical 
vengeance 1 .'l 0 0.0 1 .3 
:Position ended: by Act 
of Congress 0 o.o 1 0.7 1 .3 
Business clo-sed out 0 o.o 1 0.7 1 .3 
Total 146 51.9 135 48.1 ' 281 100.0 
~ 
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VI I. SOURCES OF- TRAINING FOR PRESENT ~OBS 
The information obtained through the follow-up study 
on sources of traini.ng for present jobs :provides another 
means of evaluating the curriculum of the school. If it is 
foumd that the majority of the respondents received the 
training for their :present job on the job ra..ther than 
through the school, then the school should examine its 
curriculum to determine whether it should devote more of 
its res.curces to ac-tual training in those factors which 
lead to success. 
Table XLIII which follows on :page 116 indicates the 
sources of training utilized by graduates of the Dedham 
High School Class of 1939 in preparing for present positi 
This table indicat.es that more than half, 54-.3 p.er cent, of 
these graduates received their training on the job, whereas 
35.5 per cent of the graduates received their training for 
the job in school. 
Such data may be interpreted to mean: 
1. Dedham High School needs to base its training 
upon an up-to-date source of accurate informa..-
tion of occupational demands and trend.s. 
2. Dedham High School students should. be given a 
knowledge of those factors, other than- training·, 
which are necessary r ·or success in s:p.ecific jobs . 
I 
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From the results summarized in Table XLIII, it i a 
obvi-ous that some of' th.e respondents checked more than 
one source of' training. 
TABLE D:.III 
SOURCES OF TRAINING UTILIZED BY GBA'DU.ATES OF THE 
DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9 FOR PRESENT POSITIONS 
Boys Girls Total 
Sources of Training No. % No. % No. % 
On the job 45 56.~ ~0 51.8 75 54.3 
In school 25 31.2. 2-4 41.4 4.9 35 .• 5 
Armed services 6 7.5 0 o.o 6 4.3 
Hobby 2. 2.5 0 0.0 2. 1.5 
Self-trained 2 2.5 0 0.0 2: 1.5 
Home 0 0.0 2 3.4 2. 1.5 
Parente 0 o.o 1 1.7 1 0.7 
Special courses 0 o.o 1 1.7 1. 0.7 
-
Total 80 5'L9 58 42..1 138 100.0 
VIII. BEASONS FOR JOB SATISFACTION AND :PISSATISFACTION 
Because satisfaction with one's job is such an 
important facto r in d .e.termining the overall happ.inesa 
enj'oyed by a person, the writer felt it impor.tan t to 
include an item on job sa.tis:facti.on in the questionnaire. 
. . 
I 
I 
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Table XLIV which follows contains an expression of opinion I 
by respondents on job satisfaction and. dissatisfaction .. 
According to the data contained in this table, 
·112, or 70 per cent of the respondents were satisfied with 
their present position. This included. '18.4 per cent of 
the boys and 62 .. . 8 per cent of the girls. Only 8.8 per 
cent of the respondents were not satisfi.ed with their 
present job. This included 16.2 per cent of the boys and 
2 .• ~ per cent of the girls. The ~4. 9 per c. en t of the gi.rls 
who did not express an apinion on this item were housewives 
VJho felt that this question did not apply to them. 
TABLE XLIV 
DEGREE OF JOB SATISFACTION REPORTED BY' 160 GRADUATES OFI 
THE DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9 
Boys Girls T·otal I 
Degree of Satisfaction No. % No. % No. % ' 
Satisfied with 
present job 58 78.4. 54 62.. 8 . 112 'ZO.O 
Not satisfied with 
present job 12 16.2 2 2.3 14 8.8 
No a.ns.wer 4 5.4 30 34.9 34 21..2 
Total '14 46.2 86 53.8 160 100.0 
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Only 4.5 o~ the boys and 27 of the girls gave 
reasons for being satisfied with their jobs. The reasons 
reported by the 72 respondents are summarized. in Table :n.v 
which follows on page 119. It will be obvious to the 
reader from the results in this table that some of the 
respondents advanced more than one rea.son for job satis-
facti.on. 
Liking for the -work, interesting work, and. good 
pay are the th·ree factors which contribute most to 
job satisfaction, according to the boys and girls who 
answered this question. It is interesting to note that 
the girl respondents consi.der good pay to be the mast 
important reason for job satisfaction. 
It was the writer's hope that an examination 
of the respondents' reasons for job sa..tisfaction and 
dissa.tiefacti.on would reveal more definite clues with 
reference to vocational morale. However, the respons:es 
to this item were not sufficiently numerous to be 
conclusive in the writer's o.pinion. 
TABLE XLV 
REASOlifS FOR JOB SATISFACTION 
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQ.l.JENCY 
Reason for Job Satisfaction Boys Girls 
Liking for work 
Interesting work 
Pays well 
Good working conditions 
Security 
Opportunity for advancement 
What I've always wanted. to d..o 
I am trained for the work 
Can be independent 
Like co-workers 
Suited for it 
Opportunity to meet peo];lle 
:Provides leisure time 
Offers me responsibility 
Provides practical experience 
Near home 
16 
10 
8 
6 
8 
5 
1 
2. 
3 
2 
2. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
7 
fZ 
9 
4 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
119 
23 
rz 
17 
10 
9 
8 
8 
3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
I 
I 
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Since only nine of the boys and two of the girls I 
reported reasons for job dissatisfaction, and these 
reasons are so diverse, the writer felt that no conclusion 
was justified . Hence, no table based upon reasons for 
job dissatisfaction is presented in this study. 
IX. STATUS OF <X!CUPATIOl\fAL CHOICE FOR RESPONDENTS 
One of the most important choices which an indi-
vidual must make is that of choosing his vocation. 
Table XLV! which follows gives a summary of the occupa-
tional choices made by the boy respondents while they 
were in Dedham High School. 
This table indicates that the occupation chosen 
most frequently by the boys when they were in high schoo~ 
was engineering selected by eight of the respondents. 
Following in second place with a frequency of four each 
w_ere accountant, automotive mechanic, and lawyer. It is 
interesting to note tha.t 37.7 per cent of the boys who 
answered this question d.id not come to any decision on 
occupational choice wheu they were in high school. 
TABLE XLVI 
STATUS OF OOCUPATIONAL CHOICE 
FOR 68 BOY RESPONDENTS WHEN Ilif HIGH SCHOOL 
Occupational Choice 
Accountant 
Artist 
Automotive mechanic 
Aviation 
Civil aviation (1) 
U. S. Army aviation (1) 
Frequency 
4 
1 
4 
U. S. Navy a via ti on (1) 3 
Bookkeeper 1 
Chain store manager 1 
Court stenographer 1 
Doctor of medicine 2 
Engineering 
Aeronautical (1) 
Chemical (1) 
Electrical (2) 
Uns:peci fi ed ( 4 ) 
Lawyer 
Machinist 
Major league baseball player 
8 
4 
1 
l 
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TABLE XLVI (Continued) 
STATUS OF OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE 
FOR 68 BOY RESPONDENTS WHEN IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Occupati.onal Choice 
Office worker 
Physica.l education instructor 
l?oli tic ian 
Printer 
Frofessiona~ golfer 
Teacher 
U. s. Merchant Marine 
u. s. Navy 
Veterinarian 
Undecided 
Total 
Frequ.ency 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
26. 
69 
Ta.ble XLVII which is to follow. on page 124. gi vee 
122 
a comparison of occu:pa.tional choices made in high school. 
com-:pared with occu:pations engaged in at time of response 
to this study. This table indicates the degree of perma-
nence which exists between: occupational choices made in 
high school and present occupation. Results contained 
in the table show that ten years after graduation from 
high school nine boys are engaged in occu:pa ti ons which 
they intended to enter when they were in high school. 
This represents 20.9 per cent of the boys. who had made 
a tentative vocational choice while in high school. 
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Eight of the remaining boys who had made a tentative 
vocational choice while in high school, or 18.6 per cent, 
are in occupations ver<J closely related to those which 
they had selected while in high school. 'l'his means that 
39.5 per c.ent of these boys who had made tentative 
occu:pa ti anal choices while in high school were either 
engaged. in those occupations o.r in occupations closely 
related to those of their original choice. 
Of the 26 boys who were undecided as to occupational 
choice when in high school, 17 have found themselves al-
though four of them have not yet completed their educa ti.o.n 
for entry into the occupation. Seven of the 26 boys who 
were undecided on a vocational choice when in high school 
are in occupations which are not attractive to them --
jobs which they have t .aken because they were the best 
ones available under the circumstances. One of these 
boys has ·held lO different jobs in 10 years. 
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TABIJ!: XLVII 
OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS OF 6'9 BOY RESPONDENTS 
w.HEN IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARJID WITH PRESENT OCCU:PATION 
Occupational Choice 
When in High School 
Accountant 
.Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Artist 
Automotive mechanic 
Automotive mechanic 
Automotive mechanic 
Automotive mechanic 
Civil aviation 
u. s. Army aviati-on 
u. s. Navy aviation 
Bookkeeper 
Chain store manager 
Court stenographer 
Doctor of Medicine 
Doctor of Medicine 
Aeronautical. engineer 
Fresent Occupation 
Fay.roll teller in bank 
Rail.road carman 
College student, business 
major. 
Cost accountant 
Artist 
Automotive mechanic 
Automotive m.echanic 
Fa.per cutter 
Grocery clerk 
Radio . and television. 
serviceman 
Air Force statistical officer 
Chief ~~arterma.ster, U.S.Navy 
Stock clerk 
Student in law school 
Newspaper pressman 
Route salesman 
Surgeon 
Tire engineer 
I 
I 
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TABLE XLVII {~ontinued) 
OOCU.PATI ONAL INTERESTS OF 69 BOY RESPONDENTS 
WHEN IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED WITH PRESENT OCCU1?ATION 
Occupational Choice 
When in High School 
Cbemi ~-al engineer 
Electrical engineer 
Electrical engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
unspecified. 
unspecified 
unspecified 
Engineer -- unspecified 
Lawyer 
Lawyer 
Lawyer 
Lawyer 
Machinist 
Maj-or league baseball. 
player 
Office worker 
Office worker 
Office worker 
Fhys.ical educa ti on 
instructor 
Fresent Occupation 
Chemical engineer 
Pattern maker 
Telephone worker 
Insurance company inspector 
Student teacher of mathematics 
Automotive parts manager 
in garage 
Col~ege student, mining 
engineering 
Insurance investigator wi t,h 
LL.B. degree 
Unemployed 
Machine operator in factory 
Salesman 
Aviation. chief machinist 
mate, U. S.lfa.vy 
Electroplater 
OWner of optical parts plant 
Student of voice 
Newspaper newswriter 
Milkman 
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TABLE XLVII (Continued) 
OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS OF 69 BOY RESPONDENTS 
WHEN IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED WITH PRESENT OCCUPATION 
Occupational Choice 
When in High Schoo~ 
Politician 
Frinter 
Professional golfer 
Teacher 
Teacher 
U. S.Uere.hant Marine 
U.S.Navy 
Veterinarian. 
Undecided 
Undecid.ed 
Undecided 
Undeeid.ed 
Fresent Occupation 
High school teacher 
Newspaper compositor foreman 
Factory layout man 
U.S. diplomati.c service 
U .S.Naval offi.cer 
Automotive mechanic 
Foundr,yman helper 
Third year student, dental 
school 
Engineer -- unspecified 
Stu.dent, sheet metal work 
Airline reservations chief 
Te~ephone worker 
. I 
Undecided U.S.Army, Sergeant First Class 
Undecided 
Und.ecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Fourth y-ear student, medical 
school 
laborer 
Coal salesman 
Service station proprietor 
Student in electrical school 
l?ainter 
I 
TABLE XLVII (Continued) 
OOCUFATIONAL INTERESTS OF 5·9 Boy· RESP.ONDENTS 
WEEN IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED WITH PRESENT OCCUPATION 
Occupational Choice 
When in High School 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Fresent Occupation 
Cash register r ·epa.irman 
Machinist 
Salesman 
Milkman 
Laborer 
Naval ordnance worker. 
(civilian) 
College student, business 
major 
Mechanic;, u. S.Air Force 
Courier , U.S.State Dept. 
Foreman, steam laundry 
Chiropractor 
Elementary school teacher 
Salesman 
Factory layout man 
Painter 
Note: Five o:f the boy respondents gave no informa-
tion on their occupational choice when in high school. 
Hence, the t .able above contains data on only 69 of'· the 
74 boy respondents. 1 
Table XLVIII which follows gives a summary of 
occu:pa ti onal choices made by the girl respondents while 
they were in Dedham High School. This table indicates 
that the occupations chosen most frequently by the girl 
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res:pondent:s at that time were "secretary" with a frequency 
of 13, "office worker"with a fre~uency of lO , and "nurse" 
with a frequency of 10. It is interesting to note that 
only 11. '1 per cent of the girls had not made .a tenta.tive 
vocational choiee while in high school as compared with 
32.4 per cent of the boys who were undecided at that time. 
TABLE XLVIII 
STATUS OF OOClf.PATIONAL CHOICE 
FOR 7 3 GIRL BESl?ONDENTS WHEN IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Occupational Choice 
Accountant 
Actress 
Airline hostess 
Artist 
Beautician 
Bookkeeper 
Dietician (hospital) 
Entertainer 
Fashion designer 
Freq.uency 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
TABLE XLVIII (Continued·} 
STATUS OF OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE 
FOR 73 GIRL RESPONDENTS WHEN IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Occupationa~ Choice 
Governess 
Houe.ewi fe 
Interior decorator 
Journalist 
Lawyer 
Musician 
Nurse 
Office worker 
Photographer 
Physical education instructor 
Religious worker 
Secretary 
Social Service worker 
Stenographer 
Teacher 
U. S. diplomatic service 
Undeeid.ed 
Total. . 
Frequency 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
10 
1. 
1 
1 
13 
1 
1 
"' 
1 
7 
73 
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Table XLIX which fol~ows gives a comparison of 
I 
occupational choices made by gi.rl respondents in high 
schoo~ with occ.upa ti ons engaged in at time of response. 
This table indicates that 29 of the ?3 girls who answered 
this question are either ~n the occupation which they 
I 
selected in high schoo~ or were engaged in it just prior 
' to their marriage. This represents 43 .9. :per cent of the 
66: girls who had made a tentati.ve voq:ational choice when 
in high school. Ten of the remaining girls:, or 15.2 per 
cent of the girls who had made a tentative occupational 
choice when in hi gh echo ol, are either in occu:pa ti ons 
closely related to those they se~ected in high school, 
or were engaged in such occupations just prior to their 
marriage. 
Of the seven girls who were undecided as to occu-
pa ti onal choice when in high school, 1 all of them seem to. 
have made a satisfactory vocational adjustment, a~though 
one of the girls is still in school preparing to enter 
' 
religious work 10 years after graduation from high school. 
I 
Of the remaining six girls who were undecided as to 
occupational choice when in high schoo~, three are 
married, one is a hairdresser, one al secretarJ·, and the 
other a teletype operater. 
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TABLE XLIX 
OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS OF 73 GIRL RESPONDENTS 
WHEl.'f IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED WITH PRESENT OCCUl>ATION OR 
OCCUPATION BEFORE MARRIAGE IF RESPONDENT IS A HOUSEWIFE 
Occupational Choice 
When in High School. 
Accountant 
Actress 
Airline hostess 
Artist 
.Artist 
Artist 
Artist 
Beautician 
Bookkeeper 
Dietician (hospital) 
Entertainer 
Fashion designer 
Governess 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Occupati-on 
before Marriage 
Unmarrie<l 
Unmarried 
Nurse 
Unmarried 
Child nurse 
Field instructor 
comptometer 
Artist 
Unmarried 
Bookkeeper 
Telephone opera tor 
Machine operator 
in factory-
Office machine 
school student 
Clerk 
Teacher 
None 
Typist 
Interior decorator Elevator 
Present 
Occupation 
Acco.unting clerk 
Actress 
Housewife, nurse 
Art stu.dent 
Housewife 
Housewife, field 
instructor 
Housewife,artist l 
Telephone 
operator. 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Hous.ewife 
Housewife 
Housewife I operator 
t 
I 
I 
TABLE XLIX. (Continued.) 
OOCUJ?.ATIONAL INTERESTS OF '73 GIRL RESI?ONDENTS 
WEEN IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED· WITH PRESENT OCCUPATION OR 
OCCUJ?ATION BEFORE MARRIAGE IF RESPONDENT I"S A HOUSEWIFE 
Occupational Choice 
When in High Schoo~ 
Journalist 
Lawyer 
Mus.ician 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Of.f"i.ce worker-
Qff'ice worker 
Office worker 
Office worker· 
Occupa ti. on 
before Marriage 
Unmarried 
Hairdresser 
Wane 
Student nurs·e 
Unmarried 
Nurse 
Secretary 
Fharmaciet ma.te, 
Waves 
Unmarried 
Secretary 
Uilnlarried 
Unknown 
Office worker 
Unmarried 
Unmarried 
Clerk 
Present 
Occupation 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Rous-ewife 
Comptometer 
o,Perator 
Rousewife 
Housewife, nurse 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Office worker 
Housewife 
Nurse 
Irouaewife 
Ifousewife 
Business machine 
operator 
Clerical 
supervisor 
Housewife 
II 
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TABLE XLIX (Continued) 
OOCUFATIONAL INTEBESTS OF 73 GIRL BESPONDENTS 
WEEN" IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED Vt"'TH PRESENT OCCUPATION OR 
OCCUFATION- BEFORE MARRIAGE IF BESPmT.DENT IS" A HOUSEWIFE 
Occupational Choice 
When in High Schoo~ 
Of'fice wcrker 
O:ffice worker 
Office worker 
Office worker 
Office worker· 
o:ffic e wo-rker 
J?hotogra.pher 
.Fhysical education 
instructor 
Religious ~orker 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
SecretartJ 
Secrfrle:ry 
Occupa:ti.on 
before Marriage 
N"one 
Unmarried 
Unmarried 
:Bookkeeper 
Title examiner 
Factory worker 
Ebysica~ educa.tion 
instructor 
Re~igi. oue worker 
Secretary 
Packer. 
Switchboard. 
operator 
Cl~rk-typist 
Machine operator 
in factory 
St.enographer 
l?resent 
Occupation 
Housewife 
Secretary 
Telephone 
o);lerator 
Clerk 1 bi lllng 
Housewife 
Housewife 1 title 
e.xa.mi~er 
Hous ew.i f e I 
factory worker 
Housewife 
Minister's wife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewi.fe 
Housewife,ty];list 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
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TABLE XLIX (Continued) 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEBESTS OF 7 3 GIRL BESPONDENTS 
WHEN IN HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED WITH PRESENT OCCUPATION OR 
OCCUP:A;.TION BEFORE MARRIAGE IF RESPONDENT IS A HOUSEWIFE 
Occupational Choice 
Ylhen in High Schoo~ 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Social service worker 
Stenographer 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
u. S. diplomatic 
service 
Undecided 
Und.ecided 
Undecided 
Occupation 
before Marriage 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Unmarried 
Clerk 
Stenographer 
Secretary 
Clerk 
Ty-pist 
u-n:marri ed. 
unmarried 
Teacher 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Teacher 
u-nmarried 
Secretary 
Unmarried 
Hairdresser 
Unmarried 
Present 
Occupation 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Salesgirl 
Housevtife 
Rousewife 
Housewife 
Housewife, clerk 
Housewife 
Legal. s ecre.tary 
Teacher 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Teacher 
Housewife 
Secretary 
Secretary 
TABLE XLIX (Continued} 
CCCUl?ATIONAL INTERESTS OF 73 GIRL RESPONDENTS 
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'WEEN IllT HIGH SCHOOL COMPARED WITH PRESENT OCCUPATION OR 
OCCUPATION BEFORE MARRIAGE IF RESPONDENT IS A HOUSEWIFE 
Occupational Choice Oc cup a ti en Fresent 
When in High School before Marriage Occupation 
Undecided Typi.st Housewife 
Und·ecided Unmarried Hairdresser 
Undecided Unmarried Teletype 
operator 
Undecided Clerical super- Housewife 
visor 
Note: Of the girl respondents I 13 gave no 
information. on their occupatiane:l. choice when 
in high school. Hence, the table above conta.ine 
data. on only 73 of the 86 girl respondents: 
A study of the data contained in Table n.vr on 
page 121~ Table XLVII on page 1.24~ Table XLVIII on page 128, 
and Table XLIX on page 131 discloses the following:· 
1 .• Appro:zii!Ja·tely 68.1 per cent of the respondents 
had made a tentative oc·eupational choice before 
graduation from Dedham High School. It is 
interesting and probably significant that 
while ? .6.8 per cent of the girls had made 
a tentative vocational choice before graduation 
from high school only 58.1 per cent of the boys 
had made such a decision. 
2. A surprisingly large number of the respondents 1 
39.5 per cent of ~e boys and 69.1 per cent of 
the girls, have been successful in entering th.e 
Si.:iae or closely related occupations they intended 
to enter upon graduation from high school. 
~. There is evidence to indicate that a maS ori ty-
of those boy:s who were undecided on their 
vocation upon graduation from high school 
have found them:selves only after much dis-
satisfact~on and heartache . A third of the 
boy s who were undecided as to occ:upa.ti anal 
choice in high school have still not found 
themselves 1.0 years after graduation. 
In view of the fact that the occupational choices 
made in high school were arrived a .t without the benefit 
1;?6 
of any organized guidance program, the :results discussed 
above indicate a rather high degree of :permanence between 
tentative occupati.onal c.hoices made before gradua.ti on from 
high school and actual occupations engaged in at the time 
of response to this study-. 
In the writer's opinion, this suggests that all. boys 
and girls should. choose, under guidance, one or more fields 
of work during the secondary school peri o.d. The results of 
this investigation of occupa..tional choice also gives 
evidence of a need f' or· the esta.blishrnen t of a well-organized 
guidance program in the Dedham schools. 
The high school must provide guidance of highest 
~uality for all students if its graduates are to be sue-
cessful in making a satisfactory adjustment in the world 
of oceupa.ti ons which is bee oming more highly specialized 
and competetive with each passing d.a.y. It should be 
remembered that this study covers a period of years in 
which there w·ere j o.bs for everyone who wished to work. 
I 
Had it covered a period wh.en jobs were not so plentiful 
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and 
educa.tion benefits under the G. I. Bill of Rights non-
existent, the results. would have been quite di ff eren t. 
Table L which appears on page 1.38 indicates how· the 
respond.ents: feel about their occupational choices 1.0 years 
after graduation from high school. The data in this table 
indicate that 63.7 per c,ent o:f the respondents have defi-
nitely decided as to the life work they wish to pursue .. 
This number includes 53.5 per cent of the girls and 75.7 
per cent of the boys .. 
The table also indicates that 24.3 per cent o:f the 
boys are still undecided on the life work they wish to follow. 
The 40 girl respondents who did not answer this 
question are housewives who felt that this question did no.t 
apply to them and i .t i .s probably reasonable to assume that 
the majority of the:se girls have, in fact., decided on 
marriage as a career. 
In the writer's: opinion, the fact that 24.3 per cent 
of the boys are still und.ecided on an occupati.on 10 years 
after graduation from high school suggests a need for more 
vocational and educational guidance a .t the secondary school 
level. One of the primary objectives of a secondary school 
education, in the writer's opinion, should be to help each 
student to make an oecu.pational choice based upon a real-
istic appraisal of hi.s interests and abilities·. 
TABLE L 
NUMBER OF BES:PONDENTS WHO HAVE MADE A 
DEFINITE CHOICE OF CCCUPATION 
Boys Girls 
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Tota~ 
Nature of Choice No. % No. % No. % 
Definitely decided 56 76.'1 46 63.5 1.02 63. rr 
Undecided 18 24.3 0 0.0 18 11.2 
No answer 0 0.0 40 46.5 40 25.1 
Total 74. 46.2 86 53.8 160 1.00.() 
In recent years, the high school has been adminis-
tering an extensive battery of tests to. every student 
toward the end of his ·junior year. Thi's testing program 
does make it po,ssible for every student to gain a . knowledge 
of bi.s aptitudes and interest!=! . 
However, in the writer's opinion, it is questionable 
whether or not the maximum use is being made of these test 
results. Under the present system, these test results are 
being interpreted by the teacher-advisers. Since the 
teacher-adviser has the sam.e group of students for all of 
i ,ts four years in high school, the ad.viser is called upon 
only once in four years to i .nterpret these teat reaul ts. 
It is questionable whether a person who interprets onl~ 
20 or 30 of these tests only once every four years can 
1~9 
become proficient in this work. In the w.ri ter's opinion, 
the interpretation of these test results should' be dele-
gated to a. few faculty members adequately trained for this 
important work. Relieved. of their duties· as advisers and 
given sufficient time to confer with students individually 
on the interpreta.ti on of these test results. these teachers 
could also perform the add.i tional du.ties normally required 
of counselors. 
X. BEASOUS FOR SELECTING OCCUPATIONS 
It i .s important for the school to learn the reasons 
which underlie the vocational choices of youth if counsel --
in this area is to be eff·ec·tive. If a person is to be 
happy and sa.tisfied in his work, authorities agree that 
Me occupational choice must be based upon sound· reasons. 
Table LI whic·h follows indicates to some degree the 
nature of the motive·s which underlie the occupational 
choices of· respondents in this study. A number of the 
respondents gave more than one reason. while some of the 
respondents gave no reason for their occupational choices. 
This item of the questionnaire was answered by 32 of the 
girl and 54 of the boy respond.ents. That more girls did 
not answe.r this question is due to the f ·a.ct that a. large 
number of the housewives felt that the question was no.t 
a:ppli.cable to them. 
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All of the reasons for selecting occupations advanced! 
by the respondents can be grouped under one of the 15 cate-
gories listed in the table which follows. ~A personal 
liking for the work" heads the list of rea.sons most 
frequently given . 
rt is encouraging to note that n~adapta.bili ty for 
t h e werktt was. the third. most frequently advanced reason 
for selecting a particular vocation. 
In these days when high wages seem to be the goal 
of so many men and -w.omen, it is not surprising to find 
that "pays w·ell" was the fourth most frequently ad~anced 
reason. 
"Opportunity for service to society" stands in 
seventh place with a frequency of seven in a total of 
152 reasona advanced or, in other word.s , comprising 
4:.6 per cent of the tota.l number of reasons advanced. 
In a day when unselfish public and humanitarian services 
are desperately needed, the writer beli eves that this 
motive for selecting one's oc cupa ti on should- be given 
add.ed emphasis in the light of data contained. in Table LI. 
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TABLE LI 
REASONS FOR OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES 
OF 86 BESFOli!DENTS ARRANGED TIT FRE'Q.UENCY ORDER 
Frequency 
Reason for Occupational Choice Boys Girls Tota;1 
A personal liking for the type of work 26 
Interested in the work 1.7 
Mos·t sui ted for this type of work 15 
Fays well 9 
Most practical for me 3 
Offers a future 9 
Opportunity for service to society- 4. 
Good working conditione 
Need exists r ·or this type of work 
Like working with people· 
Offers security 
Always a demand for this work 
Offers independence 
Stepping stone to other fields 
Work ie never monotonous 
Total 
6 
3 
3 
5 
2 
1 
2 
106 
11 
4 
9 
4 
8 
0 
3 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
45 
37 
21 
24 
13 
11. 
9 
7 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
152. 
XI. TI:ME OF MAKING OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE 
Item 24..-D of the questio.nnaire was designed to 
show when the majority of respomients made their choice 
of occupation. Table LII which follow·s presents a. 
summa~· of information on this item. 
An examination of this table shows that 66.2 per 
cent of the boys and 31.4 per cent of the girls did not 
make their occupational choices until after graduation 
from high school. It is interesting to note that eight 
of the boys and six of the girls made their occupational 
choi ces before high school. 
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The fact that more of the respondents made occupa-
tional choices before high school than during high school 
gives evidence of a need for providing all Dedham High 
School students with accurate information on occupations . 
If our boys and g-irls are to make intelligent decisions 
with reference to choice of a life work, they must have 
authentic information and a knowledge of occupational 
trends. Of the 160 graduates included in this study, 
35.6 per cent did not answ.er this question. 
TABLE LII 
TIME AT WHICH RESPONDENTS 
MADE THEIR CHOICE OF CCCUl?ATI ON 
Bovs .,_ Girls_ 
Time of Choice No. % No. % 
Before high school 8 10 . 8 6 7.0 
During high school 2. 2.7 11 12.8 
After high school 49 66.2 27 31.4 
Not answ.ered 15 20.3 42 48.8 
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Total 
No. % 
14. 8.8 
13 8.1 
76 47.5 
57 35.6 
Total 74. 4.6.2 86 53.8 160 100.0 
nr. SOURCES OF HELP IN OOCUPATIONAL PLANNING 
The sources of help in occupational p l anni.ng 
reported by the respondents are 25 in number . This 
i tern of the ques·ti onnaire was answered by 55 boys and: 
51 girl s. A total of 190 responses were recorded --
93 for the boys and 97 for the girls. Hence , some of 
the respondents indicated more than one source of help 
in occupational planning. Table LIII whic.h, follows 
gives a. more detailed summary of data. on this item. 
An examination of Table LIII on page 145 shows 
that the t wo most frequen.tly reported sources of help 
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in occ.upa ti onal planning for the group are "parents" and 
""friends." third most frequently reported source ef· help 
is "reading,"· and fifth most frequently reported source 
of help is "high school teachers." 
In view of the high position which reading holds 
as a source of help in occupational planning. the high 
school should consider the desirability of building up 
an ad.e:quate library of occupational information. If s.uch 
a library is to portray an accurate picture of opportuni-
ties and trends in the world of work, there must be a 
continuous evaluation of reading material available to 
high school students. 
It is significant that only 6.5 per cent of the 
responses by boys and 11.4 per cent of the responses 
by girls indicate that the school was a source of help 
in oc.cupational planning. However. those who did report 
help from the school spoke highly of the good counsel 
they had received from this source. Nevertheless, the 
small number of respondents reporting help from this 
source of occupational planning may be taken as evidence 
of a need for mor~ vocational guidance at Dedham High 
School. 
======~======================================-===-~-=-=-=====*===-=-===-=! 
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TABLE LIII 
SOURCES OF HELF IN OOCUl?ATI OUAL PLANNING 
AS REPORTED BY RESPONDENTS IN THIS STUDY 
ARRANGED IN FBEQ.UENCY ORDER 
JParenta 
Friends· 
Reading 
Relatives 
H.S.Teachers 
Made up own mind 
:PerE onal eJqJ:erience 
From actual experience 
on job 
In military service 
Frincipal of High School 
In college 
Through past employer 
Through hobby 
Husband 
V.A.Counselor 
Company s·chool 
Wife 
Music school 
Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
15 13.9 2.? 2'1.9 40 21.1 
15 16 .• I . 19 19. 6' 34 17. 9 
19 2·0.4 
7 7.5 
4 4.3 
5 6.4. 
5 5.4 
5 5.4 
7 7.5 
2 2.2 
3 3.2 
2 2.2 
1 1.1 
0 o.o 
1 1.1 
I 1.1 
1 1.1 
1 1.1 
12 12.4 
9 9.3 Hi 8.4 
9 9.3 13 6.8 
3 3.1 9 4.8 
4 4.1 g 4.8 
2 2.1 '1 3.7 
0 o.o 7 3.7 
2 2.1 4 2.1 
0 o.o 3 1.6 
0 0.0 2 1.1 
1 1.0 2 1.1 
2 2.1 2 1.1 
0 o.o 1 .5 
0 o.o 1 .5 
0 o.o 1 .5 
0 o.o 1 .5 
======~=============-=-===================================9F====== 
TABLE LIII (Continued) 
SOURCES OF HELP IN OOCUP.ATIONAL PLANNING 
AS BEFORTED BY BES::PONDENTS IN THIS STUDY 
.ABBA.NGED IN FBEQ.UENCY. ORDER 
Present em.ployer 
Y .W.C •. A.. Guidance Center 
Family Doctor 
Adult Educational c·enter 
of Red Cross 
Registered nurse 
Church conference 
Lord and Bible 
Boye 
No. % 
0 o.o 
0 0.0 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
Girls 
No. 
1 
·1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
% 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1 .• 0 
1.0 
1.0 
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Total 93 48.9 9? 51.1 190 100.0 
·-
XIII. OUTSIDE INTERESTS AND HOBBIES OF RESPONDENTS 
Authorities in guidance agree that vocational 
possi bilities arise from avocational interests. The 
tryout and exploratory role of experiences in many 
leisure-time activities is frequently a deciding factor 
in the choice of an occupation. History contains many 
noteworthy examples of this truth. To name one, Sir 
Will iam Herschel, the unknown oboist and organist of 
Bath in England, discovered the planet Uranus with a 
telescope made with his own hands. From this beginning 
as an amateur, he rose to become the greatest telescope 
maker and astronomer that the world has seen even to 
this day. 
One study discloses that the men whos e hobbies 
resemble their occupations tend to be most satisfied 
with their jobs. 
The wider and wiser use of leisure time is an 
im:Qortant factor in one's personal happiness. Some men 
have attained distinction and fame because of their 
hobbies rather than because of their jobs. The author 
and essayist, Charles Lamb, was a notable example of 
such a person. 
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While the examples of Herschel and Lamb are excep-
tional cases not likely to be repeated ver,y fre~uently, 
there are innumerable examples of men and women who are 
finding happiness, making new friends, and deriving 
financial gain from their hobbies and leisure-time 
activities. Because of the importance of avocational 
interests as a factor in the determining of a well-adjusted 
personality, the final. item of the questionnaire was de-
signed to secure information on this :phase of the respond-
ent's activities. 
========~F=====================--~--========================================9F========= 
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Table LIV which follows contains a frequency listing 
of leisure-time activities reported by the boy respondents. 
A study of this table indicates that 6~, or 37.7 per cent, 
of the activities reported by the boy respondents may be 
grouped under the heading of "sports" -- either as specta-
tors or partici~ants. Next most frequently reported 
leisure-time activities are "fishing" and "reading" with 
nine each, "woodworking" with six, "gardening" with seven, 
and "photography" with a. frequency of five . 
TABLE LIV 
LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES OF 67 BOY RESPONDENTS 
OF DEDHAM HIGH seHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
ARRANGED IN FREQUENCY ORDER 
Leisure-time activity- N* Leisure-time activity 
Sports, spectator 22 Gardening 
Sports, participant Music, Listener 
Jla.seball ~ 4 l Woodworking 
Boating 3J 
Bowling 6 Fhotography 
Golf (10! 
Handball r. Carpentry Skating 1 
Skiing 4.) Family 
Softba.11 5) 
Swimming 3} Home movies 
Tennis (4) 41 
Politics 
Fishing 9 
Writing 
Reading g 
.N. * 
7 
7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
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TABLE LIV (Continued) 
LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES OF 67 BOY RESPONDENTS 
OF DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
ARRANGED IN FREQ.UENGY ORDER 
Leisure-time activity 
Fraternal organizations 
Veterans' organizations 
Automotive repairing 
Church work 
Dancing 
I 
Economics 
Hunting 
Radio repairing 
Re:Qairs to home 
Amateur radio 
Air Force Reserve 
Bridge 
Choral singing 
Civic affairs 
Dramatics 
Flying 
Fly tying 
*Frequency 
N " . -:,, .. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Lei sure- time ac ti vi ty If-~-
Horseback ridi.ng 1 
Knitting 1 
Language study 1 
:Mi.neralogy & geology 1 
Model making 1 
Motorcycling 1 
Movies 1 
Nature study 1 
Naval Reserve 1 
Oil painting 1 
Plumbing 
Drawing 
Radio announcing 
Sculpture 
Travel 
University. club 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total 167 
'I 
I 
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Table LV which appears below contains a frequency 
listing of leisure-time activities reported by the girl 
respondents. A study of this table shows that in the case 
of the girls as in that of the boys, the most frequently 
reported leisure-time activity is watching or participating 
in sports. Of the 130 leisure-time activities 22., or 16.9 
per cent, fall within this category. Follow.ing in descend-
ing order are "knitting, crocheting, and sewing" with a 
frequency of 15, "home and family" with 14, "iDUsic, 
listener" with nine, "church work" with seven, and 
"reading" with seven .. 
TABLE LV 
LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES OF 53 GIRL RES:PONDENTS 
OF DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 19~9 
ARRANGED IN FREQ,UENey· ORDER 
L~~sure-time activity 
Sports, participant 
·Archery 1) 
Bad·minton ~1} 
Bowling 
Golf 
Sail.ing 1
2
) 
Skating ) 
Swimming ( 4 ) 
Knitting, crocheting, 
sewi.ng 
Home and family 
N -::- Leisure-time activity 
Music, listener 
Church work 
Reading 
Interior decoration 
17 Social clubs 
Sports, spectator 
15 
Arts and crafts 
14. 
9 
7 
7 
6 
5 
4 
TABLE LV (Continued) 
LEISURE-TIME A~TIVITIES OF 53 GIRL RESPOl~TS 
OF ~I HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1939 
ARRANGED IN FRE~UENCY OBDER 
Lei sure-· time a.cti v-ity 
Da.nci.ng 
Gardening 
Drawi.ng 
F.ho to.gra.:phy 
Travel 
Clay modeling 
Creative writing 
Dramatice 
Piano pla;ying 
Summer cam:p work 
Collecting :phonograph 
reco.rds 
Horseback riding 
*Frequency 
N·~- Leisure- time a.cti.vi.ty .N -~-
4 League of Women Voters 1 
4 Low cost housing I. 
Making stained glass 
medallions 
Red Cross work 
Rugmaking 
l?a.ren t- teacher 
2 organization 
2. Singing 
2 T"e~evi si on, vi ewing 
2 Bai sing a.nd training 
Irish Setters 
1 Volunteer hoe pi tal 
nursing W:o rker 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
Water color painting l 
Total 130 
l52 
The kind of information contained in Table LIV on 
page 148 and Table LV on :page 1.50 could be helpful in form-
ulating an effective progrmn of extra-curricular activities. 
Already Dedham High School i.s providing training and e:x-
I)erien.ce in dramatics, music, art, athletics, photography, 
domestic science, shopwork, and j ournali.sm. Row.eve.r, 
young people develop many other avocational interests 
which the school mey also wish to encourage. 
The i.ndi vidual efforts which may resu.l t from such 
interests often lead to higher and higher interests. 
Herein lies the "Val.ue of hobbies as a stimulus for 
greater indi.vidual. achievenJent. 
In his book on secondai"J education, Thomas Briggs 
says: 
All must agree: that hard work is necessary for the 
achievement of anything worth-while., and hard. work is 
precisely what interests evoke. It can hardly be denied 
by anyone who takes the trouble to observe the facta 
that th.e work that one does when stimulated by interests 
is the hardest, the greatest in amount, and the most 
continuous that he ever performs. Not only that, it is 
undivided in its direction, there being no necessity, 
excuse, or desire for d.evoting a part of one's energies 
to escaping the uninteresting task set by another. 
It is intelligent in that it is devoted to a plan that. 
recognizes the objective as interesting and d.esired, 
and for this rea.eon is economical.~ 
~- Thomas H. Briggs, Seeondar:t Education {New. York: 
MacMillan Company, 1.934), p. 503. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM 
Item 14 of the questionnaire form (see copy of 
inquiry form in .Appendix) requested the· respondent to give 
suggestions for the improvement of subjects now offered in 
the high school. This question was answered by 55.4 per 
c.en t of the boy and 46.5 per cent of the girl respondents. 
Because the responses made to this question are so 
varied and numerous. no attempt will be made to list them 
according to sex of the res:pond.ents or the frequency with 
which each. suggestion appears. Hence, it is possible that 
the same suggestion may aJ;>pear more than once. Each 
suggestion will be listed under one of the following 
pertinent headings: 
I. GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
OF SCHOOL SUBJECTS 
II. LANGUAGES 
III. MA THEW.LATI CS 
IV. FHYSIGAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIElqCES 
v. SCCIAL STUDIES 
VI . BUSINESS SUBJECTS 
VII. HOW ECONOMICS 
VIII-. INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
IX. MUSIC AFFRECIATION 
1~ 
I With the exception of suggestions for the improve-
ment of the program in gener&l, the v1ri ter will not comment 
on the suggestions which follow, as he has neither the 
extensive knowledge nor experience to justify such comments. 
However, it is his o.pinion that the information which 
follows should merit the thoughtful consideration of the 
respective departments to which they pertain. 
I. GENERAL SUGGEST! ONS FOR IMl'ROVE:hlffi:NT 
OF SCHOOL SUBJECTS 
1. Wider use of aptitude testing and coun.seling. 
2. Instruction in how to study and how to make 
use of available resources for study. 
~. All subjects should be made a little more color-
ful. It may be different now, but when I was in 
high school it seemed as though ever.ything was 
cut and dried -- a routine established from old. 
hooks. 
4. Teachers should. show more interest in each pupil 
i .ndi vidually. 
5. Supervised study by teachers would help to 
improve a pupil's marks. 
6. The high school attempts to accomplish too much 
in t oo short a time. One year should be added 
to the high school course . The pupi.l has 
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become a product of mass. production rather 
than an individual . . 
7. Evel"'J student should be res,Ponsi ble for certain 
duties in connection with student. government 
I' 
and class affairs rather than turning everything I 
I over to the extroverts who volunteer. 
8. Institute Guidance. TAere was none to speak of 
in the late 30's and it is so important. 
9. Most subjects could be accelerated at a saving 
of at least one-third. the time s-pent in school. 
10. Teaching of subjects is too superficial. Place 
more emphasis on sociological problems and the 
role of the individual in the community. 
11. More integration of school subjects should be 
achieved. 
12. Extend the list of elective courses to include 
any subject which a student desires to take in 
the complete offering of the cu.rriculum. 
13. Make typing a requirement for a.ll students. 
14.. Include elementary algebra in the clerical 
course. NJB.ny business colleges require on-e 
year of algebra for admission. 
15. Allow college course students to take business 
subjects such as typing and shorthand. 
i 
t 
'I 
II 
I 
==========~=-=-=-====================-~=-=-=-==================================,=====#========== 
16. Offer students a greater choice of subjects. 
17. Give all students the opportunity to take 
college preparatory subjects, particularly the 
la.r:1guages. 
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18. College preparatory students should have Greek. 
19. Art and music appreciati.on should be offered to 
all students. 
20. Abolish courses such as college preparatory, 
general, commercial, etc. Substitute a core 
curriculum in their place. I don't believe 
most students are prepared to specialize in 
high sch ool. 
21. Allow college preparatory students to take 
cammercial subjects so that they may learn 
more about the possibilities for a business 
career. 
22. Jl?lace more emphasis on practical aspects of 
high school subjects, showing their application 
to the solution of everyday problems. 
23. Organiz.e a guidance program. 
24. Omit Latin from the College Course and substitute 
electives of elementary calculus and. economics 
in its place. 
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25. Make business subjects available to the College 
Course students. 
26. Give all students instruction in household 
budgeting and the handling of money. 
27. Students should make a tenta. ti ve choice of the 
occupational field they desire to enter before 
deciding on some specific course in the high 
school. For example, if a student elects the 
eo l~ege course and has no idea;_ of going to 
col~ege, it is a. waste of his time a.s well as 
that of the school. 
28. Introductory courses in general psychology, 
sociology and criminology should be included 
in the high s-chool curriculum. 
29. An effort should be made in the third and fourth 
years of high school, pa.rti cularly in the college 
course, to get away from "spoon feeding." 
Individual study should be stressed. Comprehen-
sive examinations should be given, based upon 
one-half or ful~ year of a subject. To me, my 
inability to study independently was the most 
serious handicap which confronted me after 
I entered col~ege. 
======~~==================================================-- 9·F==== 
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30. Offer an "a.l ternate course," including those 
subjects not related to one's chosen career or 
:Qrofession. It is the only chance many may have 
to interest themselves in things other than 
earning a living. 
Suggestions "1", "2", "8", and 1123,. indicate a felt 
need on the part of these respondents for the establishment 
of a well-balanced guidance progra.111 at Dedham High School. 
In view of these opinions, there should be a further 
examina.tion of this. need by the school authorities to 
include such action as may be required. 
The need fer a self-appraisal by each faculty- member 
to determine Whether or nat his present teaching methods 
are stimulating to the atudent and effective in producing 
desired results is evident in suggestions "3", "4.", "5", 
"9", "10", and "22 11 • Q.uestions raised by such suggestions 
as these can probably be handled. by committees organized. 
within the various departments of the high school. 
Sugges ti one "6 ", "ll", "14 11 , "16", 1120", "24.", "26", 
"27", "28", "29", and "30" all seem to raise questions 
which d.eaerve some consideration. However, it is certainly 
beyond the scope of this study to pass judgment on them. 
They do give evidence of need for an evalua.ti on by the high 
school of its program to determine whether or not it is 
1========9F==========-~--~-========~~=-=-=-===============~======~~====~========== 
meeting the post-high-school needs of boys and girls . 
The writer bel i eves this should be in the form of a school 
evaluation organized and conducted by the administrators 
and faculty of the high school. 
In the writer's opinion, sugges ti o:ns "7", "12", 
11l3", an.d "l8" may be dismissed as impracticable . 
A check of suggestions "15", "17 11 , "19", "21", and 
"25" reveals that these practices have been a part of 
Dedham High School policy s i nce a date prior to 1939. 
Suggestions of this sort are representative of some of 
t he misunderstandings which graduates carry away with 
them from the high school. Such misunderstandings are 
in themselves significant; however, the high school, 
in fairness to itself should seek to dispel such false 
beliefs with the truth whenever they become evident. 
The suggesti one which follow with reference to 
specific subjects will be presented without comment, 
a l tb ough thi a info xma ti on may well merit thoughtful 
consideration by the de:partment to which it pertains. 
English 
II. LANGUAGES 
1. Give assignments which illustrate the value 
of English in everyday life. 
2. Give training in public speaking. 
3. Eng~ish composition and English literature 
should. be made separate subj:ects. 
4. Make instruction in. grammar proportionate to 
the individual needs of the students. 
5. Devote more time to grammar for those who do 
not grasp the Sllbj ec t rapidly. 
6. English for secretarial course students should 
be modifi.ed to provide specialization in 
Business English. 
7. Less book learning in English. 
8. Give more instruction in English grammar. 
9. Give more training in Business English. 
10. One-tenth of the time now spent on. English 
literature would be adeq:uate to introduce 
students to writers and their works. 
11. English is very important outsid:e school in 
business-. Some way should be found to give 
studi.en ts a realization of its value. My 
biggest mistake was to underestimate the 
value of English in everyday living. 
~2.. Emphasize grammar and public speaking. 
1.3. Stress English composition. 
14. Give training in debating. 
15. Greater ca.ncentration upon skills of actual 
reading and writing. Less concent:r.ation upon 
frills of appreciation of great literature 
until pupils are ready- for them. Working for 
enthusiasm toward reading~ not expecting it. 
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16. Broader use of impromptu speaking and dramatics 
perhaps through radio in school. 
17. More imagination on the part of the teacher in 
teaching junior and. senior English. 
French 
. I 
Latin 
1. Have sen.ior· students use conversational French 
in the classroom. 
2. Make French a four-year course. 
3. Develop a more practieal French course, 
stressing conversation . 
4. Gone en tra.ti on UJ?On grammar should complement 
rather than decide the aims of learning to 
speak and read well. 
5. Establish. a four-year course in French, 
including practical conversation as in 
commercial language courses. 
6. Language e curses in French would be more 
effective if less emphasis were }?laced. on 
grammar and more stress on conversation. 
Use of recordings an.d actual daily use of 
conversation would help. 
1. One year of La tin would be suffic.ien t to 
give the student the benefit of any sentence-
building or vocabulary-building values which 
the su.bj e c t has . 
2. A way should be found to give the students an 
understanding of how Latin will be valuable 
to them. 
I II. MATHEMATICS 
1. More application of knowledge to the solution 
of pra.ctic:al pr.oblems . 
2. Show the importance of al.geb.ra. in helping all 
persons in their future work. 
3. Make mathematics compulsory in all courses. 
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4. Give algebra an easier translation and freer 
application. 
5. Make algebra and trigonometry compulsory. 
IV. :iP.HYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
In General 
Biology 
1. Better science teach~rs. 
2. Better overal~ application of theory to 
problems and. laboratory work . 
1. Biology and physiology should be required 
for all students. 
2. More stress an heredity and eugenics. 
Chemistry 
1. Primarily a boys' subject. Useless to a girl 
unless she is to become a nurse. Should not 
be re~ired of girls. 
2 . More stress on experimental metnods and 
valence. Marks should not be based on 
notebooks. 
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~. Chemistry course is inadequate for prospective 
nurses . Should go 'beyond elementary chemistry. 
General Science 
Physics 
• 
1. Eliminate general science from the clerical 
course. 
1. DeTelop a more interesting approach in the 
study of physie.s. 
2. Make physics course more comprehensive and 
intensive • 
V. SOOIAL SCIENCES 
In General 
Civics 
History 
1. Establi sh a course in state and national 
government. 
2. Establish a course in American geography. 
3. More ti. me should be spent on economic and 
world affairs, showing how these c ondi ti ons 
affect the ind.ividual .. 
1. Use newspapers and magazines instead of 
textbooks in civics. 
2. Bring in outside speakers in civics. 
3. Civi cs course did not arouse sufficient 
interest in students. 
4. Give more empha-sis to the meaning and 
function of democracy. 
5. In civics, governmental operations should 
be studied. in greater detail. The importance 
of moral ethics in government should be 
stresaed. 
1. Make history interesting enough for students 
to enjoy and. remember. 
2. Emphasize modern rather than. ancient history. 
3. A litt l e humor might help in the teaching 
of histoxy. 
4. Have discussion groups in history. Stress 
cause and effect relationships. 
5. Encourage grou];> participation in outsi.de 
projects, comparing various phases of history. 
Draw parallel lines with present-day events. 
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6. In modern~ history make a direct study of 
present-d~ problems and events leading 
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up to them, including such to.pics as political 
theories, ete. The average Atrlerican is sad l y 
ignorant of such problems, perhaps even dis-
interested-- a sad commentar,y on our country's 
position in the world. 
7. Spend less time on early European history, and 
more time on American economics. 1'oomany 
Americans are ignorant of our economic system . 
United States History 
1. U. S. histozy should be taught more as a 
reading course -- less cut and d.ried notebook 
outlines and outline memory exams. 
2. U. S. his to zy as now ta.ugh t is extremely dull .. 
Should be one of the most interesting subjects. 
Too mu.ch memory work. Dull outlines are just 
s'b:lpid and an easy way to teach. 
3. Teach U. S. history with a minimum of emphasis 
on outl ines, etc . Endeavor t o teach the course 
in a manner which will interest all students. 
Any teacher who unreasonably picks on those 
students who are sensitive by nature as a means 
of buildi.ng up his own ego should be reprimanded. 
I was an observer ..:_ not one of the students 
picked on . There are several history instructors 
of vary·ing temperament . Most of them are excel-
lent. 
4.. Develop a more practical course in U. s ... history-· 
not just memorizing notes. 
5. Make a new course of study in U. S. history. 
Memorizi.ng an outline is no way to present a 
course . 
6. In U. S. histor.y there should be less memoriza-
tion. :Prepare new notes and find a few new 
jokes. 
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VI. BUSINESS SUBJECTS 
Acc.ounti ng 
1. In accounting give the student a.n opportunity 
to make hie own statements of debits and 
credits rather than working out a problem 
on a mimeographed form. 
2. Schedule accounting three times a week with 
a d.ouble period each time. 
Bookkeeping 
Filing 
Typing 
1. Seh.edule bookkeeping three times a week with 
a double period each time. 
2. Provide more training in bookkeeping for. 
secretarial course students. 
3. Bookkeeping should be included in the 
secretarial course. 
1. Impress upon students why it is so important 
to file papers correctly. 
2. In filing stress setti.ng up of a filing system 
rather than merely re-teaching the alphabet, 
which is about all the course, I took, consisted 
of. 
1. Typing should be open to students in the 
college course. 
2. Include typing in the general course. 
~. Typing should be compulsory for students if 
it seems prob.ab.le that this skill wi 11 be 
useful to them in their future occupation .. 
Shorthand 
1. Give more remedial work in shorthand to the 
individual student instead of advising him 
to drop it. It is a much-needed subject. 
2. Do not permit a student to drop shorthand 
until he has given it a real chance. I was 
told to drop it because stenotype machines 
w.ould be in use by 1939. I understand this 
reason is still being given to 149 graduates . 
This. is a great mistake for advisers to make. 
Office Machines 
1. Offiee machines course should be required of 
everyone in the commercial course . 
2 .• Office machines course should be expanded 
giving students an oppo:rtuni ty to gain 
experience on newer types of machines with 
perhaps s ,ome time spent working in an ac tua.l 
business office . 
3. Give more practice to students on the various 
office machines. 
4. Broaden offic.e machine course to include all 
office machines . 
5. Frovide a separate course for the instruction 
and training of comptometer operators. 
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6. Stress fingering in the office machines course. 
7. Modernize the office machines c aurae. Bring 
it up-to-date. 
8. Allow more time for gaining experience on the 
various office machines taught. 
9. Frovide more time for each student to learn 
operation of office machines, and inform him 
of opportu.ni ties for machine operators in the 
fie~d. 
10. Devote more time to leaming how to use each 
offiee machine instead of just a few days of 
practice on each. 
Salesmanship 
1. In salesmanship and business training, 
instruction should be given by outside 
men who have been, successful in their 
fields. 
2. Salesmanship course is not thorough enough. 
Not enough emphasis is placed on the public. 
relations aspect of salesmanship. 
3. Lengthen the salesmanship course and intensify 
it so that students may learn whether or not 
they maw have a future in sales. 
Business Subjects in General 
1. Instruct girls entering the business world 
directly after high school on how to become 
well-groomed, poised and efficient workers. 
2. More vocational training should be included 
in the c.lerical course for boys. 
3. Start ty-ping in the first year. 
4. Back in 1938 an:d 1939, if you took bookkeeping 
you could not take shorthand. I think both 
bookkeeping and shorthand should be included. 
VII. HOME ECONOMICS 
1. Should be re-vitalized and made attractive. 
Was certainly not attractive in the late 
1930's. 
2. Establish an advanced. sewing course. 
3. More classes in sewing and cooking. 
4. More extensive training in cooking' and 
sewing. 
6. A stud·en t should learn more in one year tha.n 
merely ho_w to make an apron and cook white 
sauce. 
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VIII. INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
1. Establish a machinists course. 
2. Set up trade courses for those who decide to 
become plumbers, carpenters, electri.cians, 
etc. 
~· . Should be a greater variety of shopwork and 
more detailed teaching. 
4.. Greatly e.xpand the shop program. 
5. l?rovide . thorough-going courses in machine 
shop and mechanics. 
IX. MUSIC APPRECIATION 
1. Give more instruction in fundamentals of 
music, harmony, etc. 
2 . Establish a.. record library and institute 
"listening" c.o.urses. 
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Table LVI provid.es a frequency listing of subjects 
mentioned as needi ng improvement by the respondents. 'I'he 
fact that caertain subjects received a low frequency rating 
does not necessarily minimize their importance because 
all subjects are not taken by an equal number of stu.dents. 
Subject 
Engli.sh 
History-
Office machines 
French 
Civics 
Home economics 
Industrial arts 
Algebra 
Bookkeeping 
Chemistry 
Salesmanship 
TABLE LVI 
SUBJECTS NEEDING IMPROVEMENT 
AS REPORTED BY. RESPONDENTS 
Frequency SUbject 
rz Typing 
1~ Acc()unting 
10 Biology 
6 Filing 
5 ltfa. themati.cs . 
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Frequency 
3 
2 
2: 
2 
2 
5 Music appreciation 2 
5 Latin 2 
~ P.nysies 2 
~ Shorthand 2 
s Geogra:phy 1 
3 General science 1 
Table LVI ap.ove shows that,· of the subjects reported 
by respond.ents as needing improvement, Engli.sh heads the 
list with a frequency of 17, followed by History· with 13, 
Office Machines 10, French six, and Civics with :five 
suggestions. 
I 
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In concluding this c.hapter, the writer wishes to 
remind the reader that, with the exception of suggestio.ns 
includ.ed und.er the "In General" category-, no attempt has 
been made to weigh the merit of each statement. The writer 
feels that his know.led.ge and experience are inadequate for 
the evaluation of these o.pinions-. 
Some of the foregoing opinions expressed may ver.y 
well be unreasonable. The merit of the suggestions pro-
posed can beat be determined by the staff members of the 
department concerned. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY A~lO CONCLUSIONS 
I. RJRPOSE OF TEE STUDY 
" The graduates of the Dedham High School Class of 
1939 were contacted as a means of accompli.shing the three-
fold purpose of this study·. 
1. To gain an insight into the problems of 
vocational, educational, and social adjust-
ment encountered by a class of Dedham High 
School graduates. 
2:. To gather data fo r use in evaluating the 
instructional and guidance programs of the 
school. 
3. To demonstrate to all interested Dedham 
res i dents the value of the follow-up study 
a.s a means of achieving the foregoing two 
purp.oses. 
I I • PROCEDURE 
The followi ng steps were taken in p·reparation for 
the study: 
1. A survey was· made by the writer of literature 
on questionnaire eons·truction. 
2 . Opinions and suggestions were solicited from 
the Dedham High School faculty with reference 
to items to be included i .n the questionnaire. 
3. Certain members of the group to be studied 
were interviewed by the writer to determine 
their reactions and suggestions. 
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Frior to being dispatched to the group as a whole, 
the questionnaire form was tested. on 23 graduates of the 
Class of 1939. Since· the responses of this experimental 
group were elear and it had evidently experienced no 
trouble in interpreting the questions, the trial inquiry 
form was adopted a.s the final form. 
The research instrument used in this study, then , 
was a five-page form composed of 26 items calling for 
information and grouped under t.he following headings: 
I. General information 
II. Educational Information 
III. Work Information 
IV. Choice of an Occupation 
Questionnaire forms of 120 graduates living outside 
Dedham were dispatched on· April 16, 19"49 while the forms 
for 100 graduates residing in Dedham were delivered. by 
volunteer student messengers on April 25, 1949. Of the 
120 forms mailed, 13 were returned by the postal authori-
ties with the notation '$whereabouts unknown." Through 
fo l low-up letters and persistent visitation by the volun-
teer studen,t messengers, a total return of 160, or 77.3 
per cent, wa.s realized. This included 80 replies from 
outside Dedham and 80 from within Dedham: 
======~~================================================~~-~F======= 
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1. Of the hoy gradua tee of the Dedham High School 
Class of 1939, ?4, or '17. .1 per cent, reepond.ed 
whi le 86, or· 7.7 .Z per cent, of the girls were 
heard f rom. · 
2. Of the 160 respondents, 46.3 per cent were 
ba.ys while 53.7 per cent were girls. 
The foll.owing general information was revealed: 
1. Of· the reSI>ond.ents, 113 l ive w: ithin a 2.0-mile 
radius of the City of Boston and of these, 
7.9 are residents of Dedham. There were 47 
respondents wh.o live outsid.e a; 20-mile radius 
of. B·oston. This includ.es five in Massachusetts , 
3? in state.s of the United Sta.tee other than 
Massachusetts, and f i ve who are residents of 
foreign countries. 
2. Graduates who are veterans of World War II 
com:pri se 48."1 per cent of the respondents. 
This includes 90.4 IJer cent of the boys and 
12.8 IJer cent of the girls. 
3. Of the 160 respondents , 74.4 per cent are 
married.. This includes 7'1 .1 per cent of the 
boys and 72.1 per cent of the. girls. 
4. Comparatively- little time elapsed between 
leaving high school and. marriage. Half of 
the 126 married. respondents had entered matri-
mony, ~thin five years after they had graduated 
from high school. 
III. FiliiDINGS AND· RECOUMENDATIONS 
ON EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
1. Clerical Course graduates comiJrise 4.0.0 IJer 
cent of the re siJondents, College Course 
graduates 23.8 I>er cent, Secretarial Course 
graduates 13.7 per c.ent, General Cours·e 
graduates 11. 9 IJer cent, and. 10.6 per cent 
of the respondents took the Institute Course. 
2. An analysis of data shows that 76.2 per cent 
of the respondents believe that the course 
they took in hi.gh school was the best one 
for them. However, 2.~.2 per cent of the 
res.:pondents are of the opinion that their 
high school course was inadequate, due mainly 
to the fact that it did not prov·i .de a:dequa.te 
preparation for their chosen vocation . 
3. Of the subjects not taken in the high school 
but for which a need has since been felt, 
typewriting was mentioned most frequently. 
Following in descending order of frequency 
were shorthand, algebra, mathematics, and 
chemistry. 
4. Of the subjects not offered. in the curriculum 
but for whic.h a need has since been felt, a. 
total of 1~ different subjects was reported. 
Fublic speaking, psychology, and German were 
mentioned the greatest number of times. 
5. Those graduates who believe that more specific 
vocational training would have benefitted them 
comprise 4?.5 per cent of the respondents. 
This includes 56.7 per cent of the boys and 
39 .. 5 per cent of the girls .. 
6. Most frequently mentioned of the felt needs 
for specific vocational training by the boys 
were courses in the mechanical trades. 
7.. Most frequently mentioned. of the felt needs 
for speci.fic vocational training by the girls 
wa;s home economics. 
8. In the rating of subjects of greatest value, 
both the boy and girl respondents pla.c.ed 
English in first place, and in second place 
was mathematics for the boys and accounting 
for the girls. 
9. Latin and .Journalism were rated· as the two 
subjects of least value to the boys while 
physics and. algebra were rated as subjects 
of l east value to the girls. 
10. The suggestions for improvement of the high 
school program may be grouped under the 
follo~ing headings; 
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a. General suggestions for im~rovement 
of school subjects 
b. Languages 
c. Ma..thematic.s 
d. Blysica.l and. biological sciences 
e. Socia~ sciences 
f. Business subjects 
g. Home economics 
h. Industrial arts 
i. Music appreciation 
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'!'he three s:ubj ects which received. the most 
suggestions in a rder of f're.quency were English, 
History and Offiee Machines. 
ll.A total of 104 respondents, 65.0 per cent, 
re]?orted further education. This inelud.ed 
51 boys and 53 girls. 
12. Of the 102 educational institutions a..tt.ended, 
57.8 per cent of them are located in the Greater 
Boston area.. 
13. Further educa. ti on o.f the respondents was under-
taken at 15 different kinds of educational 
insti tu tiona. 
14. Of the 158 programs of further education 
reported, 51, or 3Z.3 per cent of these were 
undertaken on a.. part-time basis. Only 10 of 
these 51 programs, or 19. 2. per cen.t, bore 
evi.dence of completion as indicated by a 
degree, diploma, or certificate. 
15. Of the 158 programs of further education 
reported, 107, or 67.7 :per cent of the 
training,were undertaken on a full-time 
basis. Of these full-time educa.tional 
programs, 59, or 55 .. 2 per cent of these 
full-time educational. programs bore 
evidence of completion a.s indicated by 
the award. of· a degree, diploma., or 
certific:ater 
16. The five schools named most frequently 
were Boston Univerei ty, Northeastern 
University, Dedham Evening School, an.d 
the Chandler School. 
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In view of the findings on Educational Information, 
the writer believes that the following conclusions merit 
serious cone id era. ti an: 
1. Each student should be encouraged to make 
a. tentative occupational. choice before he 
selects his high school course. This choice 
should be b.ased upon a knowledge of ac.cu.-
pa ti anal trends and opportunities and. 
should be consistent with the individual's 
interests and abilities . 
2. Each studen t should be urged. to use greater 
care in the selection of courses and to give 
more attention to planning in advance. 
3. Faculty members should make a· serious attempt 
at evalua..tion of existing c.ourse offerings 
with a view toward correcting possible in-
adequacies . Some mean s of continuous evalu-
ation should be developed for this purpose. 
4. Thereis a . need for more specific vocational 
training at Dedham · High School. The courses 
in industrial arts and domesti c science 
should be eval.uated to determine whether 
or not the needs for such vocational training 
are being met through these departments. 
5. There is a need for a school-sponsored work-
experience program in busine·ss and indu.stry. 
6. The past and present guidance service a.t 
Dedham High. School is inadequate and neeG::s 
to be evaluated and strengthened. 
7. The fact that students other than those who 
enroll in the College Course seek further 
education is proof that educational guidance 
for post-high~school education should not be 
limi.ted to students taking the College Course. 
8. Information on colleges and other schools, 
especially in the Greater Boston area should 
be mad.e available to all students . 
9. If important educational objectives are to be 
rea.li zed. for Dedham High SchooL there must 
be a.. continual effort to improve teaching 
techniq_ues in the classroom, provide for 
greater student participation in learning 
activities, and to utilize to a. greater 
extent the resources· a .vailable to the 
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school through the professi.onal knowledge 
accumulated by teachers but seldom converted to 
use in the school si tua.tion. 
Theftprofessiona:l knowledge" mentioned in "9" above 
includes all knowledge a·ccumula ted by teachers through 
part-time and summer school study of :professional courses 
in Education. 
IV. FINDINGS AND RECOMWCENDATIONS 
. ON WORK EXF.ERIENCE 
l. Little time elapsed between leaving high school 
or college and the first full-time job. Within 
two months after leaving high school or college, 
53.3 per cent of the graduates had found their 
first full-time jab. This included 44.1 per 
cent of the girls and 6:3.6 per cent of the boys. 
2. At the time of response to this follow-up study, 
7.5 per cent of the respondents were still in 
school, 4.3 per cent in the armed forces, 
35.0 per cent employed full-time as housewives 
and 52.6 per cent employed in business or 
industry. 
3. Most of the respondents, 79, or 47.9 per cent, 
secured their first full-time job through 
"personal application" while 31.5 per cent 
obtained their first full-ti.me employment 
through a f 'riend or relative. Only 8.5 per 
cent used an employment agen.cy . 
1.78 
4. An analysis of entry jobs of graduates showed 
that the largest group, 43.1 per cent, were 
among the clerical, sales, and kindred workers. 
5. An analysis of the location of all places 
employing reap onden ts from l939 to 194.9 
inclusive shows that 84.3 per cent were within 
a 20-rnil.e radius of the City of Boston, and 
that 50.3 per cent of all jobs held by the 
respondents between 1939 and 1949 were either 
in Dedham or the C'ity of B·oston. 
6. Of the total number and percentage of jobs held 
by respondents during the years 1939 to l949 
inclusive, the largest number, 38.1 per cent 
were i .n the clerical, sales, and kindred worker 
field. This included 23.2 per cent of all jobs 
held by the boys and 58.6 per cent of all jobs 
held by the girls. 
7. Among the reasons given for leaving full-time 
jobs, the following were the five highest in 
order or frequepcy. 
a. Offered a better job., 24.9 per cent 
b. Entered armed forces, 18.2 per cent 
c. Discharged from armed forces, 14.3 per cent 
d. :Marriage, 12.8 per cent 
e. Disliked type of work, 9.9 per cent 
8. The most frequently reported source of training 
for pr.esen t job was "on the job" reported by 
54.3 per cent of the respondents. 
9. The respondents who reported "in school" as 
the source of training for their present job 
comprise ~5.3 per cent of the group who 
answered. this questi on. 
10 . A majority of the respondents, 70.0 per cent, 
are sati s f ied with their presen t job.. 
11. The major reas.on given by the respondents for 
job satisfaction wa.s "a liking for the vzo rk." 
On t he basis of these findings, the following 
conclusions are presented for consid.eration: 
1. Students should be urged to seek jobs for 
which they have both the interest and ability. 
2. In vi evJ of the fact that more than half of the 
girl respondents were employed as housewives 
within five years after gra.duati on from high 
school, the course offerings in domestic 
science should be evaluated to determine 
whether or not adequate preparation is being 
given. to prospective housewives and mothers. 
~. All high school boys and girls should receive 
detailed instruction in finding and securing 
empl oyment. 
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4. Since so many of the res~ondents secured employ-
ment in the metropolitan Boston area., and s i nce 1
1
! 
the f indings showed they had li ttle difficulty 1 
in getting jobs, a knowledge of working condi-
tions • requi rem en ts., and opportunities in the 
Boston area should be made available to all 
students. 
5. There is a need for a course, or series of 
related. units, in occupations a.t Dedham High 
School. 
6. It would be advantageous for the high school 
to make periodic contacts with em~loyers to 
determine the training needed by qualifi ed 
employees in their industries . 
-
V. FINDINGS AND BECOmmrNDATI OUS 
ON OOCUPATIONAL CHOICE 
1. The da.ta with reference to permanence of 
occupational. interest shows that 3.9.5 per 
cent of the boys and ?4.3 per cent of the 
girls who had made tentative occu~ationa~ 
choices in high schoo~ have bec.ome engaged 
in the same or c~osely-related occupations. 
2. While all of the girls have definitely decided 
on their choice of occupation, 24.3· per cent 
of boys are still undecided on their choice 
of an occupation ~0 years after graduation 
from high school. 
3. The four most frequently menti oned reasons 
for occupational choices in order of frequency 
are: 
a. JPerso·nal liking for the work 
h. Interested in the work 
c. Most. suited for the work 
d . Fays wel.~ 
4. Opportuni ty for servi c.e to society occupied 
seventh place as a reason for choice of 
occ.upa..tion. 
5. Jarents , friends, reading , and relatives were 
the four sources of help in occupational plan-
ning most frequently reported by re.spondents. 
~so 
6. The six most frequently reported leisure-time 
activities of the boy respondents are active 
participation in sports, watching sports events, 
fishing, reading, listening to music, and 
gardening. 
?. The six most frequently reported ~eisure-time 
activities of the girl respondents are active 
participation in sports, knitting-crocheting-
s·ewing, home and fa.mi~y, and listening to music. 
\; 
The follO\'Ving recommendati one- are proposed:-
1. The impermanence of occupational interests 
held in high school compared with those held 
at present indica tea a need fo.r greater· 
vocational guidance a.t the high school leve~. 
2. Occupational information offered to Dedham 
High School students is inadequa.te. 
3. The fa.c t that the schoo~ played only a mino.r 
role in occupational planning for the indivi-
dual points to a. need for greater effort by 
the school. to contribute in this area of need. 
4.. Steps should. be made to insure that maximum 
use is mad.e of the results of the test battery 
administered to all stud.ents in their junior 
year at Dedham High School. 
VI. CONCLUDING STATE'MENT 
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It is the writer's belief that many of the findings 
revealed through this study give evidence of a need for a 
comprehensive guidance :program at Dedham High School. 
While it is beyond the scope of this study to 
describe such a program in detail, the proposed guidance 
program for Dedham High School should embody the commonly- / 
accepted functions of guidance listed below: 
1. A careful study of the indi vidual. 
2. !'revision of occu:pational and ed.ucational 
information and experience upon which 
ind ividuals may base their post-high-school 
plans . 
3 . Counseling. 
4. :Placement, to include college selection, 
part-time education or training, and job-
fi nding. 
5. Follow-up of .graduates and non-graduates. 
6. Co-ordination of home, school, and community 
influences. 
7. Research and study with a view toward meeting 
the needs and interests of students. 
While it is true that some guidance of excellent 
quality has been, and continues to be provided at Dedham 
High School, this guidance is concerned primarily with 
"a careful study of the individual" and "Placement . " 
The ather functions of guidance service are being per-
for~ed only incidentally or not at all. 
No guidance program, however impressive it may 
appea r "on paper" will work automatically. Without a 
universal acceptance of "the philosophy of guidance" by 
the majority of the school staff members, no guidance 
program will be effective. 
Neither will a guidance program burst into full. 
bloom overnight. It will become a reality only after a 
sustained period, often years in length, of co-ordinated 
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effort on the part of all administrative and instructional 
personnel in the school. Only when it reache2 this stage 
of maturity will the guidance progr~~ produce the remark-
able results which should rightly be expected of it. 
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In the writer's opinion, then, the first step 
towarQ the establishment of an effective guidance program 
should be the conversion of a majority of the school staff 
members to "the philosophy of guidance." Such a. conver-
sion might result from. an annual follow-up study of former 
Dedham High School students. Such a study could be under-
taken as a group project by a committee of Dedham High 
School teachers, assisted by students now in high school .• 
The favorable response accorded this first real follow-up 
study of Dedham High School graduates would seem to 
indicate that future follow-up studies conducted for 
similar reasons would be well received. 
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APPENDIX 
.. 
INQUIRY FORM FOR FOLLOW·•UP STUDY AT THE DEDHAM (MASS.) HIGH SCHOQL 
I. GENERAL D~FO!:l.MATION: 
1. Na.mc'----~-~----------::::-:""--:------~7.'"":;~-0: --~-Last First Middle J.ni 'iiJ.J. 
2. If married, name after marriage 
-----------~:---------"':':":"-:---,·-~-·~· Last Fi:::-st Middl e i !litiaJ. 
3. Pre s ent address·------ ·--------------
Streot 1 No. City State 
5. Present a ge -------- Yrs. 
6. Are you a veteran o~ World War II? _Yes. _ No. 
'? • Muri tal status: _rv~arried .....:.;.,Single _Vlidowod _Divorced 
8. How long after high school did you mar~? ~ithin ____yrs. 
II. EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION: 
9. V'Jha t course did you t ake in high school1 ( ) College ( ) Clerica l 
( ) Secreta ria l ( ) General ( ) Don 1 t remember. . ( ) I n st i tute 
10. Do you t hink the course you took in high school was the best for you? 
( ) Yes ( ) No Why not? 
---------------------------------------------------------------
11. What subjects did you not t ake in high school but which you have since 
felt a need for, or wished you had taken? 
·-------------------·----------
-~~------·----------- -------·---·- ··-----
12. Do you think tha t more specific vocational tra i ni nt; would hn.-;re bene-
fit ted you? 
( ) Ye s ( ) No If, yes , wha t in particul a r? - ------ - --
......... ·--·--- ·---...,_ ....... , _ ____ . ________ ._ ..... _____ _ 
---·- ·--·--·---.---...-.... 
- ---·-----.. --·----\000:-----
• 
13.. or the subjects which you toolt in high school which c~id you like be£t• and · 
which ones do you think have been most or le&st valuable to you since 
leaving school? 
Subjeets Most Least 
ta.ken (v" ). Valuable(v') Valuable( v¥') 
~~:~~h ··········· - ········ · ······ · ······ · ··· · +··~·· ···· · · ··· · ·····~· · ·j· ···· · .... .... _( ... l 
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Junior Busi~e~·;. T~;;in"'i£."::.·:::::::.-::.·.-.·x .. ·: 3:: ~:: :: ~ ~ ·_ ~ ·. -.-. -.-.-.L-.-. ·_·::.-.-.-.·.·::.·.·.-. {(:.: 1 
~!i!~:a~:~~ine~ ....... ········~· ·· ··-· ····. _[( ... ) . . . ..... .. ....... {. , ~ .• . . ... .. . . .. . .. . .. ) 
P............... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . -. J ................ ·! ... l. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ) ;ho~!~~i·~h: •·•· .. ••••• v • ••••.• •• • H ••••••••••••• } ••• • ••••• • ••••••••• J .. ...... .. .... { ~: J 
YP g· ·· ······"'·······················L .. / .................... ) ............ .. . < ... ) 
~~~~~~ ·_· ... ................................. .. ·.' .. ). .. -· ............. ( .. -~- .. ... .. ...... _( .. .) 
g _ . .• . .••.•••••••• . •••••••••••••••••••..• { ... ) . ••..• •.. •••..• .. C .. --··-· ·-·· ·· .< ... ,> 
Home.tnaking . . ......... ... . __ ..... . ...... . .... { . . J. ..... ..... .•. •... .(. . . ........ , .. ... ( . . .) . 
..&,- Freehand Drawing .........•.••.•.••.. ••••.• < ... } ............... _.(. .. ) .......•...... { .. .. } 
Mechanical Drawing ...................... . . ( .. . l .. _ ......... .. ... ( .. .} .. _ ....... .... (. .. ). 
Music Appreciation . ....... . ... .. ........... ( .. . l ............. _ .. J .. .) .. ....... _. . .. ( .. J 
•• 
1~.. What suggestions can you give for the improvement of subjects now 
offered in tne high school? 
Subjects Suggestions for Improvement 
JL. 
B. --------
c. 
D. 
E . 
15. If you have attended any school since leaving Dedham Hi~h School, 
plec.se -list. 
Name of school Subjects 
or course 
--- - - -----
Leneth Completed Full 
of course Yes No Time 
------~ 
Part Degree 
Time or 
or Diploma Eve ____ 
---------------- ------------- -------- ---- ----- ---- ----- --~-----
---- ~---- - ---
III. Work Information: 
16. Hovr many months or rmeks elapsed bet;;reen leaving high school or college 
and your first full-time job? 
______ _.Days _______ Months ___ Years 
___ ___.No time. 
17. Are you now employed? 
A • Yes _B. Full-time _c. No _D. Part-.time E. Housewife_ 
F. In school _____ G. In Armed Forces _____ H. Other Where? ____ ~------
l t " ~J.0ns ~ list in crder all f'ull ... time jobs you have held since you left High School. 
Irmlu'i'~ ::wrvice in the armed forces giving rank upon discharge, but do not include 
j ')~S }y -,_Jd only dn!'ing summer vacations. Please no~ entry below as example of 
.:.r:l\,n"~a "tl :JD G.cs ::.:c ::. 1 here • 
-- · ~-~ - - --.. . ---- -- ~·-- · ...... - ·· --..- - ----~-
!b.ree o~ !Jrg::.nizc. tion Location Occupational Datos Major Duties 
Title or Mil- From To 
itary rank 
....... .-_.,,_ .. 
~~,\iJnl1 • Ar-'".hu:e E~ Johnson Dedham, Diem.ker July 1942 Made parts for 
.,._ _::~;, ,
~~o. d 1i11e Go .. Mass. to Oct 1944 progressive 
stD:tion dies 
-·~- ~--
------~~~-~--- ~~ ~-~-
- -
~ I 
l 
Machines, Tools, or 
. Equipment use<i 
Ia the, Milling 
Mach., Sha per 
• 
19. 
20. 
If you have laf't any full .. time jobs, 
your reasons? 
would you be willing to check 
A. Offered Better Job.______ F • Entered Armed Forces ___ _ 
B. Discharged from Armed Forces__ G. Moved with Family ________ __ 
6. Disliked type of Work---- H. Maternity ________ _ 
D. Needed at Home_-:------ I. Marriage~-----~-----
E. General Economic Conditions_ J. Disliked Fellow Workers __ 
K. Other-.. Wha.t? ____ . ----------------
How did you secure your first full-time job? 
A, Through the School_____ D. Answered a Newspaper 
B. By personAl application Advertisement ___________ __ 
c. Through an Agency E. Through a Friend or Relative ______________ _ 
F. Other--What? ___________________________________ __ 
21. Where did you get your training for your present jobt· 
A. In School_ B. On the job_ c. Elsewhere?_ Where?_ 
22. i•re you satisfied with your present job? 
A. Yes_ C .• Why? ___ ·--------------------
B. No __ D. Why not?---------------------
IV. Choice of an Occupation: 
23. When you were in High School, w.:~at life work did-you hope to enter? 
24. Have you made a definite choice ef an occupation? 
A. Yes_ No __ 
B.4.Jf so, what is it?.__ ____________ ....,.. ______ _ 
c. Why have you selected this particular occupation? 
D. vVhen did you make this decision? 
Before high school_____ During high schoo~ 
Later · 
25. Where have you received help in planning for the occupation of your 
choice ? 
A. Friends_ E. Parents ___ . 
B. rte latives___ F. Reading____ 
c. High School Te&chers_ G. Other 1Vhat? _________ _ 
D. Principal of the 
High School ___ _ 
26. Present outside interests or hobbie s 
Pleasfi meJ..l, coawleted QuestiQnnaire to ~ogel' E. -B. Randall 
Dedham High School, Dedham, Mass .. 
Dear Graduate, 
DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL 
DEDHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 
April 14, 1949 
Even though you have left Dedham High School, we are still interested 
in you - in what you have been doing, how well you like your work, and in 
your opinion of the school program as you remember it. 
To obtain this information we are conducting a follow-up study. The 
enclosed inquiry form is being sent to graduates of the class o£ 19.39. 
Your class has been selected because we beUr-nre tr.at you have had suf-
ficient timf: to adjust yourselves to live outside school, and also because 
of the unusual opportunity you have had to te:::t. t he 7a::.ue of your high 
school education in the light of experiences cn.:l ~"'t:n+, P. r8d during the vvar years. 
The information you give Yvill help us to de t er:>jn9 whether we have been 
giving1 and are giving novv, the kind of prepa::·ation h5.gh school boys and 
girls need for their chosen work outside school o All of your information 
vvill be held in strict confidence, and will be used for statistical purposes 
only. 
Please consider this as your opportunity to help Dedham High School do 
a better j0b in training the boys and girls of Dedham, both now and in the 
future., 
Just fill out the enclosed inquiry form and return it to us in the 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
Please try to have it in the mail by April 2.3, 1949. 
Sincerely yours, 
a!»ACf.~ 
Ralpli A. Eaton 
Principal 
~~IJ.~· 
Roger E. B. Randall 
Conducting the Follow-Up 
... 
Dear Gra:iuatet 
DEDtr ~ ~fl. HIGH .SCHOCli,J 
DEJlllii.M , M~ ~'SACH"J~Er~~TS 
APRIL 26, 1949 • 
Even th0~gh you have left DedhaM High School~ •e are still interested 
in you. ,., :i.n ,-~ln.1~ you have b er-m doing~ r ... C'.v r1ell y .:m l :i.ke your work, and 
in you:- Jil1ni.on (If ~.h•l s~hoo.J_ :prof;.l:'a.:n as you rer.1e~bs::: i·~(.. 
To ')Jta~~n trd.s in.form:=. tion we are cor.du~ting a fr.,lJ oW··up stu.oy Q 
The e:1.c:osed inqttir.:r f 'crm is b~:.ing sent to gfflcil.~·;~·~es oi .. the c!ar3G of 
1939 .. 
Y ~!llt' c hss h11s b08n selected because rm bel::.eve that ycu ha .. re had 
suffie:.:..e::-1"" tlrr.e to adj,:~st ymlrSA1vcs -!:c lii'o outs:lde set.col~ and &lr:> o 
bec.:,:v.:Jc o:t .. t b:; ur..um ... ~.aJ.. opportu;:r!.ty Y~lt: have ha.r! t,:- -+:.0f,t. ~..:c.e · vn.l'....:e of 
ycur high schco~- edL:catio:n in the lie;ht of experiences er~counter·Jd 
during the v;ar J'8<~rs $ 
The :.nf~)rmation ycu give i7.ill he1p us to dete:::mine ·whether we have 
been gi virg • anr~. ::>.rc ::;:tv:i..ng no;..r ~ the k:i.nJ. of' prepe ra t:i.cn high s chool 
boyf: c:.nd gJd.s nee;(, .':r::r their chosr::,n work ot: ts .~:..de school,. All of your 
il:.format::.o~ ,,,:~ "!..l be l11:ld :La strict confidence, ancl will be used for 
S ta t iTi.-.i Xl ~ pU:'j:< OS8S or ly o 
PJ.ease co:1sider this as your opportunity to help Dedham High School 
do a octt.e r- ~ob in training the boys and girls of De<iham, both nov: and 
in the future6 
'!'hi::; l otte1' wa::; del:'..vered to you by a Dedham High School student 
who :bJ?.[. V01Ul~t::Jered his servi3eS as a messenger for this deserving 
project., We hope ·~hcJ.t we can CO".l.'!lt on your co-operation, too 0 
Your messAng-3j. vG'.ll ca ll e.ga:i.n at your home in three days or at 
some other tiiJ:t?. :no.re c cnvenie:J.t for you and get your completed form to 
return to the ::;ch':lo.L , J~.s":. fill out the enclosed inquiry form and seal 
it in the return envelope .,,e hava includedeo 
29., 
We hope you ·will have it ready by April ., 19.4-9. 
Sincerely yours, 
~onQ~ 
Principal 
~cf~-
Roger E. B. Randall 
Conducting The Follow-Up 
Dear Graduate, . 
DEDHAM HIGH SCHOOL 
DEDHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 
May/3, 1949 
Last month we sent you and other members of the 
Dedham High School Class of 193q c:.n inquiry form con-
cerning your activities since len.ving the high school. 
We have already received many replies. Up to the 
present time, though, we have ncYc received your completed 
que5tionnaire and without your co-operation our study 
will not be successful. 
Won't you please be kind enough to fill ou't this 
new copy of the questionnaire which we are enclosing, 
and mail it tc u.s as soon as poss i ble. 
Sincerely yours, 
~t~~"' a ~at~~ 
Ralph A. Eaton 
Principal. 
~-1-r~A. C~/3. Gf~- .ri.('(P.e, 
Roger E. B. Randall 
Conducting the follow-up. 
